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Abstract
Over the last three years a number of significant, alleged cyber offensive operations
have taken place: the North Korean operations against Sony Pictures in 2014; the
BlackEnergy3 Virus which targeted Ukrainian power substations in 2015; and the
cyber offensive operations that were designed to influence recent presidential
elections. This thesis will investigate whether these types of operations are new or
similar to activities that took place in the twentieth century, especially during the Cold
War, termed ‘covert action’. Focusing on the US and British experience, and using a
comparative methodology, this study will compare covert action and cyber offensive
operations. It will achieve this by addressing what covert action is and what forms it
takes; this will then be employed in the analysis of cyber offensive operations. The
thesis seeks to establish a clear relationship between these two forms of state tactics
employed against state and non-state actors. It argues that although the two forms of
behaviour are linked, there is a need to modify the existing understanding of covert
action; this will allow, in turn, a clearer understanding of the nature of cyber offensive
operations to be developed. It is concluded that there is a need to re-examine the
organisational structures of covert action, including ethical dimensions, in relation to
cyber operations.

viii

Introduction
The aim of this thesis is to establish if there is a relationship between covert action
and cyber operations. If such a relationship exists, the thesis will seek to understand it.
Covert action is defined as ‘an activity or activities … to influence political,
economic, or military conditions abroad where the role of the … government will not
be apparent or acknowledged publicly’. 1 It has been argued that covert action is used
outside of a war.2 ‘Cyber operations’ according to the United States of America (US)
government is a collective term referring to cyber intelligence (cyber espionage),
offensive use of cyber operations, and cyber defence (defence against intelligence
gathering and cyber offensive operations). 3 However this thesis will focus on the
offensive use of cyber operations that the US defined as Offensive Cyber Effects
Operations (OCEO). It was argued by the US that OCEO were
operations and related programs or activities – other than network
defense, cyber collection or Defense Cyber Effects Operations (DCEO) –
conducted by or on behalf of the United States Government, in or through
cyberspace, that are intended to enable or produce cyber effects outside
United States Government networks.4
The British signals intelligence agency, the Government Communications
Headquarters (GCHQ) used a similar term to define offensive use of cyber operations
although they term them ‘cyber effects operations’. These operations are, according to
GCHQ, based on the idea that they ‘produce effects in the real world’. 5 This
document, however, did not explain what was meant by ‘produce effects in the real
world’. It could be that it means that instead of simply monitoring the cyber world,
these operations are designed to produce a change that has consequences that can be

1

Mark M. Lowenthal, Intelligence: From Secrets to Policy, Fourth Edition (Washington, DC: CQ
Press, 2009), p. 165.
2
Ibid., p. 165.
3
This document was leaked by Edward Snowden., all document that were leaked by Edward Snowden
will herein be referred to as ‘Edward Snowden Document’. All these leaked documents have been
accessed either via the Snowden Surveillance Archive https://snowdenarchive.cjfe.org/greenstone/cgibin/library.cgi?e=q-00100-00---off-0snowden1--00-2----0-10-0---0---0direct-10-and%2cand%2candTE%2cTT%2cDE%2cSU--4--law%2c%2c%2c-----0-1l--00-en-50---50-about-TE%3a%28law%29-01-3-1-00-00--4--0--0-0-01-10-0utfZz-8-00&a=p&p=about or edwardsnowden.com
https://search.edwardsnowden.com/ unless otherwise stated. Edward Snowden Document, US
Government, ‘Presidential Policy Directive/PPD-20 Subject US Cyber Operations Policy’, no date
given, p. 3 accessed via edwardsnowden.com.
4
Edward Snowden Document, US Government, ‘Presidential Policy Directive/PPD-20 Subject US
Cyber Operations Policy’, n.d., p. 3, edwardsnowden.com.
5
Edward Snowden Document, GCHQ, ‘Full Spectrum Cyber Effects SIGINT as an Enabler for
GCHQ’s ‘Effects’ Mission’, ca.2010, p. 3, Snowden Surveillance Archive.
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seen. Due to the fact that both the US and the GCHQ definitions of the operations fail
to account for what is meant by an effect, this author has chosen instead to term these
as ‘cyber offensive operations’.
This thesis will concentrate on cyber offensive operations. It seeks to
differentiate cyber offensive operations from cyber intelligence. Cyber intelligence is
about gathering information whereas cyber offensive operations are designed to cause
a change. In some ways, a change can be produced by intelligence in the sense that
intelligence is used to make policy which, to some extent, could lead to a change.
However, the difference is that cyber intelligence produces a change in an indirect
manner, whereas cyber offensive operations produce a change as a direct consequence
of the operation. The reason to make a clear distinction is that both types of
operations can use similar techniques. For example, breaking into an organisation’s
systems can be used to gather intelligence by looking at or extracting documents,
information, or data that is contained within the systems, but, if this operation was to
be used to change documents, then this would be cyber offensive because it is looking
to cause a change.
Furthermore, the term ‘cyber offensive’ is used here instead of ‘attack’. An
attack implies that an operation will be directed through actions such as hacking, or
through the use of malware. Malware is software that is introduced into a computer
system that alters the way a computer or a system works. Cyber offensive operations,
however, as will be show below, do not have to be conducted using these techniques;
they may be used in some operations but are not limited to introducing malware. For
example, as will be shown in chapter two, cyber offensive operations can be used to
spread propaganda. This type of activity does not have to utilise malware but it can
still produce a change. From this then, what makes a cyber offensive operation is that
the operation is being conducted with the objective that it will produce a change.
Finally, this study will not examine in detail the technological aspects of cyber other
than that which is necessary to outline an operation.
The thesis will also seek to understand the ways that the US and the United
Kingdom (UK) are using and could use cyber offensive operations. Firstly, with the
leaking of information from Edward Snowden there is now new evidence about these
organisations. Edward Snowden was a former contractor for the US signals
intelligence agency the National Security Agency (NSA). In 2013, he stole a large
2

number of documents relating to the NSA and other intelligence agencies from both
US and international organisations and has released a large number of these
documents into the public domain. Secondly, the US and the UK were the founding
members of what has become known as the ‘Five Eyes’ intelligence partnership. The
‘Five Eyes’ is now comprised of the US NSA, the UK GCHQ, Australian Signals
Directorate (ASD), Canada’s Communications Security Establishment (CSE), and
New Zealand’s Government Communications Security Bureau (GCSB). This
partnership was created after the Second World War and governed the collection of
signals intelligence. It has been argued that this relationship has ‘created a global
multilateral alliance’ which in turn has ‘almost unlimited intelligence power’. 6 This
has meant that, with the documents that were leaked by Edward Snowden, there is
now new evidence that is critically important in helping to understand cyber offensive
operations. However, this author will focus on the UK and the US, due to the fact that
they feature heavily within the leaked documents relating to cyber offensive
operations. When assessing the US and UK’s use of cyber offensive operations, the
thesis will also examine some of the operations that other states have conducted to
allow for a greater understanding of cyber offensive operations.
There is also evidence from public documents that provides some details of
the development of cyber offensive operations in the US and UK. In the US, the fact
of a military involvement with cyber offensive operations can be seen through the
creation of US Cyber Command. This was created in 2009 and became fully
operational in 2010. It is comprised of cyber units from four parts of the US
Department of Defense: Army Cyber Command (ARCYBER), Fleet Cyber Command
(FLTCYBER), Air Force Cyber Command (AFCYBER) and Marine Forces Cyber
Command (MARFORCYBER).7 It also works in conjunction with US Coast Guard
Cyber Command (CGCYBER), which is technically part of the Department of
Homeland Security. In addition, the US Department of Defense has argued that it ‘has
developed capabilities for cyber operations and is integrating those capabilities into
the full array of tools that the United States government uses to defend U.S. national

Richard J. Aldrich, GCHQ: The Uncensored Story of Britain’s Most Secret Intelligence Agency
(London: Harper Press, 2011), p. 89.
7
Jean-Loup Samaan, ‘Cyber Command’, The RUSI Journal, 155:6, (2010), 16-21, 16.
6
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interests’.8 Further, their strategic goals include to ‘build and maintain ready forces
and capabilities to conduct cyberspace operations’9 and to ‘build and maintain viable
cyber options and plan to use those options to control conflict escalation and to shape
the conflict environment at all stages’.10 The Department of Defense stated that they
will establish a Cyber Mission Force that will eventually employ around 6,200
personnel.11 These personnel will be divided into 133 teams with a range of objectives
including cyber defence and cyber offensive operations.12 The Department of Defense
argue that they will be ‘applying Cyber Mission Force capabilities more broadly’.13
The Department of Defense has stated that twenty-seven of the 133 teams will be
dedicated to what they term ‘Combat Mission Teams’ that will ‘provide support to
Combatant Commands by generating integrated cyberspace effects in support of
operational plans and contingency operations’.14 In this statement, the question must
be what constitutes contingency operations. As it has stated that they will be used for
military operations, this may mean that contingency operations might not be military
operations themselves. What this something else is, it must be noted, is unclear from
the statement but it could be argued that it means US Cyber Command would be used
for operations outside a military situation. This is because the term ‘operational plans’
indicates a military use so it must be seen that it will be used outside a military
context. In this way it could be argued that from these documents there is clear
evidence that the US have developed the use of cyber offensive operations for
operations which are interlinked with covert action. As they are looking to cause a
change of behaviour, they are conducting the operations covertly, and they are being
used outside of a military operation.
In addition to this, it can also be seen, from the files that have been leaked by
Edward Snowden, there is further evidence of the planning and the policy directed

US Government, Department of Defense, ‘The Department of Defense Cyber Strategy’, April 2015,
p. 2.
9
Ibid., p. 7.
10
Ibid., p. 8.
11
US Government, Department of Defense, ‘Fact Sheet: The Department Of Defense Cyber Strategy’,
April 2015, p. 1.
12
US Government, Department of Defense, http://www.defense.gov/News/SpecialReports/0415_Cyber-Strategy.
13
US Government, Department of Defense, ‘Cybercom Chief Details Strategic Priorities for 2016’,
http://www.defense.gov/News-Article-View/Article/643954/cybercom-chief-details-strategicpriorities-for-2016, last accessed on 25.01.2016.
14
US Government, Department of Defense, http://www.defense.gov/News/SpecialReports/0415_Cyber-Strategy.
8
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towards the use of offensive cyber capabilities. In a document that was written by the
NSA, there are clear indications that they were involved in the development of cyber
offensive operations. This can be seen in a file where it argues that the NSA was
looking for an intern ‘who likes to break things’.15 As such they were looking for
someone who could ‘remotely degrade or destroy opponent computers, routers,
servers and network enabled devices by attacking the hardware using low-level
programming’.16 The development of cyber offensive operations can be seen further
through the ‘Presidential Policy Directive/PPD-20 Subject US Cyber Operations
Policy’. Within this document, there are a number of important points that must be
taken into account:
The United States has an abiding interest in developing and maintaining
use of cyberspace as an integral part of US national capabilities to collect
intelligence and to deter, deny, or defeat any adversary that seeks to harm
US national interest in peace, crisis, or war.17
This shows that cyber offensive operations can be outside of a military context as it
has argued that they could be used in war but also in peace and crisis. Also, with the
terms ‘deny and defeat’ this then shows an ability to use cyber powers in an offensive
capacity. Furthermore, this document also argued that:
The United States Government shall conduct all cyber operations
consistent with the US constitution and other applicable laws and policies
of the United States, including Presidential orders and directives…This
directive pertains to cyber operations, including those that support or
enable kinetic, information, or other types of operations.18
This clearly shows that, in the terms of the US, a policy has been developed within
which they could use their cyber offensive operations. Under the definitions section of
the document it is clear that the US government’s thinking was directed towards the
use of cyber offensive operations. This is because they argued that this directive
means that ‘the United States Government shall conduct DCEO and OCEO’.19 Within
this document, it is also stated that the term cyber effects means that to the US
government, this is at least: ‘The manipulation, disruption, denial, degradation, or
destruction of computers, information or communication systems, networks, physical
Edward Snowden Document, NSA, ‘S3285/ Intern Projects’ 08.01.2008, p. 2, Snowden Surveillance
Archive
16
Ibid., p. 2.
17
Edward Snowden Document, US Government, ‘Presidential Policy Directive/PPD-20 Subject US
Cyber Operations Policy’, n.d, p. 4, edwardsnowden.com.
18
Ibid., p. 4.
19
Ibid., p. 3.
15
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or virtual infrastructure controlled by computers or information systems, or
information resident thereon’.20 This then shows that they are considering using cyber
for operations that are not just military in nature. Furthermore, with the terms
‘manipulation’, ‘disruption’, ‘denial’, ‘degrade’ and ‘destruction’, it shows that the
US has looked to use cyber for offensive operations. This is because it is a move away
from the collection of intelligence, thus suggesting an offensive use. This provides
further evidence to show that the US government has developed a policy of using
cyber offensive operations.
It can also be seen that it is not only the US that have developed a policy of
using cyber offensive operations. The British government has developed a policy
where it can be seen that they will use cyber offensive capabilities to achieve
objectives. The Intelligence and Security Committee, the UK’s main intelligence
oversight body, suggested in its 2012 annual report that the UK has developed a
policy of using cyber for offensive operations. The Committee argued that
while attacks in cyberspace represent a significant threat to the UK, and
defending against them must be a priority, we believe that there are also
significant opportunities for our intelligence and security agencies and
military which should be exploited in the interests of UK national
security.21
Further in 2013, the Committee argued that the UK should use more proactive cyber
capabilities that are closely linked to defence.22 How the Committee felt that cyber
offensive operations could be used in the future can be seen in their 2012 report. The
committee provided a list of ways that cyber operations could be used, including
active defence and cyber intelligence.23 They then argued for, what could be seen as,
cyber offensive operations. They felt that these could be: firstly, ‘disruption’ which
was defined as ‘accessing the networks or systems of others to hamper their activities
or capabilities without detection (or at least without attribution)’; secondly,
‘information operations using cyber techniques and capabilities in order to deliver
information operations’; and finally as, ‘military effects the destruction of data,

20

Ibid., p. 2.
HM Government, Intelligence and Security Committee, ‘Annual Report 2011–2012’, published July
2012, p. 35.
22
HM Government, Intelligence and Security Committee, ‘Annual Report 2012-2013’, published July
2013, p. 20.
23
HM Government, Intelligence and Security Committee, ‘Annual Report 2011–2012’, published in
July 2012. p. 36.
21
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networks or systems in support of armed conflict’. 24 In 2016 the UK government
added further evidence about how Britain could use these operations. They stated that
‘offensive cyber capabilities involve deliberate intrusions into opponents’ systems or
networks, with the intention of causing damage, disruption or destruction’. 25 They
argued that they would ‘have at our disposal appropriate offensive cyber capabilities
that can be deployed at a time and place of our choosing, for both deterrence and
operational purposes, in accordance with national and international law’.26 In these
ways, it is clear that Britain had begun to envision the use of cyber offensive
operations and had given consideration to how they could be conducted.
The leaked documents from Edward Snowden provide further evidence to
show that the UK government has developed the use of cyber offensive operations.
This can be seen in the fact that GCHQ stated that they conduct effects operations.
These operations have the basis of ‘Destroy, Deny, Degrade, Disrupt, Deceive,
Protect’.27 These then have the objective of ‘having an impact in the real world’.28
Furthermore, GCHQ have stated that these types of operations amount to around five
per cent of the operations that they undertake (how these operations are used will be
discussed in chapters two, three, and four).29 In this file, GCHQ argued that there are
a number of operations that can be conducted with various goals ranging from lowend effects to conducting operations to target critical national infrastructure. In
another document leaked by Snowden, it is shown that GCHQ, under the control of
the Joint Threat Research Intelligence Group (JTRIG), has a database of tools that
they have developed to be used for what could be argued are cyber offensive
operations.30 This group stated that they could develop other capabilities as needed to
achieve missions.31 This document makes it clear that they have a number of different
tools for conducting effects operations. From these sources, it is clear that the British
have the ability to conduct a range cyber offensive operations.

24

Ibid., p. 36.
HM Government, ‘National Cyber Security Strategy 2016-2021’, published 1 November 2016,
paragraph 6.5.1, p. 51.
26
Ibid., paragraph 6.5.2, p. 51.
27
Edward Snowden Document, GCHQ, ‘Full Spectrum Cyber Effects SIGINT as an Enabler for
GCHQ’s ‘Effects’ Mission’, ca.2010, p. 3, Snowden Surveillance Archive.
28
Ibid., p. 3.
29
Ibid. p. 3.
30
Edward Snowden Document, GCHQ, ‘JTRIG Tools and Techniques’, Section Effects Capabilities,
05.07.2012, p. 5, Snowden Surveillance Archive.
31
Ibid., p. 5.
25
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The targets of cyber offensive operations can be seen to be both state and nonstate actors. States have admitted that they have considered targeting terrorist
organisations via cyber operations, although they do not state how this will take place
beyond stopping terrorist use of the Internet.32 It was also admitted, in February 2016,
that US Cyber Command had begun to conduct offensive operations against terrorist
organisations such as the Islamic State (IS).33 In addition, in June 2017, the Defence
Secretary Michael Fallon stated that the UK government was at that time ‘using
offensive cyber routinely in the war against Daesh, not only in Iraq but also in the
campaign to liberate Raqqa and other towns on the Euphrates’.34 Further he argued
that

these

operations

are

‘beginning

to

have a

major

effect

on

degrading Daesh’s capabilities’.35 It is, however, not just terrorist organisations that
have been targeted; hacktivist organisations (A hacktivist group is a non-state actor,
such as Anonymous, who use cyber activities for a political purpose) have also been
the subject of such activities. There is clear evidence that shows states have also
targeted businesses and private companies. From the information that has been shown
above, it is clear that the US and the UK governments have both developed a policy
of using cyber offensive operations. Although the focus has been on US and UK
governments’ approach, it is possible, or even likely, that other governments are
developing similar policies. It is this author’s contention that these operations have a
direct relationship with covert action.

Research Aims
This research has a number of arguments. The first argument is that cyber offensive
operations are directly related to covert action. This argument will be explained in a
number of ways. It will compare the existing understanding of what covert action is to
HM Government, ‘The UK Cyber Security Strategy Protecting and promoting the UK in a digital
world’, November 2011, p. 39.
33
C.F. the Islamic State has been given a number of different names Islamic State, Islamic State of Iraq
and Syria, Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant, and Daesh and others. However, for the purpose of this
thesis it will refer to this group as Islamic State (IS). Shane Harris and Nancy A. Youssef, ‘U.S.
Ratchets Up Cyber Attacks on ISIS’, The Daily Beast, first published on 18.04.2016,
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2016/04/17/u-s-ratchets-up-cyber-attacks-onisis.html?via=desktop&source=twitter, last accessed on 18.04.2016.
34
HM Government, Michael Fallon, ‘Defence Secretary’s speech at Cyber 2017 Chatham House
Conference’, 27.06.2017, https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/defence-secretarys-speech-atcyber-2017-chatham-house-conference, last accessed on 28.06.2017.
35
Ibid.
32
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cyber offensive operations. When these two are compared this thesis will argue that
they are directly related. The second aim of this thesis is to demonstrate how cyber
offensive operations are being used to achieve a number of overarching types of
activities: propaganda, direct counter propaganda, political, economic and high-end
operations. These types of activities will then be compared to the existing
understanding of covert action to further allow for a comparison between covert
action and cyber offensive operations. By conducting a comparison of the types of
activities it will further highlight that there is a direct connection between covert
action and cyber offensive operations. This will lead to the argument that overall
cyber offensive operations are covert action. However, the thesis will argue against
the existing understanding of covert action which merely sees cyber offensive
operations as another form of covert action. Finally, this thesis will clearly
demonstrate that cyber offensive operations are not new but are continuation of what
has already taken place.
There are issues with the research into states use of cyber offensive operations
and how they are being used by states. Firstly, at this point in time it is impossible for
researchers to know fully and a policy level why states have chosen to conduct these
operations. This is because the government documents about particular operations are
not available and are still classified. As such, a research can understand that an
operation has taken place but not why a government has chosen to use cyber offensive
operations to conduct these activities. However, the aim is not to ask why states are
using cyber offensive operations but how they are using them and if they should be
seen as covert action.

Literature Review
Covert action literature, it could be argued, is missing a great deal on the use of cyber
offensive operations. The first mention of the relationship between cyber offensive
operations and covert action was by William Daugherty, an academic and a former
senior intelligence officer for the Central Intelligence Agency, writing in 2007.36 He

36

William Daugherty is an academic and a former senior intelligence officer for the Central
Intelligence Agency.
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argued that a new form of covert action was beginning to be used. 37 Daugherty
labelled this form of covert action as ‘information warfare’. Information warfare, was
defined as ‘either remotely or on-site, a computer, or data banks with the intent of
altering or destroying the hardware, software, or information in the computer, is
considered to be covert action’.38 This is now what is more commonly referred to by
researchers as cyber war, cyber warfare, or, as this author will argue, should in fact be
referred to as, cyber offensive operations. Although Daugherty argued this form of
activity had ‘enormous potential’, he only spends two paragraphs discussing the use
of these operations.39 However, beyond the Daugherty’s work, covert action literature
has not addressed this issue. This therefore means that the author feels that the use of
cyber offensive operations has not been explained by Daugherty. Further, Daugherty
argument of information warfare being a form of covert action does not explain the
true nature of cyber offensive operations as they are not merely a form of covert
action but are being used for all forms of covert action.
It can also be argued that the existing covert action literature fails to take into
account the changes in technology that addresses the relationship between covert
action and cyber offensive operations effectively. Lowenthal argued in 2009 that there
are five main types of covert operations: Paramilitary, Coups, Economic Activity,
Political Activity, and Propaganda.40 Even the Seventh edition of Lowenthal’s book,
published in 2017 stated that it is likely that cyber offensive operations will be used
because it had similarities to other covert action methods. These types of operations
were only covered briefly in his work.41 From this, the thesis will provide a much
fuller account of how cyber offensive operations are being used than Lowenthal has
achieved.
Another area of disagreement between this author and Lowenthal is that the
nature of cyber offensive operations do not easily fit into this theoretical model of
covert action. This is because although cyber offensive operations do offer the ability
to conduct propaganda operations, political activity, and economic activity, other

William J. Daugherty, ‘The Role of Covert Action’, in Loch K. Johnson (ed.), Handbook of
Intelligence Studies (London: Routledge, 2007), p. 283.
38
Ibid., p. 283.
39
Ibid., p. 283.
40
Lowenthal, Intelligence, Fourth Edition, p. 169f.
41
Mark M. Lowenthal, Intelligence: From Secrets to Policy Seventh Edition, (Washington, DC: QC
Press, 2017), p. 256f.
37
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forms of cyber offensive operations do not fit into the model. To illustrate the
argument that cyber offensive operations do not easily fit into the covert action
models, it is important to look at an example in the Stuxnet operation. In this
operation, the malware specifically targeted the industrial control systems of
centrifuges that were creating nuclear material for the Iranians to stop them from
working. 42 This example does not fit into the theoretical model of covert action
because, it can be argued, it is not economic or political activity, neither is the
operation a coup. It does come close to being a paramilitary activity due to the to the
damage of actions it may cause yet it is not attempting to overthrow a state using
violent means. In Lowenthal’s seventh edition, he classes these operations as
sabotage. But if the actions were undertaken by an equivalent human force that was
supported by an outside power, these would be classed, surely, as a paramilitary
operation. This then shows that there is a gap in the existing covert action literature on
the types of operations.
These two authors are not alone in failing to acknowledge cyber offensive
operations as covert action. This is partly due to the fact that covert action literature
was written before the advent of these types of operation or because the aim of the
covert action literature is to take a more historical approach to the understanding of
covert action.43
The existing literature on the use of what this thesis has termed cyber
offensive operations can be seen to, firstly, be divided into those sources that provide
what could be termed a history of both cyber operations and cyber offensive
operations. For example, Fred Kaplan’s book Dark Territory The Secret History of
Cyber War provides a very detailed account of the creation of the US system of using
cyber operations and the use of cyber offensive operations. 44 This is similar to the
approach of Gordon Corera who in his book Intercept: The Secret History of
Computers and Spies, illustrates the development and use in both the US and the UK
of cyber operations and cyber offensive operations, although he does not use these
terms. 45 Similarly, Shane Harris’s @War: The Rise of Cyber Warfare is another
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example of this form of literature on cyber operations.46 These sources are very useful
in that they examine the development of cyber operations in general and in particular
cyber offensive operations. Within this body of literature there are also sources that
provide a single case study approach to the study of cyber offensive operations. Kim
Zetter’s Countdown to Zero: Stuxnet and the Launch of the World’s First Digital
Weapon provides a detailed account of the Stuxnet cyber offensive operation.47 There
is also an extensive body of knowledge about the technical aspects of specific
operations. For example, Gaoqi Liang et al.’s article ‘The 2015 Ukraine Blackout:
Implications for False Data Injection Attacks’.48 However, some of the sources that
focus on a single case of cyber offensive operation tend to fail to theorise what these
operations are being used for.
There is also an extensive body of literature that theorises what these
operations are being used for. The first real attempt to theorise the use of cyber
offensive operations was by John Arquilla and David Ronfeldt in ‘Cyberwar is
Coming’.49 This article looks at how cyber offensive operations could be used in the
future. In addition, in 2010 Richard A. Clarke and Robert K. Kane published Cyber
War: The Next Threat to National Security and What to Do about it.50 Although there
are sections of this book that look at actual examples about the use of cyber offensive
operations, the book focuses on the speculative nature of cyber offensive operations.
This is not always necessarily an issue when it comes to what was then and still is to
this day a very novel concept. However, this author disagrees with the way that this
book theorises cyber offensive operations. In addition, this author disagrees with the
classification of some of the operations it looks at. For example, Clarke classified the
cyber offensive operations that targeted Estonia in 2007 as cyber war. 51 Whereas, this
author believes that these are, in fact, cyber offensive operations that fall below the
threshold of war and should be classified in a different way. From this, there is now
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an extensive body of literature that seeks to address what cyber offensive operations
are and the theory of what they are being used for.52
In between these two bodies of literature, there are also sources that address
both the historical and theoretical issues of, not only states that are using cyber
operations, but also non-state actors who are using cyber operations. One of the best
sources for this is P.W. Singer and Friedman Allan’s Cybersecurity and Cyberwar:
What Everyone Needs to Know.53 In this book, the authors not only deal with the
issues that surround states and their use of cyber operations but also non-state actors
including terrorism, hacktavist and cyber criminals. This source is especially
important as it not only provides examples of cyber operations by looking at specific
cases, it also provides a theoretical underpinning for its work. In addition, sources
such as Jason Andress and Steve Winterfeld’s Cyber Warfare: Techniques, Tactics
and Tools for Security Practitioners take a very similar approach but focus more on
the technical aspects of these operations.54
This author is not the first to attempt to establish the relationship between
covert action and cyber offensive operations. Thomas Rid argued in 2013 that one of
the aims of his book Cyber War Will Not Take Place was that he ‘hopes to take the
debate beyond the tired and wasted metaphor of “cyber war”’. 55 His work could
arguably be the seminal piece of research on the use of cyber operations. This thesis,
therefore, looks to build upon the work of other cyber theorists such as Thomas Rid.
However, there are a number of points on which this author will demonstrate some
level of disagreement with Rid’s book. Firstly, and most importantly, there have been
several changes since Rid’s book was published. This can be seen in the fact that we
have a number of documents that are of critical use to the understanding of these
operations. Further, since Rid’s book was completed, there have been several cyber
offensive operations that have the potential to change the understanding of cyber
offensive operations. These include: the operation against Sony Pictures
Entertainment in 2014; the operations against Ukrainian power stations in 2014-2015
and 2016; and the operations against various elections in 2016-2017, including the US
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presidential election and the French presidential election. Along with these
operations, the US and the UK have been conducting cyber offensives against the
terrorist organisation IS.56 These operations are now so important because they have
the ability to change the understanding of cyber offensive operations that they need to
be looked at in greater detail.
Further, although Rid has come close to following the idea of covert action, he
has failed to address what covert action is and why this is so important to the
understanding of cyber offensive operations. Although, in part, this author agrees with
the characterisation of cyber offensive operations as including sabotage and
subversion, there are good grounds on which to challenge his interpretation of the
aims of these activities. The main disagreement between this author and Rid is
through his work on subversion. In his argument, Rid appears to treat all subversion
operations as the same in terms of their violence and the objectives of the operations.
However, this author will argue that some of these operations should be seen, in fact,
as either political or economic cyber offensive operations (see chapters three and
four).
This author also disagrees with some of the ways that Rid classes particular
operations. Take for example the cyber offensive operations against one of Saudi
Arabia’s oil companies, Saudi Aramco in 2012. Rid classes this operation as
sabotage.57 This makes sense in some ways due to the operation being conducted in
such a way that it wiped the data from Saudi Aramco’s computer. However, this
thesis will argue that instead of looking at how the operation was conducted, it is
more important to understand what the operation aimed to achieve. In chapter three,
this thesis will demonstrate that this operation should be seen as a political cyber
offensive operation rather than cyber sabotage due to nature of the operation and its
apparent aims. Further, this author disagrees with Rid’s interpretation of Disturbed
Denial of Service (DDoS) that he classifies as being sabotage. DDoS attack is where
many connected devices are used to request access to a website causing the website to
crash. However, this author would argue that this is much more akin, using Rid’s
phrasing, to a ‘subversion operation’. This is because although there is some level of
sabotage to the operation, the operation is much more concerned with achieving a
56
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political objective, thus making it a subversion or, in this author’s opinion, a political
cyber offensive operation that is looking to stop a government website from working.
Finally, Rid has focused on showing the ways that both state and non-state actors
have conducted cyber operations and appears to treat these as all being the same. The
purpose of this thesis is to focus on the ways that states have and can use cyber
offensive operations. The reason for this is that there may be differences in how states
conduct their operation to those conducted by non-state actors.
In addition to Rid’s work, this thesis will also build upon the work of Aaron
Brantly who in 2014 further addressed the relationship between covert action and
cyber offensive operations.58 Brantly addressed two cyber offensive operations: the
Stuxnet operations and the Israeli operation to stop Syrian Air Defence network from
functioning. 59 This is similar to Lowenthal’s work on covert action and sabotage.
However, this author will demonstrate that cyber offensive operations are being used
to conduct more than this form of covert action. In addition, as was the case with
Rid’s work, there is now a need to update Brantly’s work to fully understand covert
action.
Due to the fact that, as was shown above, the covert action literature does not
investigate the use of cyber offensive operations and both the US and the UK
governments have expressed through their policies an attempt to use cyber offensive
operations, there is a need to undertake this research.

Methodology and Sources
Due to the fact that this is a subject that keeps evolving, the author will not assess any
new case or information about cyber offensive operations from 31 of July 2017. The
reason that this date was chosen was because it can take a long period of time for
information and confirmation on cyber offensive operations to enter the public
domain.
The thesis will compare the use of cyber offensive operations to understanding
of covert action, using a comparative case study methodology. It was argued by
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Charles Ragin that ‘comparison provides a basis for making statements about
empirical regularities and for evaluating and interpreting cases relative to a
substantive and theoretical criterion’.60 What covert action is and the activities that
come under this umbrella are already well established within intelligence studies.
From this, it will use the comparison methodology to address what cyber offensive
operations are being used for and how this affects the interpretation of these
operations.
To allow for the comparative approach, the author has chosen the
methodological approach of case studies. This was chosen as, it was argued by
Eisenhardt, this methodology permits a cross-case patterning to allow for a theory to
develop. 61 The case study approach is a mixture of what is termed an idiographic
theory guided case study approach and the plausibility probe case study approach.
The idiographic theory guided the research ‘in that they aim to explain and/or
interpret a single historical episode rather than to generalize beyond the data’. 62 In
addition, the aim of a plausibility probe is to ‘give the reader a “feel” for a theoretical
argument by providing a concrete example of its application, or to demonstrate the
empirical relevance of a theoretical proposition by identifying at least one relevant
case’.63 The approach to the case studies is extensive rather than intensive. This is
because it will allow the author to collect as many instances of cyber offensive
operations that have been used rather than focusing on a smaller number of operations
and examining these in depth. It will not be looking into any one case in great detail
but using all of the cases of cyber offensive operations that can be discovered to
interpret these events within a well acknowledged theory in intelligence studies. It
was argued by Harry Eckstein, in a comparison between comparative and case study
theories, that there are six options for using the two together to build up a theory.
From the options of case study and comparative studies that were offered by Eckstein,
option three has been chosen. This is where case studies should be conducted for the
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purpose of discovering theory.64 It was argued by Eckstein that the use of the option is
that it allows for a theory building case study approach to be conducted. He argued
that ‘if a subjects and insights for comparative studies are wanted, case studies can
provide them’ using this option.65 Further, the evidence that has been gained from
these case studies will be used to construct a generalised theory. A generalisation
approach allows a researcher to compare several cases together.66
The case study approach and the generalisation approach will be combined
with the research methodology of historians. It was argued by Mark Philp that the
craft of a historian is to use historical data to understand a feature of the contemporary
world.67 In addition, this thesis uses history to inform political theory. Further, Philp
argued that political science might look to history to understand events. 68 This is
because it will look at past instances of covert action, and past instances of cyber
offensive operations to clearly understand how these two connect. It is clear then that
this thesis is using a broad approach using both historical and political science
methods to understand the existence of cyber offensive operations and what this
means to our understanding of their use. By using this comparative approach it allows
the author to achieve the objective, of allowing this author to compare historical
information to the contemporary world.
When it comes to the use of sources in studying intelligence it was argue that
‘government secrecy is a major problem for anyone doing any branch of political
studies in the United Kingdom’. 69 This statement may have even greater meaning
when studying contemporary intelligence and security issues. Although, with the
growth of the Internet, and some states following a policy of transparency with
intelligence and security related issues, the actual ability to gather official primary
source material can be difficult. When conducting a historical study of intelligence,
historians need to assess historical primary sources. This can be seen in the fact that
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intelligence and security documents that were archived have been released into the
public domain. This had led some to argue that in the 1990s the US and the UK had
developed a greater openness towards security and intelligence related matters.70 This
began in the UK with the Waldegrave initiative 1993, although, this has issues, as was
shown by Richard Aldrich,71 and has recently been supported with the introduction
UK Freedom of Information Act 2000. The use of the FOIA to study intelligence and
security, as demonstrated by Christopher Murphy and Daniel Lomas, has allowed
academics to access to additional documents.72 Despite the difficulties gaining access,
these systems benefit the study of historical intelligence and security related issues.
To study contemporary issues of intelligence and security, there is a need to
look at other ways of gathering information. Davies argued that academics that are
interested in studying intelligence and national security should conduct a research
methodology in which they use three different forms of primary sources and compare
them to increase their understanding of the issue. 73 The three sources that Davies
looked at were interviews, memoirs, documents, and, in the middle, secondary
sources. Triangulation aims to provide a cross-reference between sources.
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Figure 1: Triangulation of Sources.74

The idea is that by using these sources together an intelligence scholar will be
able to build up a clearer understanding of intelligence. Yet this author would argue
that, when studying intelligence and security related issues that are not historical and
that took place in the twenty first century, there is a need to update this to reflect the
new information that is available. These sources now include: interviews, news
sources, official documents, archived documents, leaked documents and cyber
security companies’ reports. Although Davies’ triangulation theory does not exclude
the use of non-official documents such as leaked documents and private security
documents, the author wishes to highlight these as sources. The author believes that
the triangulation model offered by Davies still works, it is just that the new sources
need to be addressed. The next part of the Introduction will outline all of the
categories of sources that will be used within this thesis (interviews, news articles,
official primary documents, leaked documents, and, cyber security reports) and the
issues with these sources. When research follows the policy of triangulation, it is
possible to alleviate some of these issues.
Interviews
Davies argued that ‘Elite interviewing is a central tool in the study of intelligence and
security services, not least because intelligence is something created by, of and for the
74
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policy-forming and decision-making elites in national government’.75 Although this
author would have liked to have conducted interviews with members of US and UK
governmental departments that deal with the use of cyber offensive operations, this
was not possible. This author contacted the Intelligence and Security Committee in
the UK to ask for an interview. The Committee’s secretary informed the author that
due to the nature of the issue and the national security implications this would not be
possible. The present study is about more modern phenomena, which has it meant that
there could be much more secrecy to the types of operations than was the case with
the topics Davies discussed. In addition, identifying former members of intelligence
services around the issue of cyber is difficult because it is a relatively new
phenomenon and is shrouded in secrecy.
There is, however, a way round this to allow intelligence and security scholars
to still use elite interviews. Elite interviews are classed as interviews with those in a
position of authority within a government or organisation and who know about a
particular policy, operation, or procedure. This author has made use of interviews that
have been conducted by others but that are publicly available along with other
governmental hearings. This is not to say that there were not any issues with using
this methodology to conduct research. Firstly, and most importantly, the researcher is
not guiding the questions. This means that a researcher is forced to rely on others to
ask the questions. This was, however, not an issue that this research has found to be of
great concern. Most of the interviews provided the evidence needed. In addition, there
was a benefit to using this research method in that there was, at times, new
information that came out in these interviews. This was because, with others asking
the questions, they came up with different approaches to questions that at first seemed
irrelevant for the thesis but the answers provided invaluable information. Further, the
interviews, especially those conducted during various Aspen Security Forums
conferences, used interviewers who were widely known. This meant that they may be
an extra layer of trust, or at the very least, recognition between the interviewer and the
interviewees. This may have allowed for far more detailed responses than the author
may have been able to get from the interviewees.
In addition to interviews that have been conducted by others, this author has
made use of hearings conducted in the US about the work of intelligence. The Senate
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and House hearings have proved to be some of the most enlightening forms of
information that this author has been able to access for this study. These hearings
were conducted by members of Congress that oversee the work of both intelligence
and military organisations. The focus of these hearings has been the role of the NSA
and US Cyber Command and their use of cyber offensive operations. Further, with
Russia’s involvement in cyber offensive operations against the US presidential
elections in 2016, there is a large volume of information in these hearings that is
available to the author. Although these hearings were unclassified and, as such, the
attendants of the hearing will only answer questions that are unclassified, the author
would still have, if he had conducted the interviews himself, only received
unclassified information. In addition, these hearing have a further benefit, if this
author had been able to conduct interviews, it would have been unlikely, if not
impossible, that he would have been able to have had interviews with senior members
of the intelligence and armed forces community. Whereas, these hearings are
conducted by members of Congress who have the legal authority to have these high
members of the US intelligence and armed forces community to testify before them.
Newspaper Articles
As this thesis will focus on contemporary issues, this author has made use of news
articles to support other source material. There is a long tradition of media and news
accounts being used in the study of intelligence and security. When intelligence and
security services have been seen to have conducted activities that are deemed to
illegal or immoral, it is often through the media that the general public and the wider
research community discover these issues. It has been argued that it can often be that
the media plays a role in providing oversight of intelligence agencies. If the media
investigates a troubling area of what the intelligence services are doing and discovers
and publishes a story, this shocks other oversight bodies into addressing and
investigating these issues.76 Claudia Hillebrand stated that some of the notable cases
of the media discovering issues and publishing them are the abuse of Abu Ghraib and
US rendition of terrorist suspects. 77 In addition, it has been noted by Christopher
Moran that intelligence accounts that have been produced by journalists have been
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very good at finding out information which intelligence authorities have wanted to
keep secret. For example, in 1946 Stanley Firmin produced a book that included
details of British intelligence deciphering German codes. 78 News accounts have
always been important sources for understanding and investigating intelligence
agencies. The present study will focus on newspaper articles from news organisations
that have gained a reputation as being trustworthy. These include The New York
Times, The Washington Post, The Daily Telegraph, The Independent, The Guardian,
and BBC News.
It is often claimed that ‘journalism is the first draft of history’, implying that
the information contained within it will not always be correct. 79 This might mean that
researchers may not use information from news articles. Much of this is based on the
idea that news articles do not have the same ability to look for all the facts, as they
must provide the information in a timely fashion. However, it must be noted that news
articles are not the only source from which information may be missing. It must be
pointed out that many historians writing about the history of the Second World War
before the secrets of Bletchley Park had become known had to be re-written because
information was missing not from newspaper articles but from historical documents.80
News articles have the ability to provide information that other sources lack.
One reason is that journalists have the ability to cultivate sources over a long period
of time. It was argued, in relation to a book written by a journalist, that because the
author had privileged access to sources, he was able to provide a better account of
these operations than others would have been able to. This was because the author
was able to have access to sources that others would not be able to access.81 News
articles will be used to provide factual information about an operation or the existence
of the operation. The interpretation of these operations and what they tell the world
about these operations will be produced by the author.
However, one problem that is faced by academics when using news articles as
sources is that there have been times in the past when governments have provided
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information to journalists that is intentionally and knowingly false so that journalists
will then spread this information.82 Nevertheless, this would always be a problem no
matter if someone interviewed a person on their own, or was given information from
news articles. This is to note that the author is aware of this issue. This does not mean
that there will not be problems with the information that has been provided to the
journalist. One problem is that the information that is contained in the article will, at
times, be quoted from anonymous sources or give a reference to a position rather than
a named person. For example, some articles have a statement similar to ‘a source
close to the president’ or an unnamed source high up in the administration or a
particular organisation. The danger of this is, as was argued by former Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) Director Jim Comey, is that when a news article talks about a
classified source
it doesn’t come from the people who actually know the secrets. It comes
from one hop out, people who heard about it or were told about it. And
that’s the reason so much information that reports to be accurate classified
information is actually wrong in the media.83
Nevertheless, it could be argued that although it will never be resolved completely,
this will be mitigated by using news reports that have come from a newspaper that has
achieved a good reputation. This means that there must be a level of trust placed on
the researcher that the journalist has checked in some way that the person that they are
quoting would have access to the information.
Official Primary Documents: Contemporary and Archived
The study will also use contemporary official primary source documents that have
been released by governments into the public domain. An example of these types of
documents includes documents released by the Department of Defense in 2015 and
the Intelligence and Security Committee’s reports. However, it must be noted that
there are a number of issues with these sources. To begin with, some of the sources
are highly redacted. Further, as the documents that are covered here are publicly
available, it means that the information that has been contained within these sources
82
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has been deemed unclassified or declassified. This means that there will always be an
amount of information, most likely a large amount, due to the subject matter, that will
not be released. This does not mean that the information contained within them will
not be of use. This is because, at times, information can be inferred from what is
contained allowing a researcher to take an educated guess at what information is not
there even if they do not know with certainty.
Another form of sources that this project is using is archival documents. These
will be used extensively in the second chapter of the thesis. They allow the present
study to look at historical examples of covert action to see if there are parallels
between covert action and cyber offensive operations by allowing for an
understanding of the use of covert action and the forms of activity that are classed as
covert action. There are a number of problems relating to the use of archival
documents in the study of intelligence related subjects. Although much of the danger
of using archival sources for the study of intelligence and intelligence related issues
has been covered elsewhere, it is important to note that the researcher is aware that
historical documents may not provide the complete picture.
Leaks
The most controversial source of information that will be used for this thesis is leaked
documents. The documents that will be of most use are those released by Edward
Snowden who, in 2013, began to leak documents that he had illegally taken from the
NSA. It has been alleged that Snowden took around 1.5 million documents.84 The
thesis will also use those documents that have been leaked to Wikileaks. Although
most of the points that will be made from this here will relate more directly to the use
of the documents leaked by Edward Snowden, the methodological issue with using
documents not only apply to using the files from Wikileaks, but also to the use of
leaked documents for research generally.
The use of such documents poses questions for researchers. Firstly, and most
importantly, is the issue of accuracy. This is a problematic area. It has been pointed
out that no one in the general public knows the accuracy of the information that these
sources contain. Intelligence services have been keen to never confirm or deny that
these documents were genuine, or if any of the information was correct. In addition,
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the allegation that the NSA was spying on the German Chancellor Angela Merkel that
first came to into the public attention in 2013, has failed the criminal level of proof.
This is because when the information that was contained within the Edward Snowden
documents about the alleged spying on Chancellor Merkel’s phone came to court, the
court stated that the information did not provide the sort of proof that was needed to
allow the case to carry on.85 However, it must be pointed out that others believe that
this case was stopped for a political motivation rather than any evidentiary issues with
the documents and the information contained within them.86 Whether the case was
stopped because of lack of evidence, or because there was political pressure is
unlikely to be made public for a long time, if at all. Yet it should also be noted that
criminal cases have a burden of proof attached to them. This means the evidence has
to be shown to be correct, which these leaked documents as a standard could not
meet. This means that in this case the question of accuracy is set to last. However, it is
also worth noting that not all investigations have believed that the information is
false. The Senate Select Committee on Intelligence used the information in a number
of enquiries, although they have also had access to information that goes beyond the
documents.87 From this then it could be argued that perhaps the information that is
contained within the documents has some level of accuracy.
Nevertheless, there is also no way to know whether all the documents are
genuine. It is not impossible to believe that someone either within the intelligence
community, Edward Snowden himself, or someone related to the release of the
documents could have changed the information within them. There is evidence to
show that there have been times in which people have tried to place fake documents
into the public domain. This can notably be seen in the fact that in 2017 an
unidentified person tried to pass off fake documents to a news agency that they
alleged were leaked. This document turned out to be false. 88 This then shows the
danger of using leaked documents to conduct research as the documents could be
fake. However, it can also be seen that, as has been pointed out above, official
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organisations have accepted, at least in part, some of the information into their
enquiries and, as such, the information probably has a basis in fact.
Furthermore, although there is no evidence to state that the information is true,
there has equally not been any information that as of yet that indicates the information
is, in fact, false. For example, The House Permanent Select Committee on
Intelligence report into Edward Snowden did not indicate that any of the documents
were faked.89 This means that an academic would be remiss if they failed to use the
information that is contained within it. In these ways, it could be argued that the
evidence based reason for not using the information does not support not including
the information.
There is a further problem with using the information that has been contained
within the leaked documents. The documents are fragmented. Take for example a
document that will be used heavily in the third and fourth chapters: ‘JTRIG Tools and
Techniques’. The document states a code name for a tool that has been developed by
this section of GCHQ, and a rough idea about its ability. 90 There is no further
information contained. An academic would be remiss not to use this information, yet
due to its fragmented nature, there is a danger that a researcher may misidentify or
misinterpret a particular point due to the fragmentation of the documents. This leads
to the point that the information contained within these documents may in fact not be
false, but they may be missing so much information that they become misleading.
However, it must also be noted that this is not the only type of source with this issue.
It is clear that documents are missing in a number of cases in the study of history and
it is an academic’s job to piece information together.
The final issue is whether the documents should be used at all because of the
danger of publicising information that may damage national security or endanger
lives. This is not simply related to using the information that has been contained
within the Edward Snowden documents but much more generally to using leaked
documents. The main issue of using leaked documents, even the Edward Snowden
files, is that the person who is discussing them is drawing attention to them. It is
possible that some of the information contained within these documents were missed
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by states or terrorist groups, and that by discussing these documents, a researcher is
highlighting an issue that might been missed or even, the researcher may in fact
clarify an issue that these states or groups missed. Furthermore, there could be a
damage caused by highlighting an issue within a document. It has been claimed that,
especially around the Edward Snowden documents, the information that has been
contained within them has helped ‘the enemy’. The House Permanent Select
Committee on Intelligence has just under four pages dedicated to examples of
Snowden documents that had ‘caused massive damage to national security’ although
these are all redacted.91 However some claims have been made public. For example, it
was claimed by the former director of the CIA John Brennan that ‘a number of
unauthorised disclosures’ as well as new laws enacted in the US, had helped the IS
terror groups in their attacks in Paris in 2015.92 However, in 1996 it was reported by
The Washington Post that Al Qaeda had already stopped using mobile phones due to
fears of intelligence agencies being able to intercept these communications. 93
However, there have been other claims about Edward Snowden helping the enemy.
For example, it has been argued that because of the information that was contained
within the documents the British foreign intelligence service, Secret Intelligence
Service (SIS), were forced to remove agents that were in Russia.94
Although there has been no proof of these events having been directly caused
by these leaked documents, if it was true, it shows that there are dangers in using
leaked documents for information. Nevertheless, in terms of this thesis and academics
using leaked documents, it is clear that there is a danger of highlighting information
that has been either missed as was noted above. However, it must also be stated that
in terms of the leaked documents that are being used here, the danger of adding
publicity does seem a little redundant. This is because the documents themselves have
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received so much media attention that it is hard to believe that anyone would gain in
the extra knowledge from these documents that will be used in this project.
Cyber Security Reports
When studying the use and the effectiveness of cyber offensive operations, academics
also benefit from Cyber Security reports written by private companies, including
McAfee, Symantec, and Kaspersky Labs. This is because these organisations spend
most of their time researching cyber security issues, they have the infrastructure to
conduct investigations of attacks, and they can take their time investigating an issue
before releasing a report. They also have a business reputation to maintain. This
means they are unlikely to publish information that is untrue. However, a note of
caution must also be applied to these sources. Their business is cyber security. They
make money from the fact that criminals and states are using the cyber world to attack
people as they sell produces that are designed to stop these attacks. This means that
there is a possible vested interest in making an attack seem more likely or even
increasing the danger of an attack.
In these ways, it is clear that when investigating intelligence and security for
contemporary issues, there are a lot of sources that researchers have to allow them to
investigate the issues. Yet there is still a need for researchers to follow the idea of
conducting triangulation. As each source has potential issues the researcher must
combine these sources together. They must also compare these sources to allow them
to understand the issues and present as clear a picture as possible.

Structure of the thesis
To address the overall aim of the project that is to understand the relationship between
cyber offensive operations and covert action, this thesis will be divided into six
chapters.
The first chapter will establish and justify the focus of cyber offensive
operations and covert action together. To do this the author will demonstrate why he
has rejected the term cyber war to describe cyber offensive operations. It will argue
that cyber war is not what people are discussing when they use the term for an event;
as such, cyber war is a misnomer. This chapter will provide a brief definition for what
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war is. This chapter will then critically assess the definitions that have been offered by
others when they refer to cyber war. It will argue that the definitions of cyber war do
not work when they are examined in depth. It will take a thematic approach at
studying the theories that others have put forward about the nature of cyber war and
will argue that their attempts to define cyber war have failed. Finally, this chapter will
provide a definition of cyber war based on what war is. It will, however, also argue
that a cyber war, based on this definition, is unlikely if not impossible. This is because
it will argue that for a cyber war to happen it must be contained within the cyber
world, but also have a level of threat that is equivalent to war. This chapter will show
that instead of the incidents of cyber offensive actions being called cyber war, they
must in fact be labelled another way. The chapter will then establish the
understanding of covert action. To begin with, it will address what precisely covert
action is. The final part of this chapter will clearly demonstrate that in terms of how
the activities have been envisaged, a direct connection between cyber offensive
operations and covert action.
The next three chapters of this thesis will support and further demonstrate the
connection between covert action and cyber offensive operations. This chapter will
seek to compare and contrast these various theories and highlight the main areas of
what constitutes covert operations in theory. It will argue that there are four
overarching ways that covert actions have been used: propaganda, political,
economic, and paramilitary. These chapters will examine the overarching ways that
covert action has been used to operations that can be seen to have, or likely could,
take place using cyber offensive operations. This thesis will demonstrate that there are
six overarching ways that states can use cyber offensive operations to target other
states as well as non-state actors. It will argue that cyber offensive operations can be
seen to follow a hierarchy of violence due to what the operation is trying to achieve.
The six overarching ways that it will argue that cyber offensive operations can be
used are: propaganda, direct counter propaganda, political operations, economic
operations, and high-end operations. It will also argue that these are the ways in
which the US and the UK can use cyber offensive operations in the future. Each of
these chapters will compare these types of operations to the traditional understanding
of the forms of covert action. They will clearly demonstrate that in terms of the forms
of activities cyber offensive operations and covert action can be directly compared to
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each other and that overall there is nothing new happening with states use of cyber
offensive operation than to that of covert action.
The fifth chapter of the thesis will compare and contrast the second chapter of
the thesis that looked at covert action theory with that of the examples of the use of
cyber against state and non-state actors. The purpose of this chapter is to highlight
that cyber offensive operations are a means of conducting covert action. It will also
demonstrate the flaws of the existing sources on covert action that include cyber
offensive operations. This means that the chapter will develop a new theoretical
model of covert action that includes the use of covert action achieved through cyber
means. This chapter will also argue that the fact that covert action is being achieved
through cyber means presents a number of intelligence organisational challenges as
there are now many different competing organisations that could, in theory, claim
some level of control of covert action via cyber means, including traditional covert
action agencies like the CIA in the US, SIS in the UK and even the military. It will
demonstrate the dangers of having many different agencies all having a role in covert
action. This will be achieved by illustrating with historical examples how having a
number of organisations that had a role in covert action created the issues that some
states faced.
The final chapter of the thesis will address the ethical issues of using covert
action, both in its traditional form (the activities identified in chapter two), and covert
action through cyber means. This is to understand if there are any new ethical issues
around the use of covert action achieved through cyber means. It will argue that
although there are no substantial changes to the ethics of traditional covert action
compared to covert action achieved through cyber means, there are a number of
points that states need to be aware of if they are to conduct these types of activities
ethically. The ethics of these operations will be grounded within Just War Theory.
This chapter is needed because much of the ethics of cyber offensive operations has
been focused on the fact that they are war rather than covert action. This means that
intelligence and government agencies, as well as academics, need to adapt the debates
around the ethics of these operations towards a covert action framework rather than
cyber war or cyber warfare.
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CHAPTER ONE

Cyber Offensive Operations and Covert Action
This chapter will clearly demonstrate that cyber offensive operations are covert
action. To achieve this, the chapter will firstly have to demonstrate that cyber
offensive operations are not, and should not, be termed cyber war. It will do this by
firstly providing a concise summary of what war is. It will argue that for something to
be termed war it must firstly, it must be political in nature, secondly, it must have a
level of violence, although it is not debated whether all wars will have an element of
chance or as Clausewitz refers to it at different points, and there has to be a substantial
level of threat for something to be war. If something that has been termed war does
not have these elements, then it is not war. Using this definition of war it will then
compare how other academics have defined cyber war. It will however argue that
overall these definitions of cyber war do not work. To illustrate this point this chapter
will provide a definition that this author would actually fulfil the definition of cyber
war. It will then demonstrate why this definition would not work.
This chapter will then demonstrate and evaluate what covert action is and the
forms of activities that are usually seen as covert action. It will do this, firstly, by
looking at the definition of covert action to show what covert action is but, also, what
it is not. It will demonstrate that covert action is usually used by one state against
another state. It will, however, also argue that covert action has, at times, included
operations against terrorist organisations. This will be illustrated by showing that
some of the methods of covert action have been used against terrorist organisations.
As such the notion of what covert action is should also include that covert action can
target non-state actors such as terrorist organisations. It will follow the approach of
Loch Johnson, William Daugherty, Mark Lowenthal, and others who explain the type
of operation and provide a brief historical outline to the operations.
The final section of this chapter will clearly demonstrate that cyber offensive
operations are covert action. This part of the chapter will clearly argue that cyber
offensive operations are covert action based on the fact that they are aimed at
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changing a behaviour of an adversary, they maintain a level of plausible deniability,
and they are in fact covert action.

Cyber Offensive Operations are not Cyber War.
Cyber war is a contentious term. It has been noted that the term cyber war or cyber
warfare has become ‘so ill defined in discussions that it can … be stated that the terms
have lost all meaning’.1 Part of the problem is that there are those who use the term
cyber war or cyber warfare but do not define what is meant by these terms. An
example of is Chris Grey, who makes the claim that cyber war exists but does not
actually define it. 2 However, what must be noted about this claim is that it was
published in 1997. From that, it could be argued that the actual threat of cyber
offensive operations was lower than it has now become and it was a new
phenomenon. A possible explanation for the lack of definitions include that, as a term,
it is difficult to define and appears to be something equivalent to a ‘you know it when
you see it’ type event. Due to the fact that cyber war is a contentious term, it is worth
assessing the definitions of that other authors have offered to attempt to understand
what a cyber war means.
It can be seen that what war actually is has a very particular meaning.
However, it can be argued that the best traditional theorist of war and war’s relation
with politics was Clausewitz. All the way through On War, it is clear that Clausewitz
felt that politics and war were directly connected. Clausewitz noted that ‘war is
simply a continuation of political intercourse, with the addition of other means’. 3
Clausewitz went on to argue that ‘the political object is the goal, war is the means of
reaching it, and means can never be considered in isolation from their purpose’. 4
‘Thus policy converts the overwhelmingly destructive element of war into a mere
instrument’. 5 Finally, ‘only if war is looked at in this way does it reappear; only then
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can we see that all wars are things of the same nature; and this alone will provide the
right criteria.’ 6 Although these are not the only places that Clausewitz stated the
relationship between politics and war, all of these quotes serve to demonstrate that for
Clausewitz, one of the most important elements of war is the fact that there must be a
political objective behind it. Clausewitz was not the only theorist of war to believe
that war must have a political element to it.7 From this, it can be seen that most of the
traditionalists feel that there must be a political motivation behind the fighting for it to
be war.
In addition to this, the political objective of war is the motive for the action.8
Clausewitz further argued that ‘war is a clash between major interests which is
resolved by bloodshed’.9 From all of these quotes, it has not been stated that ‘policy’
is directly related to the state. Peter Paret, noted that, for Clausewitz, war is an
expression of all forms of political life which have been shaped by a number of
qualities. From this, war is an act of force undertaken to bring about change.10 Again
this change can be related to non-state actors as well as states. To support this, Smith
argued that, if policy and politics in violence were only being related to the state and
government that would mean the exclusion of groups like the Irish Republican Army
(IRA) who were not a state but deemed themselves to be. 11 In this way, it is clear that
the IRA did have a politically motivated reason for conducting their campaign.
The aim of war is to make the enemy fulfil a particular will, from this the will
is reason for war and as such the policy behind the war.12 Jan Honing argued that
Clausewitz can explain intra-state wars because ‘any form of warring organisation
that do not form states … any community has its leaders, fighters, and common
people’. 13 It is clear that even in the context of intra-state conflicts the political
6
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element is there and can be explained by Clausewitz’s view of war. In all of these
ways, it is clear that although critics have claimed that there might be occasions in
which war is not a political instrument, it has been shown that these claims are
flawed. This leads to the conclusion that war must have a political motivation behind
it and that is what makes war distinct from something like crime.
It can be seen, therefore, that what war is, as Clausewitz points out, ‘simply a
continuation of political intercourse, with the addition of other means’.14 This means
for an activity to be a war it must have a political context to it. However, what must
be noted is that the political aim of war does not have to be to defeat a state: the
political motivation can be ethnic or religious, for example. It has also shown that for
war to be a war, there must be at least some level of violence to it. Colin Fleming
argued that ‘War is organized violence threatened or waged for political purposes.
That is its nature. If the behaviour under scrutiny is other than that just defined, it is
not war’.15 However, in this author’s opinion there needs to be one final element to
the definition: there needs to be, as Freeman points out, a severity of threat.16 This
argument can be supported by an analogy. Take for example a student protest. During
the protest students riot and attack police officers because they dislike the
government’s policies towards students. In this scenario, there is clearly a political
motivation as well as violence. However, it would not be termed war because of the
fact that the threat is not equal to a war. In this way, it is clear that there has to be a
substantial level of threat for something to become a war.
For cyber offensive operations to be seen as cyber war rather than something
else it would mean that the definitions of what cyber war is would have to meet this
definition of war. However, as will be shown below it is clear that this is not the case.
The first way in which cyber war has been defined has been directly related to
the military effects. John Arquilla and David Ronfeld were the first to define cyber
war. They defined cyber war as:
conducting, and preparing to conduct, military operations according to
information-related principles. It means disrupting, if not destroying,
information and communications systems, broadly defined to include even
14
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military culture, on which an adversary relies in order to know itself: who
it is, where it is, what it can do when, why it is fighting, which threats to
counter first, and so forth. It means trying to know everything about an
adversary while keeping the adversary from knowing much about oneself.
It means turning the "balance of information and knowledge" in one's
favor, especially if the balance of forces is not. It means using knowledge
so that less capital and labor [sic] may have to be expended.17
They further argued that this form of cyber war will lead to a completely new form of
war and that it will be to the ‘twenty first century what the blitzkrieg was to the
twentieth century’.18 This definition of cyber war has also been, at times, given other
labels such as Information Operations by the United States’ Department of Defense.19
However, for clarity, this author will refer this as cyber war. The notion that a
definition of cyber war needs a military context is supported by Libicki. Libicki
argued that ‘operational cyberwar [sic] involves the use of cyberattacks [sic] on an
adversary’s military in the context of a physical war’. 20 This shows that the term
cyber war has been used to describe a situation in which a cyber offensive operation is
launched at another country’s military.
This definition was also built on by Liff who argued that
cyberwarfare as a state of conflict between two or more political actors
characterized by the deliberate hostile and cost-inducing use of Computer
Network Attack (CNA) against an adversary’s critical civilian or military
infrastructure with coercive intent in order to extract political concessions,
as a brute force measure against military or civilian networks in order to
reduce the adversary’s ability to defend itself or retaliate in kind or with
conventional force.21
Although this definition does look at targets of attack other than the military, it can be
seen that there is an importance placed on attacking the military or having the effect
on a country’s ability to defend itself. This argument was supported by others such as
Marthie Grobler and Joey Jansen van Vuuren who argued that cyber war is a war
when it succeeds in ‘undermining the quality of opposing force information and
denial of service or information collection opportunities to opposing forces’. 22 What
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becomes clear is that, for these theorists, the military dimension of cyber war is an
important part of what makes a cyber war a war. One of the example of this type of
activity was during the Kosovo intervention by the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation (NATO) the US launched a cyber offensive operation on the computer
systems of the militaries in Kosovo, and some Kosovars also conducted operations
against NATO countries.23 In this way it is clear that, for some, a cyber offensive
operation becomes cyber war when it is used against a military system for a military
reason.
Nevertheless, it can be argued that there are several problems with relating
cyber war solely to the military. This excludes other situations in which the armed
forces were not the target or when a war was not already being engaged. However,
this is not the biggest problem with these definitions. The main problem with the idea
of targeting solely the military is that, it could be argued, when it targets the military
or is used when a war is already taking place, it appears that the inclusion of cyber to
war becomes redundant. This argument would then lead, it could be argued, that each
method of attack in a war would have to be defined as a separate war. For example, if
guns were used then it would, if the above argument is followed about cyber war, then
it would have to be termed a gun war, and if tanks were used then it would be a tank
war, even leading to a point in which if tanks and guns were used then it would have
to be termed tank and gun war. It is simply a war. From this, it can be seen that the
term cyber is redundant in these cases, and it is just a war. This argument is also
supported by the fact that some of the definitions above include the term operation or
operational. This then shows that it is not war in itself but a part of war, once again
showing that using the term cyber war is redundant. In this way, it could be argued
that when a cyber offensive operation is used in support of, for want of a better term,
a traditional war, then it should be referred to as cyber operations. In all of these
ways, it can be seen that the argument that a cyber war has to directed at the military
and that this is what makes a cyber offensive operation into a cyber war is false.
This leads to another area of discussion: the need for a physical effect. It was
argued by the US Department of Defense that a cyber event is only war if it
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‘proximately results in death, injury or significant destruction’.24 Others support the
argument about the need for physical effects for a cyber offensive operation to
become a war. For example, it has been argued that, for an attack to become a cyber
war, it would need to have an effect on the physical world. 25 To support his view of
this idea McGraw argued that an example of this would be gaining control of a piece
of military hardware and using that to conduct an attack. 26 He goes on to state that ‘in
the final analysis, the threat of cyber war is very real but is also grossly overstated’. 27
The ultimate version of this would, of course, be what appears in a lot in both
television and films when an organisation takes control of a nuclear power station or a
plane.
However, there are problems with this definition. To begin with, one of the
problems is actually working out what the Department of Defense definition would
mean. For example, the level of death or injury that is needed is not explained. Does it
for example mean that there need only be one death from the attack for it to be war?
However, as was shown above, a war is more than one act and, in this respect, this
definition fails. In addition to this, what is the level of injury that is needed for
something to be a war: that is, does it need to be a severe injury or is a minor injury
enough for it to be seen as a war? What is ‘significant destruction’? Further, the
notion of a physical element can also be seen not to work simply because, it could be
argued, that if a cyber offensive operation did cause significant damage, death or
injury, it seems unlikely that a country would not respond to this with a conventional
military attack. It could be argued that if a country responded in a conventional
military capacity, then the addition of cyber becomes redundant and it is simply a
war. In this way, it can be seen that the need for a physical effect does not work as a
definition for cyber war.
There is evidence to support the theory that if a cyber offensive operation was
enough to be an act of war, a country would respond in a conventional military
manner. For example, in 2011 the US government released the document
‘International Strategy for Cyberspace’. In this document it was stated that
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When warranted, the United States will respond to hostile acts in
cyberspace as we would to any other threat to our country All states
possess an inherent right to self-defense, and we recognize that certain
hostile acts conducted through cyberspace could compel actions under the
commitments we have with our military treaty partners We reserve the
right to use all necessary means—diplomatic, informational, military, and
economic—as appropriate and consistent with applicable international
law, in order to defend our Nation, our allies, our partners, and our
interests.28
This clearly shows that, in the opinion of the US government, if a cyber offensive
operation reached the level of threat that would allow it to be termed a war, they
would respond in a conventional military way. If this was to happen, then a war
would be in place and the use of the term cyber becomes redundant.
Furthermore, in 2008 the UK’s Ministry of Defence (MOD) announced that
The proliferation of [Weapons of Mass Destruction] WMD and
[Computer Network Operations] CNO threats means that the UK must
have the capability, with its allies, to deter and if necessary defend against
or counter such attacks. The UK will require sufficient nuclear deterrent
and conventional forces, coupled with intelligence, warning and
surveillance infrastructure to counteract potential threats.29
From this, it can be seen that, although the statement is less clear than the one from
the US, it does directly imply that the UK could respond to a cyber offensive
operation in a conventional military way. If this took place, then it would be a war
and the term cyber would be redundant. Although it is not clear how other countries
would respond to a cyber offensive operation in a similar scenario, it does seem likely
that Russia and China would likely respond in a similar manner. This means that the
notion of a need for a physical effect for something to be termed cyber war does not
work due to the fact that this would lead to an actual war.
A further area that has caused an issue with definitions of cyber war is its
relationship to cyber crime. It was argued by Arquilla and Ronfeldt in 1993 that in
addition to their cyber war definition (discussed above) that there was another form of
cyber activity which they termed as ‘netwars’. Netwars, in their opinion
refers to information-related conflict at a grand level between nations or
societies. It means trying to disrupt, damage, or modify what a target
population knows or thinks it knows about itself and the world around it.
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A netwar may focus on public or elite opinion, or both. It may involve
public diplomacy measures, propaganda and psychological campaigns,
political and cultural subversion, deception of or interference with local
media, infiltration of computer networks and databases, and efforts to
promote dissident or opposition movements across computer networks.
Thus, designing a strategy for netwar may mean grouping together from a
new perspective a number of measures that have been used before but
were viewed separately.30
They then added to their definition of netwars in 2001, stating that ‘the term netwars
refers to an emerging mode of conflict (and crime) at the societal levels, short of
traditional military warfare, in which the protagonists use networks’.31 This indicates
that they felt that crime and war were interchangeable terms. They are not the only
authors to do this. This can be seen from the fact that a Russian journal argued that
isolating cyberterrorism and cybercrime from the general context of
international information security is, in a sense, artificial and unsupported
... it is primarily motivation that distinguishes acts of cyberterrorism,
cybercrime, and military cyberattacks ... [without knowing the motivation
one cannot] qualify what is going on as a criminal, terrorist or militarypolitical act.32
It has been argued that the reason why this article included crime within their
definition of war was because Russia and China, if not other states, have used
criminal groups to conduct cyber offensive operations.33 In this way, because these
states have, at times, outsourced an operation, cyber war has been related to cyber
crime. However, this should still be referred to as something other than a crime. This
is because a state is still, at some level, controlling the operation as they are the ones
who are determine the overall objective of the attack.
In addition to this, it has been argued in an article ‘A Corporation Cyber War
Strategy’ that war and crime are interchangeable terms. The authors argued that a
form of cyber war is stealing and using information. They use the term information
warfare and define it as ‘Actions taken to achieve information superiority by affecting
adversary information, information-based processes’ and, they add, taking
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information. 34 Furthermore, they argue that there are three different types of
information warfare:
Personal Information Warfare where it describes attacks against an
individual’s electronic privacy. The second type is Corporate Information
Warfare; it describes competition, or better said today's war between
corporations around the world. The third type is Global Information
Warfare, this type of Warfare works against industries, global economical
forces or against entire countries or states.35
In this way, apart from the last definition, it appears that, to these authors, crime in the
use of identity theft and corporate intelligence gathering are types of war. However,
there are a number of problems with the above definitions of cyber war. Firstly, the
idea of war and crime as terms being interchangeable does not work. To illustrate this
argument, it appears that those who include cyber crime as part of cyber war do so
simply because of the term ‘cyber’. In this, it appears that to these authors the method
of doing something is the important part what makes it. That is because cyber crime
and cyber war have method of cyber, they must be the same thing. If this were the
correct way in which items should be included then it would have to be a similar
situation in a ‘conventional’ situation. For example, because in conventional war they
have, for a long period of time, used guns then it would mean that if a criminal group
used guns to rob – say a bank – then it would have to be included in war. This is
because the method of the crime, that is the gun, was used to rob the bank and guns
were used in conventional wars as well. However, this is not the case. This is because
all war, whether it is inter-state or intra-state, as was shown above, has political
reasons and motivations behind them – this then, is a feature of war. In this way,
crime and war are not interchangeable because crime is financially motivated and is
not political. Their definitions of cyber war that include crime do not work.
Moreover, the ‘A Corporation Cyber War Strategy’ article suffers from a
similar problem. This is that it appears to confuse intelligence gathering and war.
Intelligence gathering is not war and the terms should not be used interchangeably.
Again, it appears as if cyber crime and cyber intelligence were placed under the cyber
war umbrella because of the fact that the method is the same. This is not the case. To
illustrate this, it would be like the simple act of gathering intelligence is the same as a
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war in itself. It has been argued in the lead up and during the Second World War, the
British using the British Security Coordination gathered intelligence on the United
States of America (US). 36 Following the argument put forward about intelligence
gathering being the same as a war, then Britain was at war with the US. However, this
can be seen to not have been the case. In this way, cyber espionage and cyber war are
not the same thing and are not interchangeable simply because, like cyber crime, they
use the same method as cyber war.
However, one useful point that these authors do bring forward is that cyber
war does not have to be directed at the military for it to be seen as a war. Richard
Clarke defined cyber war as ‘actions by a nation-state to penetrate another nation’s
computers or networks for the purpose of causing damage or disruption’.37 In this,
although Clark’s argument does allow for the inclusion of the military, it does not
state that it has to be directed only towards the military. Moreover, a news article
claimed that ‘Cyberwar is information warfare waged over the internet. It involves
disseminating information via websites or email in order to raise awareness, mobilises
support and create global networks of supporters’.38 This idea has given rise to the
claim that it is now possible to defeat the enemy without any fighting being
necessary.39 The author of the article goes on to state that a cyber war allows for the
‘enemy to do your will by inducing strategic paralysis to achieve desired ends, and
this seizing of the enemy is done almost without any application of physical force’.40
This argument has further been built on when it has been claimed that it allows the
attackers to defeat the enemy without bloodshed.41 This idea was further supported by
the idea that ‘cyber warfare should be defined … as the use of exploits in cyber space
as a way to intentionally cause harm to people, assets or economies’.42 Although this
definition does contain the idea of harm it also notes that there can be a situation that
allows for a war to take place if it damages a country’s economy. John Stone
36
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supported the argument that economic effects should be included in a definition of
war. He argued that during the Second World War the US conducted an air attack on
German industry in the Schweinfurt Raid that targeted a ball bearing factory, the
destruction of which would have affected the German economy. He argued that
because the target in this case was the economy it means that war can be a war even if
it tries to target the economy.43 This is based on the idea that the level of threat that
this would cause would be of the level that would justify the term war. However, this
seems like an unusual example in itself as the operation took place during the Second
World War and as such the event of war was already happening. 44 From this then, to
Stone, if a cyber offensive operation targeted economic output, then it could be seen
as cyber war.
It appears that what all of these theories have in common is that for a cyber
war there needs to be a level of threat. It has been argued that for a cyber offensive
operation to become cyber war there need to be a high enough level of threat, which
does not have to be caused by targeting the military.45 This argument is supported by
David Rosenfield, who argued that ‘it is the disruptive potential of cybernetic attacks,
as opposed to their destructive potential, that poses the greatest risk to the security of
nations’.46 The level of threat was further shown when they argued that cyber-warfare
is ‘an extension of policy (or politics) by actions taken in cyberspace’. They add to
their definition by stating that the actions must ‘pose a “serious threat” to national
security’.47 They further argued that ‘cyber war … is actions taken in cyber space by
state or non-state actors that either constitute a serious threat to a nation’s security or
are conducted in response to a perceived threat against a nation’s security’. 48 In this
way, it can be seen that the main point of argument in which all of these theorists
appear to agree is that for a cyber war to take place it does not have to cause physical
harm, but a cyber war is caused when there is a level of threat and then this would
allow a cyber war to be deemed to exist.
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However, there are problems with these definitions of cyber war based on a
level of threat. This is because although the argument that the level of threat changes
an attack to war is logical, there is a major failure in this. That is, if a state is feeling
so much of a threat that they then consider themselves to be at a state of war, would
they not respond to this threat with conventional military force? This argument was
supported by Betz.49 In this way, like in the military context it would appear then that
if a cyber offensive operation had the level of threat for a war and a country
responded militarily to this, then it would just be war with no need of the addition of
the term ‘cyber’. If an attack did not have the level of threat for it to be war then it
should be referred to as a cyber offensive operation. From this, it is clear that the level
of threat that makes war a war does not work as the definition of a cyber war.
Although this chapter has discussed the terms cyber war and netwars as
separate terms, what has also become clear is that both types have now been
combined in most academic literature. For example, Richard Clark, defined a cyber
war as ‘actions by a nation-state to penetrate another nation’s computers or networks
for the purpose of causing damage or disruption’.50 From this, Clark’s definition did
not separate the notion of targeting the military or civilian networks.
As was shown above, it is clear that in this author’s opinion, none of the
definitions that have been presented provide a detailed understanding of cyber war.
This is because, although some have looked at the theories of war, others have not
even addressed what war actually is. They are not the only people who attempt to
define cyber war without defining war, but it does serve as an example. In addition to
this, there are those who have discussed theories of war in relation to their definition
of cyber war but have produced flawed assessments. For example, Andress and
Winterfeld quote both Clausewitz and Sun Tzu, and state that these are applicable to
what is happening in cyber space but do not expand on this.51 From this, it could be
argued that, when a theory seeks to term something as war then the first part must
always look at what war is. When this has not happened, it can be argued that, it has
allowed there to be confusion about what war is and what it is not. For example, the
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term ‘war’ has been used to describe actions against drugs, crime and poverty. 52 In
this way, it has allowed for ‘war’ to become a term in which the meaning has become
confused with many other situations, such as crime. It is the author’s opinion that only
if something has the characteristics of war should be termed war. This is important in
cyber offensive operations because, if they do not have the characteristics of war, then
they should not be termed cyber war. This is because if there is no clear definition of
something, it could be harder to deal with it. The need to define something to be able
to defeat it is something that has appeared time and again. For example, in counter
insurgency campaigns, if you term them to be a conventional war and try to fight
them as such, it has been shown in a number of cases, that this fails. 53 This, it could
be argued, could happen with cyber war. If a person or government does not
understand what it is, then how do they go about fighting it? This is why a clear
definition of what cyber war is, and by extension what it is not, is so important.
Therefore, for something to be termed cyber war, it is important to first
understand what war is: that is for something to be war it must be politically
motivated; it must have a level of violence; chance will always be involved; and there
must be a level of threat that has high enough severity that would move something
from an attack to an act of war. From this, it follows that a cyber war would have to
be defined as an action taken by a computer against another computer, that was
conducted for a political reason and that had some element of violence as part of it.
This violence, it could be argued, would be the action of one computer attacking
another, and that the level of threat with that was severe enough for it to be termed
war. In addition, the war would have to be confined to the digital side for it to be
cyber war rather than war
Although, this thesis has provided a definition of cyber war, the author would
also argue that cyber war by this definition is unlikely to take place. There are a
number of reasons for this. To begin with, a cyber offensive operation is unlikely to
fulfil the definition of war. This is because although a cyber offensive operation might
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be politically motivated, it might have some level of violence, that is an action against
another system, and a level of chance will always be involved in the abstract version
that was offered by Clausewitz, the level of severity is a problem. If a cyber offensive
operation were enough of a threat to be considered war then a country that was
attacked would respond physically and in a conventional military manner. This would
mean that a war was in progress and that the cyber prefix must be removed. To
illustrate this it is important to look at one of the claims of a cyber offensive
operation. For example, Leon Panetta, former Secretary of Defence stated that ‘An
aggressor nation or extremist group could gain control of critical switches and derail
passenger trains, or trains loaded with lethal chemicals’. 54 However, if this attack
happened and it did this, then it is more likely than not that the US would respond, as
was shown above, to this attack in a conventional military way. If they did respond to
this attack in a conventional way against a country, that country would respond most
likely in the same way thus a war. This would then mean that a cyber war was not in
progress; a war would be in progress.
This is not to say that a future war would not have a cyber offensive operations
as part of it, but that this is not the same as a cyber war. The term for this type of
event should be at most a ‘cyber operation’. To illustrate this, it is worth looking at an
example of when cyber offensive operations have been used in a war. In 2008 it was
alleged that Russia launched a number of cyber offensive operations on Georgia after
a dispute erupted between Georgia and Russia in a territorial dispute over South
Ossetia.55 These operations have been described by some as being cyber war.56 The
cyber offensive operations were launched in a number of ways, websites belonging to
Georgia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs were defaced, and a Denial of Service (DoS)
attack on the banking systems and media outlets in Georgia. A DoS attack is when a
hacker or a group of hackers overload or shutdown a website. The most common form
of a DoS attack is when an attack floods a webserver with requests so it becomes
overloaded and shuts down usually using DDoS. 57 This was later followed by a
conventional military attack on Georgia by Russian forces. By Russia conducting a
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cyber offensive operation on the media outlets in Georgia, it meant that Georgia could
not contact the outside world about the conventional military attack. However,
although this has been termed cyber war, it is in fact a cyber operation that took place
within a war rather than constituting a war by itself. To illustrate this, it is worth
looking at the same operation but if it was conducted by special forces. If special
forces conducted an attack to physically take control of the media outlets to stop them
being used to contact the outside world, and then the main military force attacked,
what the special forces did would be termed a special operation rather than special
war because the attack on its own did not constitute war. This then must be the same
for the cyber offensive operation. Therefore, it must in this instance be called a cyber
operation.
This then leads to the point that a cyber offensive operation will have a political
motivation, a level of violence, an element of chance, but not a level of severity to be
termed war. To illustrate this, it is worth looking at a number of cyber offensive
operations that happened at the end of 2014. After a period of tension allegedly
caused by a Sony film called The Interview, North Korea appeared to have hacked
into Sony and released sensitive data.58 After this, it was alleged that North Korea
hacked into a South Korean nuclear power plant and released information about the
power station.59 Finally, North Korea’s Internet was shut down, allegedly by the US,
although this theory has received criticism.60 This whole event will be covered in
more detail later in the thesis. However, what all of this shows is a confrontation in
the cyber environment that was not war. This is because the level of threat was not
there for the actions to be deemed a war.
It can be seen that in international law, there is a legal basis for claiming that
there can be an act of force that falls below the level of war. To begin with it is worth
quoting from the United Nations’ Charter. The Charter states, in Article 2 Section 4,
that ‘All Members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of
force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any
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other manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations’61 This statement
then means that any act of force should not be used against another state. However, it
has also been argued, that not all of these acts of force would be war. 62 This argument
can be seen when Article 2(4) is compared to Article 51 of the UN Charter. Article 51
states that
Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual
or collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs against a Member of
the United Nations, until the Security Council has taken measures
necessary to maintain international peace and security. Measures taken by
Members in the exercise of this right of self-defence shall be immediately
reported to the Security Council and shall not in any way affect the
authority and responsibility of the Security Council under the present
Charter to take at any time such action as it deems necessary in order to
maintain or restore international peace and security. 63
It is also worth noting that the language contained in these two articles is different. In
Article 2, the language is ‘threat or use of force’ whereas Article 51 states ‘the
inherent right of individual or collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs’.64 The
change of language is important. This, it could be argued, is clear from the fact of the
change of language because if they were the same thing, then the language would be
the same in both. This is because an armed attack is a use of force, but not all uses of
force are armed attacks. It has been argued that the addition of the use of armed force
produces a much narrower definition than the use of force.65 This then means that
Article 51 can only be used by a state ‘if and only if, an armed attack has occurred’. 66
This must mean therefore that there is a difference between an act of force and an act
of war. What this clearly shows is that an act of force, although not permitted by
international law, is not enough to claim that a war is taking place.
To support the above argument it is important to look at the International Court
of Justice case looking into a covert action by the United States in Nicaragua in the
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Contra affair that took place in the 1980s. The Contra affair was when the United
States provided support to a number of groups which opposed the Nicaraguan
government in the 1980s. The importance of this case and the examination of the
judgement of the case is that it concerned an act of force that was also a covert action.
To begin with, in this case, it was important to look into what an armed attack was. It
argued that
There appears now to be general agreement on the nature of the acts
which can be treated as constituting armed attacks. In particular, it may be
considered to be agreed that an armed attack must be understood as
including not merely action by regular armed forces across an
international border, but also "the sending by or on behalf of a State of
armed bands, groups, irregulars or mercenaries, which carry out acts of
armed force against another State of such gravity as to amount to" (inter
alia) an actual armed attack conducted by regular forces, "or its substantial
involvement therein.67
There are a number of issues that need to taken from this case. To begin with, it is
clear from this judgement that a state can only have a claim to the right to selfdefence either on its own or as part of a collective self-defence system, if they suffer
from an armed attack. In addition, the court saw
no reason to deny that, in customary law, the prohibition of armed attacks
may apply to the sending by a State of armed bands to the territory of
another State, if such an operation, because of its scale and effects, would
have been classified as an armed attack rather than as a mere frontier
incident had it been carried out by regular armed forces.68
What this quote clearly shows in that, under international law, there is an assumption
that there must be a level of threat from the actions of the group. This clearly shows
that if an act falls below this level of threat it must then be something other than an
act of war. Finally, the Court argued that
while the concept of an armed attack includes the despatch by one State of
armed bands into the territory of another State. The supply of arms and
other support to such bands cannot be equated with armed attack.
Nevertheless, such activities may well constitute a breach of the principle
of the non-use of force and an intervention in the internal affairs of a
State, that is, a form of conduct which is certainly wrongful. But is of
lesser gravity than an armed attack.69
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This then shows that the action of participating in the domestic policies of a group,
although it may be an act of force, is again not in itself enough to reach the threshold
for an act of war. This is because, from these quotes, there is a clear assumption that
there is a threshold of when an action is severe enough to be war. This in
interpretation of international law is supported by Yoram Dinstein. Dinstein argued
that in international law, there is this assumption about the level of threat.70 In all of
these ways it must be seen that in international law an action by one state against
another can be an act of force that is still banned under the United Nations Charter but
is not – necessarily – an act of war.
There are a number of points that need to be taken from an application of the
evidence presented by the UN Charter and the International Court of Justice to the
idea of cyber offensive operations. Differentiating between an act of force and an
armed attack in international legal context based on cyber activities is beyond the
legal expertise of this author. It would appear that an armed attack would not happen
in a cyber situation but this judgment must be left up to legal commentators.
However, the main points to take away from the above, is that an act of force is not
the same as an act of war. An act of war will also be an act of force, but an act of
force will not always be an act of war. Furthermore, as was shown in the International
Court of Justice ruling, an act of war will always carry with it an assumption that the
action must be of such a level that it would move the actions away from an act of
force to an act of war. This means that for an action in a cyber situation to move from
an act of force to an act of war, there must be a particular level of threat. But as was
argued above, in this author’s opinion, if a cyber offensive operation had the level of
threat that would justify the term cyber war, then a country would respond in a
conventional military way. This would mean a war was taking place and adding cyber
becomes redundant. What is left then is that under international law an action can be
an act of force but that is not the same as war and this is one reason why cyber
offensive operations should be referred to as cyber offensive operations rather than
cyber war.
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Understanding Covert Action
Due to the fact that it can be seen that defining cyber offensive operations as
cyber war does not work there is a need to reimage their use as something else. This
part of the chapter will compare the understanding of covert action to that of cyber
offensive operations. Firstly it will assess what covert action actually is. Covert
action, or as it is sometimes known, ‘covert operations’, is defined as ‘influencing
conditions and behavior [sic] in ways that cannot be attributed to the sponsor’ or as
‘an activity or activities … to influence political economic or military conditions
abroad where it is intended that the role of the … Government will not be apparent or
acknowledged publicly’.71 It was argued that in covert action the target may be able to
surmise that a state, say the US, has conducted the operation, but they cannot prove
it.72 It was noted by think tank, The Twentieth Century Fund, that looked into the use
of covert action as well as its ability to be used in the future that covert action does
not need to be seen as only targeting states but ‘covert action means any operation
designed to influence foreign governments, events, persons, or organization [sic]
which is carried out in such a fashion that it can be plausibly denied’.73 Although all
of these are essentially the same, the important point is that covert action is action
intended to change a policy of an adversary, and it is conducted by one state in such a
way that another state cannot show who was behind it. From this, it means that covert
actions are different from other parts of what states do. Intelligence gathering is about
acquiring information, data, or secrets about an adversary with the aim to understand
the other’s actions or intended actions. Covert action is about changing the
adversary’s behaviour or policy. Of course, it would also be fair to note that there are
times in which a line between intelligence gathering and covert action is blurred.
Sometimes, in the process of conducting a political covert action (discussed later) for
example, intelligence would be gathered from the human agent who is also
conducting the operation. If a state has an agent who is providing intelligence and
then the agent decides to try and change the policy of the state, this would be covert
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action.74 Although intelligence gathering and covert action are linked, the objectives
of the activity are different.
Covert action is also different from other aspects of state behaviour towards
other states. This is because it is unacknowledged activity. It is different from normal
diplomacy, in which states will use overt means to achieve its ends such as sanctions.
In addition, it must be seen that covert action is different not only from war but also
from special operations (for example, special forces operations) that take place in war.
It was argued the difference between these two activities is the level of secrecy
attached. It has been argued that in covert action the ‘government’s participation is
unacknowledged’, where as ‘clandestine activity [related to special forces operations],
… although intended to be secret, can be publicly acknowledged if it is discovered or
inadvertently revealed’. 75 This is because it comes down to the idea of publicly
acknowledging the use of force. The difference is that when states conduct special
operations they do not take active measures to stop other states from being able to
show that they were involved in the operation. Take for example Special Operations
Executive’s operations during the Second World War when they conducted
operations, they would at times, intentionally leave evidence that it was the British
who had actually conducted the operations. This can be seen in Operation
GUNNERSIDE that destroyed Germany’s heavy water power plant in Norway.76
A further difference is that special operations can be admitted after the
operation has taken place. The kill or capture operations of Osama Bin Laden
conducted by US Special Forces in 2011 was admitted after the operation had taken
place. It could be argued that part of the reason that the US admitted that they
conducted the operation after the fact was that one of the helicopters crashed and if it
had not, then they would not have admitted it. However, the US had been trying to
target Osama Bin Ladin for so long and they felt that if they could show that they had
removed him then the level of support for Al Qaeda would diminish. It does go to
show that they would have, even without the issue of the helicopter, publicly stated
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that they had dealt with Bin Laden. It would then appear that this operation was
always going to be publicly disclosed, thus it was not a covert action. This then is a
difference between special operations conducted in war and covert action – the
acknowledgement of the use of force.
There can also be some issues with the definition of covert action. One of
these can be in the terms of ‘foreign’. Foreign was included explicitly under the
definition offered by the Twentieth Century Fund, but is also discussed in the
definition offered by Lowenthal as he states that covert action aims to affect
conditions abroad.77 The issue of the inclusion of the term foreign presents issues for
the understanding of covert action especially if covert action was to be used against
non-state actors. It must be noted that it is not only through the definition of covert
action in which the term foreign has caused an issue. Part of the problem may have
been caused by the fact that the first official policy and legal definition of intelligence
and covert action came forward in the US in 1947 with the National Security Act. The
main target and issue that the US government foresaw itself facing at this time was
the Soviet Union, in which case, the term foreign was fine as the targets would have
been working for a foreign government or for a foreign organisation.
How the issue of the term ‘foreign’ can be seen particularly clearly in the case
of some of the operations that the British state have conducted. This is because they
have conducted operations, which will be looked at below, against the Provisional
Irish Republican Army (PIRA). This then presents issues as to understanding what is
meant about foreign and when something becomes foreign. For example, is something
foreign if the group that is being targeted is working against the British government,
or are they still domestic because of where they were born? For example, someone
working with the PIRA. If they were born in Northern Ireland they would technically
be a British citizen even if they did not class themselves that way, whereas if the
person that was being targeted were born in the Republic of Ireland, then they would
be ‘foreign’ even though the members would be working for the same group. This
issue has become more relevant when operations have aimed to target the
transnational terrorist organisation such as Al Qaeda and the so-called Islamic State as
some of the members may again be citizens of the state, looking to conduct the covert
77
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action against these terrorist groups. In these ways, it is important to understand if
covert action could be used against terrorist organisations is an important point.
The author is of the opinion that, in the case of terrorist organisations, the
argument must be that if they are working either to subvert a government or working
for an organisation which is foreign in terms of where its main base is, then they must
be treated as foreign. In this case, a member of IS working in the UK would be
classed as foreign rather than being classed as domestic. Further, it is likely that the
issue of targeting IS using covert action methods can also be accomplished by
targeting members of IS who are outside of the UK. This means that conducting
operations which can be seen to be covert action because of how they are structured
and the objective of the operation is designed ‘to influence … events, persons, or
organization’, then it must be seen as covert action. The fact that covert action can be
used against terrorist organisations and still be covert action is supported by André Le
Gallo who has argued for covert action’s use in the war of terror.78 In these ways, just
because a state targets a non-state actor does not mean that it is not covert action.
Covert action does not actually account for a large percentage of the work of
intelligence agencies. For example, it has been noted that although in the 1950s and
1960s covert action took around half the CIA’s budget, when William Casey
functioned as Director of Central Intelligence (1981-1987) – which marked one of the
other heights in the use of covert action – only around five per cent of the agency’s
funds were directed towards covert action.79 Further it was argued that by the 1990s
only around one per cent of the CIA’s budget was directed towards covert action.80
Johnson has disputed the figures that Daugherty has offered about the budget for
covert action. Johnson argued that a much bigger percentage of the CIA’s budget was
taken up by covert action activities and programs.81 However, Johnson’s summary is
an estimate, whereas Daugherty’s appears to be based on access to the budget.
Nevertheless, it must also be noted that the number of covert action instances that take
place will change from year to year and will reach peaks and troughs depending on
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the threats that are perceived to have taken place at individual times. Therefore, if the
number is expected, it must also be clear that there is likely to be increases at different
times depending on the situation that a particular country finds itself in. This, of
course, changes depending on the country that is being assessed and although there is
not a complete study of what each individual country does, it is still likely that covert
action is a smaller part of intelligence agencies’ work than intelligence gathering.
In these ways, it is clear that what makes covert action unique to a state’s
activity is that firstly: it is used to change a policy, it is used outside of war, and there
is a level of deniability to the actions. From this, for cyber offensive operations to be
seen as covert action, they must fulfil these criteria.

Cyber Offensive Operations and Covert Action: A Comparison
Covert action is ‘an activity or activities … to influence political, economic, or
military conditions abroad where it is intended that the role of the … Government will
not be apparent or acknowledged publicly’.82 The definition of covert action is clearly
applicable to cyber offensive operations in a number of ways. Firstly, the issue of
actions being taken that are not apparent. This has a direct connection with the use of
cyber offensive operations. This is because although states do have ways of
attempting to identify who conducted a cyber offensive operation, these do have
issues. Rid argued that when trying to understand who is behind an operation, a state
would look into the method of the operation and the political situation that is
happening at the time, to try and establish who conducted a particular operation.83 By
looking into the motivation for the operation, a state would be able to get a very good
idea or belief of who was behind an attack. Yet the difference is that this is not the
same as proof. It can be seen that cyber offensive operations are being used to target
another state without that state being able to prove who was behind it, thus a state has
achieved a level of plausible deniability. The argument that this is enough to achieve
plausible deniability is supported by the fact that it was argued that although an
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adversary may be able to surmise that a state was involved in an operation, this is not
the same as being able to provide proof for it.84
The issue of not being able to prove that a state was behind an operation is one
of the reasons that this author believes that Travis Sharp’s theory of cyber coercion
was flawed in relation to his work on the operation against Sony Pictures in 2014 (this
will be discussed more in the chapters three and four).85 This is because North Korea
never publicly acknowledged that it was behind the operation against Sony. The
operation even used another group to conduct it, the Guardians of Peace.86 By using
this other group, North Korea was clearly attempting to allow for a situation to exist
where it was able have an unacknowledged use of force, even though everyone was
supposed to know that North Korea was behind the operation.87 In this way, because
they are a use of unacknowledged force, cyber offensive operations fulfil one of the
criteria of covert action.
In addition to this, it is clear that cyber offensive operations are directly
targeting other states, as well as non-state actors, in such a way that the actions are
aimed at changing behaviours. This can most clearly be seen in the case of the
Stuxnet operation. This is because the aim of this operation was to try and stop the
Iranian government from being able to gain nuclear weapons. The timing of the
operation falls within the negotiations and the sanctions by the United Nations
Security Council. This is because, it has been argued, that the operation began at some
point between 2006 and accelerated in 2008 under President Obama. It was argued
that the Stuxnet first infected the Iranian system in 2009.88 In addition, it was argued
that the attack that destroyed around a 1000 centrifuges took place between 20092010. 89 This follows the pattern of the UNSC negotiations and the UNSC + 1
negotiations that consisted of the US, UK, France, Russian, China, and Germany that
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were working towards the aim of stopping Iran from gaining a nuclear weapon. 90
From this, it is clear that cyber offensive operations fulfil a further part of the
definition of covert action – they are being used to influence conditions abroad.
It can also be seen that even if states target non-state actors, these activities are
still aimed at influencing conditions abroad. It was as Michael Rogers argued with
North Korea targeting Sony Pictures in 2014, clearly, an attack on the principles of
the US state.91 This operation then is covert action, just one that targets a non-state
actor with the aim of indirectly targeting the US state. In this way, even though North
Korea had targeted a non-state actor, the operation was still aimed at influencing the
political conditions aboard by targeting a principle of American life. As such, it was
covert action.
Lowenthal argued that covert action, is and should be seen to be, a third option
between war and doing nothing.92 In this way, for cyber offensive operations to be
covert action they must be used outside of war.
It is clear that in both theories of war and international law itself, there are
times when something is a form of aggression against another state, but the
aggression does not reach the level of war. The UN Charter has made clear that
although states should refrain from becoming involved in each other’s internal affairs,
unless directly authorised by the UN, if a state does so it will not necessarily mean
that an act of war has taken place. This is due to the fact that the level of violence that
is created will not reach the level in which a state would be able to justify that an act
of war was committed.
This argument is supported by the fact that the International Court of Justice
argued that it
sees no reason to deny that, in customary law, the prohibition of armed
attacks may apply to the sending by a State of armed bands to the territory
of another State, if such an operation, because of its scale and effects,
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would have been classified as an armed attack rather than as a mere
frontier incident had it been carried out by regular armed forces.93
Further, they argued that ‘the supply of arms and other support to such bands cannot
be equated with armed attack’.94 In addition, it was stated that ‘such activities may
well constitute a breach of the principle of the non-use of force and an intervention in
the internal affairs of a State, that is, a form of conduct which is certainly wrongful.
However, it is of lesser gravity than an armed attack’.95 This then means that although
a state should not be conducting these actions against another state, they would not be
enough, in and of themselves, to justify a claim of an act of war having been
committed. In Nicaragua, when both the US and Nicaragua had been involved in
covert funding and providing arms to the various foreign forces in the 1980s, it was
argued that what turns something from an interference or act of coercion into a
something that constitutes an act of war is the ‘scale and effect’ of the action. In this
case then, it is clear that what is being looked at is a case where the actions are being
used against a state, but that the actions are not of the level of war – as such there is a
need to look for a different way of understanding what these actions are being used
for: they are covert action. This is because they are aimed at affecting conditions
abroad but the actions are not an act of war.
With the use of cyber offensive operations, it can be seen that the same
situation under international law applies. Firstly, even though the case in Nicaragua
had focused on traditional forms of attack, in the case of guns and support of
terrorists, the same judgement relates to cyber offensive operations. It was argued that
the same rules should still apply when it comes to assessing whether something is
deemed to be a use of force by cyber means – the actions must be judged against their
scale and effect.96
This argument was supported by the case of Russia conducting a cyber
offensive operation against Estonia in 2007. Estonia had claimed that the cyber
offensive operations that targeted them in 2007 were enough to justify the triggering
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of Article 5 (that an attack against one country would be viewed as an attack on them
all) of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) treaty. The Estonian
government used language that, it could be argued, tried to show the connections
between the cyber offensive operations and traditional military acts. For example, the
Estonian Prime Minister tried to equate the DoS activities to a military blockade.97
However, this was not supported by other members of NATO because it was claimed
that the attacks did not meet the level that was needed for it to be seen as an act of
war. The argument that it was not an act of war was supported by Rid because the
cyber offensive operation could not turn violent, whereas the military blockade
could.98 This then clearly shows that, under international law, it can be seen that states
can target one and another without it being war. This means that under international
law, actions can take place. This is why having a very clear understanding of the
terminology that is being used to discuss these issues is so important and why this
researcher has pointed out that cyber war will not take place, both in terms of a
terminology of war and the legal arguments.
In addition, it can clearly be seen, as was argued in the introduction, the US and
the UK have developed policies that indicate that these two states would conduct
cyber offensive operations outside of a war. In the US, The Department of Defense
has stated that they will have twenty-seven of the 133 teams dedicated to what they
term as ‘Combat Mission Teams’ that have the objective to ‘provide support to
Combatant Commands by generating integrated cyberspace effects in support of
operational plans and contingency operations’. 99 With the term of contingency
operations, it suggests, that these activities would take place outside of war.
In addition, the Department of Defense argued that it ‘has developed
capabilities for cyber operations and is integrating those capabilities into the full array
of tools that the United States government uses to defend U.S. national interests’ and
that these tools would be used for ‘diplomatic, informational, military, economic,
financial, and law enforcement tools’.100 The Department of Defense also argued that
they will seek ‘to deter attacks and defend the United States against any adversary
97
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that seeks to harm U.S. national interests during times of peace, crisis, or conflict’.101
Furthermore, they argue that
If directed by the President or the Secretary of Defense, the U.S. military
may conduct cyber operations to counter an imminent or on-going attack
against the U.S. homeland or U.S. interests in cyberspace … [and that
they have] a range of options and methods for disrupting cyberattaks of
significant consequence before they can have an impact, to include law
enforcement, intelligence, and diplomatic tools.102
In this way, it clearly indicates that, in terms of the US, they have developed a policy
in that these activities would be used outside of war. This makes these activities
covert action.
The British can also be seen to have developed a policy in that cyber offensive
operations would be used outside of war. In 2012, the Intelligence and Security
Committee argued that cyber offensive operations could take the form of disruption
that includes:
accessing the networks or systems of others to hamper their activities or
capabilities without detection (or at least without attribution). The most
famous example of this type of cyber activity (although not involving the
UK agencies) is the Stuxnet virus which is believed to have caused some
disruption of the Iranian nuclear enrichment programme.103
In 2015, under the National Security Strategy and Strategic Defence and Spending
Review 2015, the UK government stated that they would invest a total of 1.9 billion
pounds over five years ‘to protecting the UK from cyber attack and developing our
sovereign capabilities in cyber space’.104 Although it is not clear, it could be argued
that this means that the UK government were developing, with increased funding, the
use of cyber offensive operations beyond a simply military strategy. Finally, in 2016,
the British government stated that they will use cyber offensive operations as part of a
‘full spectrum of capabilities’ and they will use them ‘at a time and place of our
choosing’. 105 This suggests the non-military use of these activities. This means that it
can be argued that the UK have developed a policy in which cyber offensive
operations would be used outside of war – thus making them covert action.
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In these ways, it is clear that cyber offensive operations are being done in such
a way that they are difficult to trace to an individual state, meeting the idea of nonattributed behaviour, they are aimed at changing a foreign power’s behaviour the
same as covert action, and finally they are being used as an option in between doing
nothing and engaging in war. They are covert action.

Conclusion
This chapter has clearly demonstrated that cyber offensive operations are covert
action. To achieve this, it, firstly, had to demonstrate why cyber offensive operations
are not, and should not, be seen as cyber war. It found that there is general agreement
amongst academics about what covert action is. Although some authors change the
odd word around, covert action is defined as ‘as an activity or activities … to
influence political, economic or military conditions abroad where it is intended that
the role of the … Government will not be apparent or acknowledged publicly’. It has
argued that this definition not only includes operations conducted against other states,
but also against non-state actors such as terrorist organisations.
Using the understanding of what covert action is and what cyber offensive
operations are, the thesis found that cyber offensive operations are covert action based
on the fact that both types of activities are aimed at changing the behaviour of an
adversary. Both types of activities will maintain a level of plausible deniability, and
they are not war. From this, it can be concluded that overall a clear relationship
between the activities exists based on what they are used for.
Having established how covert action should be defined and the types of
operations that usually take place as part of a covert action campaign it can be argued
that the relationship between covert action and cyber offensive operations could be
established if the types of operations are the same, if the way they are being
conducted are similar, if the actions are less than war, and if the actions are
unacknowledged. The next two chapters of the thesis will examine whether this is the
case.
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CHAPTER TWO

Covert Action and Cyber Offensive Operations: A
Comparison between Propaganda Activities.
The next three chapters will compare the types of activities that are considered to be
covert action to those that can be seen to have taken place using cyber offensive
operations. This is because, although this author believes that in terms of
understanding the operations in general both have clear similarities it is also important
to compare the types of activities that are seen as covert action to their cyber offensive
equivalent. These chapters will look at the types of covert action activities that have
taken place. It will do this by comparing the various ways that academics have
described about the types of activities that constitute covert action. Some, for example
Harry Rositzke and Gregory Treverton, argue that there are three types of covert
action: propaganda, political, paramilitary.

1

This though misses out economic

operations that Lowenthal argued were separate forms of covert action. 2 There are
some logical reasons for not having economic activities as a separate form. This is
because economic activities can, at times, be directly linked with political, in the
sense that, if a state looks to affect the economics of a particular group, it is more
likely affect its political stability. In addition, there have been operations that have
provided economic support to a particular political party and therefore, as will be
shown in greater detail below, there is a blurred line between economic activities and
political activities. Yet others, for example Mark Lowenthal, argue that there are five
overarching forms of covert action: propaganda, political, economic, coups, and
paramilitary.3
This author has chosen to treat economic operations as a separate form of
activity in order to highlight them as having their own uses, rather than simply being
part of political operations. In addition, the author has also chosen to follow the lines
of Mark Lowthental, who begins his discussion of covert action by looking at the least
violent forms – propaganda – and then moves towards the most violent – paramilitary.
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Using these types of activities as a basis the author will argue that there are
four overarching ways that covert action can be seen to take place. These are:
propaganda, political, economic, and paramilitary. This chapter will look at the use of
coups, but unlike Lowenthal it will discuss these in relation to political activities. This
is because this author feels that coups are a political activity rather than something
else. These chapters will also argue that these overarching forms of activity can also
be seen to have taken place or could take place using cyber offensive operations The
direct relationship between cyber offensive operations and covert action will be
addressed in chapter five after the author has highlighted the types of activities that
can be seen to constitute cyber offensive operations in the preceding chapters. This is
because – as the author will argue in chapter five – these operations should not be
seen as a separate form of activity. For each of the forms of covert action, the chapter
will provide an account of this type of activity, and examples of when each form
activity can be seen to have been used in the past. It will not aim to provide a
complete account of every instance of the use of covert action. This is because this
would be too big a study for this chapter to achieve. However, there have been such
studies conducted in the past.4
The other aims of these chapters are to provide an empirical assessment of the
ways that cyber offensive operations are being conducted by states. However, this
presents a number of issues. Firstly, there is a problem of attributing an operation to a
particular state. This is because cyber offensive operations can be conducted through
using a group or groups that have alleged links to a state to conduct an operation
rather than a state’s own organisation. This means that, although it may appear to
have been conducted by one state against another, it could be that a particular group
acted without instructions or knowledge of a state. Although the author will highlight
these cases, to show that the operation may not have been connected to a state, there
is a danger that some of the operations that have been linked to a particular group may
not have been conducted by them directly or indirectly. However, all care will be
taken to avoid this. Nevertheless, the danger of this issue will, to some extent, be
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mitigated by the second objective of these chapters, which is to examine how cyber
offensive operations could be used by states. This means that, by showing the ways
that cyber offensive operations have taken place, even if these were conducted by a
proxy organisation, or have been misidentified, it will still clearly show the ways
states could use these operations in the future.
The three chapters that will follow the idea of Johnson, Daugherty, and
Lowenthal who argue that covert action methods follow a ladder of escalation in
which operations can be judged to be a higher violation of international law, or as
Lowenthal argued, more violent.5 This ladder of escalation will also be shown to
exist with the use of cyber offensive operations. Others take a different approach to
how they evaluate covert action and its forms. James Callanan argued that academics
should break down covert action according to the reason the operations were launched
rather than the method of the operation. Callanan argued that there were three reasons
for the use of covert action. Firstly, there are defensive covert actions: this is where
the operations are launched to defend a US ally. Secondly, offensive covert action is
where the actions are undertaken to destabilise a communist regime. Finally, there is
preventative covert action that is used to stop a country from turning unfriendly. 6
Although this is an excellent way to understand the reasons a state might use covert
action, it does not clearly illustrate the various forms of covert action.
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Figure 2: Mark Lowenthal’s Covert Action Ladder.7

Although this model could be seen to be flawed because, as Lowenthal notes most
covert action campaigns will use a multitude of types of activities, it does serve as a
useful tool to illustrate the levels of covert action and the threat they pose. Not only
does it show the level of threat, it also clearly shows that the more violent the
operation is, the more likely it is that the operation and the state that is conducting it
will become known.
As was the case with the traditional forms of covert action, it is clear that, in
some ways, dividing up operations into forms of activity is a little artificial as
complete cyber offensive operations campaigns will often use many different types of
activities to achieve the goals of the campaign. For example, a political cyber
offensive operation will most likely, as a component of the campaign, include
propaganda as well. However, there are two benefits to breaking down these
operations in to the forms of activity. Firstly, it allows for a clear understanding of
these operations. Secondly, by structuring the chapter in this way, it allows it to
follow the idea that operations follow a hierarchy of violence. This theory is based on
the work of Herman Kahn who argued that in relation to international crisis there is a
hierarchy of the actions of states.8 This hierarchy was then used to create the covert
action that, as was argued in the second chapter, was used to evaluate the violence of
7
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covert action.9 The level of violence is not linked to the number of people affected, as
was claimed to be the case in documents contained in a GCHQ file released by
Edward Snowden (see below). The level is, instead, linked to the violence of the
operation. Using the notion of violence, the author will clearly examine four forms of
cyber offensive operations.
Figure 3: GCHQ’s Effects Hierarchy.10

In this chapter, the author will compare the form of covert action that is argued
to be propaganda to the same forms of action that can be seen to take place using
cyber offensive operations. It will begin with an assessment of propaganda that can be
seen to take place during the Cold War This activity will be compared to propaganda
that can be seen to have taken place using cyber offensive operations. This chapter
will also argue that a ‘new’ type of cyber offensive operations as compared to covert
action is direct counter propaganda. This chapter will demonstrate what direct counter
propaganda is and examples of its use.
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This chapter will argue that when the use of propaganda as a form of covert
action is compared to propaganda using cyber offensive operations, there is a direct
connection between the two. Further, it will argue that overall propaganda using cyber
offensive operations are not in fact new as a form of activity. It will argue that
anything that is ‘new’ with cyber offensive operations in this form of activity is
simply using a different method to achieve the same type of activity.

Traditional Covert Action: Propaganda
The first way in which states can conduct covert action is through the spreading of
propaganda. David Willcox defined propaganda as ‘the conscious or unconscious
attempt by the propagandist to advance their cause through the manipulation of
opinion, perception and behaviour of a target group’.11 It has been argued that there
are three types of propaganda: white, grey, and, black. 12 Propaganda could be spread
through the creation of booklets, articles, or even with the creation of organisations
that have the aim of promoting a particular country. This is something that is, for the
most, part un-troubling in the general behaviour of states as most states actively to a
varying degree take part in these types of activities, and it is usually the case that this
is almost considered to be something that is normal. However, the aim of propaganda
that is being discussed here is more than that, it is usually not just aimed at getting
support for a country but is actually designed to get some form of action. This has
been termed white or overt propaganda. Then, there is grey propaganda. This is where
the information is largely true but the organisation that is spreading the information is
not known or has at the very least a thin veil of cover for the organisation. Finally,
there is black propaganda. This is where the information is false and the organisation
that is spreading the information is not known. It could be argued that white or overt
propaganda is actually not covert action. This is because the person, organisation, or
even the country disseminating the propaganda is known and the information is true.
However, as Daugherty has argued, white propaganda can still be a form of covert
action, in the sense that an intelligence organisation can give the report to a friendly
journalist and let them identify the source but make sure there is a slant to the report.13
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This, then, shows that propaganda covert action has a number of different methods to
achieve its goal.
Propaganda can be spread in a number of different ways. It can be spread
through news organisations, for example by giving information to a particular news
agency or a journalist so that they can be used to spread the propaganda. It has often
been hoped that after giving the story to one news organisation, other news
organisations would pick it up and spread the story. One example of this took place in
1949 when the British were able to get a story spread about forced labour camps in
the Soviet Union. The information was spread to a few news organisations and then
was spread as more organisations saw the information.

14

It was argued by

Breckinridge, that having a story reprinted in other news outlets allows a story to have
stronger credibility.15 By conducting a propaganda activity in this way, a covert action
operation can reach a lot more places than just by targeting a particular organisation.
This then makes it cost effective in both a financial sense and labour cost.
Further to printed media operations, it has also sometimes been possible to
take control of an entire media outlet. This has been seen to have happened in the case
of US involvement in Chile from 1956 until 1970 when a news organisation was
denied funding because of the information that this organisation was spreading. It was
then bought by the US and used to spread the information. 16 By taking complete
control of a media organisation, a government in one country can have a lot more
control over what is printed in another because there would be more journalists that
they could use Of course, this can be clear to another government that this has
happened as this internal government has stopped providing money so it will be clear
to them that someone is supplying the money. However, it is possible that they could
secretly fund a smaller part of the news organisation. This means that they may not
have as much control but it could be less clear than having another government
funding an entire organisation.
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In addition, propaganda has been spread by radio. This has been used in the
past to spread information both real and fake to populations. The first way in which
radio broadcasting has been used to spread propaganda is through the creation of
radio platforms that broadcast into other countries. This was done throughout the Cold
War with the US using Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty. Radio Free Europe
transmitted radio broadcasts into Soviet controlled Europe and its sister service, Radio
Liberty transmitted into the Soviet Union.17 It was argued that both of these stations
were directed towards peacefully dismantling the Soviet Union.18 Goodman argued
that one of the CIA’s covert action successes was in bringing information into the
Soviet Union.19 A further way it has been used is ‘ghosting’, which means taking
control of hostile frequencies to spread certain messages. 20 Further, a way of
conducting radio propaganda similar to that of ghosting is snuggling, in which radio
broadcasts were on a frequency directly adjacent to the target’s own radio broadcast.
This was done in the hope that people might accidently listen in to the broadcast, or
believe that they were actually listening to the target’s broadcast.21 It has been argued
that one of the most successful groups to use this technique was the Solidarity
movement in Poland during the 1980s.22 In this way, it is possible that an organisation
can get people to listen to the broadcast thinking that it actually belongs to a different
group.
Finally, organisations can use people to spread propaganda. This can be
through spreading rumours or organisations can use academics to spread information.
It was argued by Breckinridge that the CIA would commission and distribute
scholarly work that the CIA believed would be of interest to the Third World.23 The
aim was to get someone to spread a certain piece of information to the target
population who would believe it. This is different from the other rumours that will be
looked at later because of what the activity is hoping to achieve. The aim is not to
target some part of the political element of a government, at least not directly, or
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create issues in the economy but it is to get the population to think their government is
doing something that is not in their interest.
The type of information that a propaganda operation spread depends more on
what it is hoped it will achieve. The information could be true but come from a source
that is connected to a different government. This can be the equivalent of creating a
rival news broadcast to highlight an aspect which one government does not want to be
known to the general public but another government wants them to know. The use of
a propaganda operation to tell the truth has been argued to be the most successful
form of propaganda operations.24 Propaganda operations can also spread information
that is false. One of the most notable examples is when the Soviet Union spread the
story that HIV was created by the Americans as part of a biological warfare
campaign. It appears that this operation began in 1984 and it was argued that by 1987
around forty different countries covered it as a major story. 25 This propaganda
operation was so successful that to this day, it still appears every so often. 26 In
addition, sometimes information itself is not needed. One of the US campaigns
against Iran in the lead up to the coup in 1953 was conducted by the CIA’s art
department. This department came up with cartoons that which were anti-Mossadeq.27
Mohammed Mossadeq was the Iranian Prime Minister, who maintained nationalist
beliefs. This annoyed the British due to the fact that Mossadeq had nationalised the
Anglo-Iranian Oil Company. This meant that the money coming from this company
would not be as much as the British government had wanted. This meant that the
British had wanted to indicate that Mossadeq was turning towards and was seeking to
create an Iranian communist country.28 In these ways, it is clear that propaganda can
take a variety of forms.
However, there have been times in which it can be seen that states have used
propaganda to conduct covert action against non-state actors such as terrorist
organisations. The British have sought to conduct propaganda operations against nonstate actors. For example, it has been claimed that the British conducted various
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propaganda campaigns against the PIRA. It was argued that the British had looked to
‘overtly and covertly, to blacken the IRA’.29 These have ranged from white operations
in such a way that the army set up a press office and worked day and night by 1971.
The army was so effective at setting up these press offices that, it has been argued,
this became the one of the most popular sources of information for journalists.30 In
this case, this was clearly a white propaganda as the journalist ‘knew’ who the
information was coming from. It was not only through the use of white propaganda
that states have looked to target non-state actors. To conduct a covert black
propaganda campaign against the IRA the British government set up the Information
Policy Unit in 1971.31 The organisation had help from the Secret Intelligence Service
as well as the Information Research Department that conducted propaganda for the
Foreign Office. It has been argued that some of the stories that this organisation
spread suggested that there were connections between the IRA and the Soviet
Union.32
There are a number of issues with the use of propaganda. The first issue is that
for this type of activity to be successful the information must come from – or appear
to come from – somewhere where it can be believed, otherwise, it will be of no use.
At times, there may be no need to do anything other than create a rival propaganda
machine to that of the adversary if the people in the country you are trying to target do
not believe the information that is coming from their own government. At other times
it has meant that organisations have been forced to try and find people who dislike
something in their own country and then support these people to try and spread
propaganda. This was acknowledged by the British government in the 1950s when the
Committee for Communism Overseas started to look at setting up propaganda
operations that target both Communist China and the Far East in general. They
understood that if any propaganda operation was going to be successful, they would
have to make sure that the propaganda could be linked to someone who was
supported by the people in China rather than someone who was clearly British or
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clearly worked for them.33 This is because, if it was clear that the propaganda was
coming from the British or any other western government, then they argued it would
not be believed. This is why the British were searching for a person who was
supported by the Chinese population. It is not clear from the documents whether the
British were able to find such a person, but it does show that any government seeking
to conduct propaganda activities must take into account whether the information that
they are spreading is likely to be believed if it is clear that it is coming from a
government or whether they need to make sure that it is hidden that they are
conducting the operation.
Another issue when conducting a propaganda campaign is making sure that
all groups that conduct the propaganda activity follow the policies that have been set
and that they all follow a coherent strategy going forward. Although this may seem
easy, due to the fact that, in terms of states, there are, at times, many different
organisations which conduct similar if not identical roles. If there are many different
organisations that are looking to conduct certain campaigns, there is a danger of
having different priorities. This can be seen in the fact that during the Malayan
Emergency, there was a disagreement between the Colonial Office and the Foreign
Office as to what should be put forward. For example, there was a disagreement as to
whether the Malayan insurgencies had connections to the Soviet Union and what
these connections were. 34 This meant that there was an issue about whether the
propaganda directed towards Malaya should highlight this. In addition, there was no
agreement about the language that should be used in the campaign, whether the
groups should highlight the Chinese ethnicity of the insurgents, or even whether the
group should be termed terrorists or bandits. This is a situation that states who are
looking to conduct a propaganda campaign should try and avoid. They should look to
create a clear message and have all groups, whether they are conducting white, grey,
or black propaganda, have a clear set of ideas about what they should highlight.
Although this operation was not directly covert action as the level of deniability was
not there, it does demonstrate some of the issues with covert action propaganda.
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It is apparent therefore, that from the perspective of traditional ‘forms’ of
covert action, there are many ways in which a propaganda covert action campaign can
be pursued. Overall, the only limit is that the actions must maintain some level of
plausible deniability. It is equally apparent that propaganda has been used in many
operations.

Cyber Offensive Operations: Propaganda
It is clear that states have used a cyber offensive operation in a number of different
ways. One of the first ways that cyber offensive operations have been used by states is
through the use of social media to conduct propaganda. Much in the same way that
the propaganda activities were discussed above, there are white propaganda cyber
offensive operations campaigns that use social media as a platform. This is where a
state admits that it is using social media to spread information that is true.
It is clear that Britain has conducted this type of operation. One example is
when British diplomats in Russia and Ukraine regularly released photographs of
Russian-supplied heavy weaponry from 2014 onwards. 35 This was to highlight the
Kremlin’s role in the conflict in the Crimea between Russia and Ukraine. The British
have looked to expand this operation. This can be seen in the fact that the former
Foreign Secretary Philip Hammond (2014-2016), stated that Britain might broadcast
the financial secrets of Russia’s ruling people. This was to target the people who have
helped Vladimir Putin, President of Russia, to stay in power.36 The British use of
Twitter is related to the sanctions that the EU and the US have put in place against
Russia in response to Russia’s involvement in Ukraine. It would appear to be aimed at
showing the people of Russia and the world that, while the Russian people are poor,
the President of Russia and his associates are rich and are getting richer and it is
possible that they have engaged in criminal activity. The aim of this type of operation
is to create discontent within the people of Russia that, while they are suffering from
the sanctions, the President and his associates are not losing out to the same extent as
ordinary Russians.
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The use of social media to spread white propaganda has not just been directed
against other states. A number of operations have used cyber offensive operations to
direct propaganda towards terrorist organisations. The US State Department has used
Twitter as a way to target those who were thinking about joining IS. It has been
argued that one of the ways that an operation like this has taken place is through the
Center for Global Engagement (in January 2016, this organisation changed its name
from the Center for Strategic Communications). The Center for Global Engagement
stated that it would take part in targeting a foreign audience via social media to target
people who are believed to be becoming radicalised and are looking to join terrorist
organisations. It has been stated that they were ‘supported by people who are called
digital outreach specialists who are fluent in Arabic, Urdu, Punjabi and Somali to
counter the work of terrorist organisations’.37 It has also been stated that the same
groups had also worked in English and that they had targeted English language
websites to further reach terrorist organisations’ recruits. 38 It has been argued that
there were more than three hundred and fifty US State Department social media
accounts operating from various points that were being used to spread propaganda
directed towards people who are looking to join terrorist organisations. 39 It was
argued by Aistrope, that this programme allowed the US to use social media to be
more persuasive towards a target audience. 40 Amble also argued that using social
media to demonstrate important aspects of US financial help in the Middle East would
go a long way in helping against terrorism. 41 This then shows that states have
conducted propaganda cyber offensive operations that target terrorist organisations by
conducting social media campaigns against terrorist organisations.
However, there are a number of issues with these types of white propaganda
campaigns. To begin with, by posting the message on Twitter from government
sources, it is perfectly clear who is conducting the operation. Even if the campaign
does not use ‘official’ government accounts and only uses the ‘private’ Twitter feeds
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of the embassy or state department official, it would still be perfectly clear who has
sent the information. In addition, if the target population is hostile towards the
particular country that this account is connected to, they may view this activity simply
as a state sending out the information that is a lie. Further, by using Twitter in this
way, the message will only reach those who follow the person who posted the
information. Although a message can be promoted by the use of re-tweets, as this may
allow the message to reach further audiences, it would still only really reach a small
number of people. This means that an operation that is directed like this will most
likely only reach those who already believe the message and are looking for
information to support their view. In this way, this activity is less likely to have the
ability to sway a large proportion of a population to a particular point.
However, this type of operation must clearly have some merits. Firstly, the
benefit of conducting white propaganda via Twitter is that because people know the
person that is stating these views, it may mean that people think it is more likely to be
true because the government being associated with it has developed trust. Further, a
white propaganda operation could also be used as a way in which information could
be picked up by other organisations such as a news organisation that could then
spread the information further. In addition, this is clearly one of the simplest forms of
cyber offensive operations and could be conducted by states in terms of technological
aspects. Although some may argue that this is not an offensive use of cyber as it is
overt, it clearly is. This is because a cyber offensive operation is looking to produce
an effect in the real world. This operation is used to change the behaviour of people.
Therefore it is a cyber offensive operation.
However, it is clear that states have also developed other ways to use social
media in a more covert manner that allows it to be used to spread a message where it
is not known from whom it is coming. The information in this case can either be true
or untrue depending on the objective of the operation. Even with this type of
operation, there are a number of ways to conduct it.
One way is what can be termed human directed operations. These are
operations controlled by humans. A way that a state could do this, and Russia has
allegedly done, is through employing people with the sole purpose of spreading
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information on various social media platforms. 42 There are clear indications that
Russia has been using cyber offensive operations for a propaganda campaign in
Ukraine. It has been argued that Russia has developed a cyber offensive campaign
that targets the Russian speaking population of the Baltic States with the aim of trying
to convince the populations based there that they should not support the European
Union or NATO. 43 It became clear in an interview conducted by The Independent
with a Russia citizen who worked within this campaign that Russia had set up a
special group that would conduct an online campaign designed to use the social
media. Within this interview, a former member of a team that was designed to do this
stated that they worked in an organisation that was state-sponsored, designed to post
pro-Putin propaganda on news and social media websites. 44 Although this person
seemed to be involved, not in the social media side but involved in news forums (will
be discussed later), he states that Russia had set up teams whose sole purpose was to
promote stories that Russia wanted promoted.45 From this, social media was used as a
platform to spread propaganda.
This type of operation has been used or, at the very least developed, for use
against terrorist organisations. It has been argued that the British have begun an
operation in which they would select young Muslims who live in Egypt to be given
intensive English language training so that they can blog and tweet against terrorist
organisations.46 This then goes to show that the idea of using other organisations and
people without direct noticeable connections to western governments would be used
to spread propaganda. In this way, cyber offensive operations can take place on
platforms such as Twitter and clearly, are taking place and they are being used both
by states against other states but also against terrorist organisations.
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A further way that an operation like this has taken place is through the
development of operations where a message is created with the sole intention of
becoming viral. GCHQ has, according to the Snowden files, developed this type of
activity. GCHQ were given the objective through JTRIG to develop messages that
would go viral. They supposedly used Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, and Flickr. 47
GCHQ also suggested that they had the ability to shape a message based on the
specific locations of users and this had a high degree of cognition.48 What this clearly
shows is that one way that information is being spread is through the use of either
paying those to spread a message using social media or through crafting a message to
make it spread quickly.
A state may choose to conduct propaganda operations in the ways discussed
above for two reasons. Firstly, it allows for a message to reach a large population if
targeted in such a way, or, if it is chosen to, it could be used to target a particular
section of the population. Secondly, operations like these, if conducted in a reasonable
way, would allow a government to maintain plausible deniability. This is because it is
very hard to prove whether or not an account has links to a government. Even when a
particular person ‘defects’ for this kind of social media operation as was discussed
with the case of Russia, it is still almost impossible to prove that a particular group is
involved. What all this information clearly shows is that a number of countries are
involved in this type of operation.
It is not just through messaging platforms such as Twitter that states have
developed social media propaganda operations; they are also using video platforms
such as YouTube. One example of such a campaign was conducted by the US State
Department under the organisation that is now called the Center for Global
Engagement that have conducted propaganda campaigns against IS. In this campaign,
the State Department created a least one propaganda video that was designed to be
similar in its composition to the propaganda videos of IS. This video was published
on 22 August 2014. In this video, titled ‘Welcome to the ‘Islamic State’ land’ it has a
caption that states ‘where you can learn useful new skills for the Ummah!’49 It then
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goes to show that these new skills are ‘blowing up mosques, crucifying and executing
Muslims’. 50 It then has images from other videos that have been shown by the IS in
an attempt to show the actions of IS against the Muslim world. The video has been
seen as of the, 8 of March 2016 891,426 times. It finishes with the seal of the
Department of State. It could be argued that this type of operation may well have been
more effective had it not included the seal of the State Department. This is because
then it has become clear that the US had made the video rather than leaving the
organisation behind the video unknown. Nevertheless, it was argued that this
operation and other operations conducted by the Center for Global Engagement had
caused a ‘significant irritation to its target’. 51 However, it must be noted that this
campaign did receive a lot of criticisms and the coordinator, Alberto Fernandez, was
replaced in February 2015, although it was unclear if Fernandez was removed because
of this video campaign. Furthermore, campaigns like this could often be hard to judge
in terms of successes. This is, as was noted in an interview with The Washington Post,
unless some person says that they had planned to join IS until they saw this video and
that this video made them stop, then it will never be clear whether it was a success.52
Nevertheless, even if this video did not stop any recruits from joining IS, it does show
ways in which cyber offensive operations can be conducted where states can create
videos that are designed to promote a particular message. Furthermore, as was stated
above, GCHQ developed a tool that allows for a video popularity to artificially
increase. 53 This could then make those who are thinking of joining a terrorist
organisation believe that the videos were more popular, and as such that it would be
wrong to join a terrorist organisation. In this way, it could be argued that the hope
would be that other organisations like news organisations think that a video is popular
and then discuss and show the video. This would then mean that the video was
reaching an even wider audience.
It appears that the use of videos to target people who are on the verge of
joining a terrorist organisation was adapted and expanded by the US government.
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This is because, it was argued, the Center would not, as was the case in the ‘Welcome
to the ‘Islamic State’ land’, finish with the seal of the State Department. The Center
will instead focus on expanding the videos that others have created rather than
focusing on producing or using the material from the US government. This means that
instead of videos if they were posted online on sites such as YouTube being clearly
from the US, they could have come from anywhere. This has led to the idea that the
group will act through providing invisible financial support to those who are making
videos that work as propaganda against terrorist groups. To help conduct this type of
operation, it was argued that the Center for Global Engagement would ‘also employ
data analysts who will work with private industry partners to sift through the public
information any user leaves on social media, to determine who might be leaning
toward radicalism and message them directly’.54 This would allow the campaign to be
more effective in its targeting. To support the idea of using videos as a way for
governments to be involved in the propaganda campaign against terrorist
organisations, it has been argued by the Facebook spokesperson Jodi Seth that videos
are much more successful in conducting propaganda campaign than messages.55 This
goes on to show that states can use cyber offensive operations to target terrorist
organisations by conducting propaganda campaigns.
It also appears that the US changed the way in which they conducted
propaganda campaigns against terrorist organisations and caused it to become more
covert. This can be seen in the fact that the Center for Global Engagement changed
their strategy from conducting a direct propaganda campaign, in which they were the
organisation that was creating and controlling the messages, to instead looking to
‘amplify’ the messages that others were spreading. The premise appeared to be that
the Center for Global Engagement would be used to provide covert financial and
technical support to those who are making videos and help these to spread their
messages online.56 This could have a higher impact, as it could be used to strengthen
the image of those people who were viewed to be more influential to the would-be
recruits. These could be those who were defectors from a terrorist organisation and
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the Center for Global Engagement were to be used to spread the message further,
albeit covertly.
Although the example that was discussed above shows that states are using
propaganda cyber offensive operations via videos against terrorist organisations, it is
clear that states have also used these types of operations against each other. It was
argued that there is evidence that Russia has made use of YouTube to spread
propaganda. This can be seen in the fact that NATO stated that there was clear
evidence that Russia has used YouTube as a platform to spread videos that were being
used to create a negative image of Latvia. 57 Further, it was noted by the Joint
assessment of Russian involvement in the US Elections that ‘according to R[ussia]
T[oday] [RT is a Russian state run media organisation] management, RT's website
receives at least 500,000 unique viewers every day.58 Further, it was noted that RT
has one of the highest number of subscribers to its YouTube channel. 59 Finally, it can
be seen that due to the fact that the Center for Global Engagement has, due to the
National Defense Authorisation Act (NDAA) 2017, been given an active role in
combatting foreign state propaganda. This can be seen in that it was stated in the Act
that the Center would
Identify current and emerging trends in foreign propaganda and
disinformation in order to coordinate and shape the development of
tactics, techniques, and procedures to expose and refute foreign
misinformation and disinformation and proactively promote fact-based
narratives and policies to audiences outside the United States.60
Although it applies to any country, it does seem that, based on the political climate at
the time, the immediate future of these activities would be directed towards the
Russian state. Because of the skills that the Center for Global Engagement has, and
the fact that Russia was conducting operations on YouTube, it seems reasonable to
infer that there will be operations directed towards video platforms such as YouTube.
In these ways, online videos have been one of the ways that states have been
conducting propaganda cyber offensive operations.
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Another way that states have been using cyber offensive operations for
propaganda via social media is the targeting of news forums. The targeting of news
forums and blogs gives states the ability to conduct propaganda campaigns. The
purpose of this type of operation, as with social media, is to spread a particular
message. Marat Burkhard provides evidence of this type of operation. He argued that
he was used by the Russian government to promote a story once it had been published
on a news outlet.61 He states that to achieve this, Russia would promote a message on
forums. He states to do this Russia would have a team of people: one would play a
person who disagrees with a message a country is trying to promote and others would
play the people who would promote the message. 62 This further allowed them to
control a conversation. By controlling a conversation, it allowed them to win an
argument and further promote a particular propaganda message.
GCHQ have demonstrated a willingness to conduct very similar operations.
They have argued that they have considered setting up a blog that is from a ‘victim’.63
In this type of operation, a state would look to create a blog that appears to have been
a victim of the terrorist organisation that is being targeted and then use this to show
the effects that this terrorist organisation was having. This was to try and deter people
from supporting this organisation. It could also come from someone who has, in some
way, been affected by a state.64 Although in the document it indicates that it has been
used against countries, it is equally possible that it could be used against terrorist
organisations in the sense that it would provide a way to show a particular point. For
example, it could be done through purporting to be someone whose family has been
killed to argue that the terrorist organisation is barbaric. In addition to claiming to be
a victim of a terrorist organisation, it could equally be used in a way in which a
profile could be set up to look like a former terrorist who had seen the error of their
ways, who has turned away from the terrorist organisation. The types of propaganda
operation, it could be argued, would be likely to be more effective in the sense that, if
it appears to come from a government, then people may well question the information
that is being sent.
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Not only is there an ability for governments to use human directed social
media cyber offensive operations but it has become clear that there are a number of
examples of governments developing operations that the author has termed technical
led social media operations. The purpose of these types of operations is to create a
system where a message is spread rapidly with little involvement from humans
beyond creating the message in the first place. One way of conducting this form of
operation is through the development of tools that allows one person to control a large
number of social media accounts and spread messages across all of their accounts. It
has been argued that the US government has developed or was developing tools to use
social media for a propaganda campaign. In 2011 a company in the US was
contracted to develop a tool that would be used, at the time, by US Central Command
(CENTCOM) that oversees US armed operations in the Middle East and Central Asia.
The company developed what is described as an ‘online persona management service’
that allows one US serviceman or woman to control up to 10 separate identities based
all over the world. 65 This software was part of Operation Earnest Voice that was
aimed at conducting a number of propaganda campaigns against a number of Middle
Eastern countries.66 This software, it was argued, allowed the US military to secretly
manipulate social media sites by using fake online personas to influence Internet
conversations and spread pro-American propaganda.67 What this software allows is a
single operator to have the ability to appear to be a number of different ‘people’. This
then allows the operator to spread a message with the appearance that the message
had come from all over the world. This would allow a particular piece of propaganda
material to be spread. 68 Further, this kind of software allows states to produce
messages that cannot be traced to them. In the operation discussed above, each online
identity had a complete history and background to make it difficult, if not impossible,
for it to be traced back to a particular operation. 69 Amble argued that because the
operation would not target Facebook or Twitter. This was deemed to be an issue
because of the popularity of these websites.70 Nevertheless, it is clear that this type of
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operation does allow for messages to be spread via social media. This allows states to
spread propaganda.
GCHQ has also developed tools that could be used for the spreading of
messages using social media. The first of these was a tool called CLEAN SWEEP.
This tool had two abilities (the other will be discussed below). The first ability is that
CLEAN SWEEP was able to spread a message via Facebook to whole countries.71
This ability, they argued, was ready for use. This would allow for a propaganda
message to spread rapidly. A further tool that was developed was called GESTATOR.
This had the ability, it was argued, to amplify a message or possibly a comment that
was connected to videos and seems to have been created for platforms similar to
YouTube.72 The use of both of these tools would mean that a message could be spread
rapidly allowing it to reach a large number of people. In these ways, it is clear that a
large amount of research has gone into the development of technical tools to spread
propaganda.
GCHQ developed had the ability to increase web traffic through the use of a
tool termed GATEWAY. 73 The ability of this tool was that it allowed GCHQ to
artificially increase the numbers of visitors to a website. If this tool were to be used in
conjunction with the spreading of false information through a blog or a forum, it
would allow them to increase the power of the message and allow it to appear to be
true.74 There are two other tools that GCHQ have developed to further the goal of
spreading propaganda. The first is SLIPSTREAM, this has the same ability as
GATEWAY. GCHQ also developed SKYSCRAPER, this had the ability to spread
multimedia information around and promote it.75 Furthermore, as with the use of fake
profiles for social media that both the British and the US have clearly developed, it
means that it could be used for forums and news websites. In all of these ways, it is
clear that many governments have developed tools that allow them to conduct cyber
offensive operations for a propaganda purpose.
In addition to using technology to help spread a message, states also have the
tools to create the messages without the need of humans. On social media platforms
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such as Twitter, this has been achieved through the creation of bots that create their
own message and then spread them. These systems have been preprogramed to send
out information when particular criteria are met, or just at random times but with
information that has been preselected. In this, the actual message does not need to
have any other human interaction beyond the initial programming. The benefit of this
is that these systems can spread information a lot more quickly. However, it could be
that they will be less able to craft the message effectively. Nevertheless, it was argued
that the French intelligence agencies were worried during the French elections that
covert social media propaganda would become a major issue.76 It is unclear if there
was a large number of Twitter bots spreading messages and, if so, how effective they
were, but what is clear is that states will likely continue to use these in the future.
One reason for the development of social media operations in all their forms
that have been discussed throughout this section is that they, as GCHQ argued, allow
for an influence on people which is far greater than that of traditional forms of
propaganda campaigns like the radio and television. If this is the case, then it would
mean that a propaganda campaign designed to use social media would possibly allow
it to target larger number of systems, it could also control a conversation on social
media.
The other benefit of using social media to conduct propaganda campaigns is
that these types of operations can be picked up by traditional media organisations who
then publish a story based on this information. This allows for the information to
spread even further. An example of this is in 2017 when Fox News (a US news
organisation) and President Donald J. Trump stated that GCHQ had been used to spy
on Trump when he was campaigning to become president. The former director of
GCHQ Robert Hannigan said that in January and February GCHQ had come across
blogs in Macedonian that had suggested that GCHQ had been tasked by President
Obama to spy on Donald Trump. This story about GCHQ spying on Trump was then
picked up by Alt Right websites. Finally, it was then picked up further and spread on
Fox News and entered the mainstream news.77 Hannigan did point out that GCHQ did
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not trace this story to see if the Russians, in a cyber offensive operation, planted the
information. By propaganda being picked up by news agencies that had originally
been placed on social media and then stating it as news, it is possible that people are
more likely to believe the story. This clearly shows one of the benefits of using cyber
offensive operations for propaganda, as there is a chance that the story can spread and
be picked up by traditional mass media and spread even more.
However, there are a number of issues with conducting a cyber offensive
campaign that is designed for propaganda. The first is making sure that the message
reaches the target audience. Although this is always an issue with propaganda
campaigns, it could be more of a challenge in an online setting. The Internet is vast,
meaning that people will often choose what they want to look at. In terms of social
media, it means that the targeting of messaging must take place. This though presents
no more of a problem than traditional forms of propaganda that have all been used in
the past. Because both GCHQ and US CENTCOM are using this type of operation, it
clearly shows that governments are seeing that there must be some benefit.
Furthermore, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) that works
for the US Department of Defense stated that they place contracts for the Social
Media in Strategic Communication (SMISC) program. The purpose of this
programme was to develop tools that would allow groups to identify these types of
operations and counter them. 78 This must mean that, in terms of the social media
forms of propaganda, it must be seen as having either a negative or positive effect for
the Department of Defense to want to develop this software. This can be seen in the
fact that GCHQ argued that both types of operations provide the ability to use these
operations for ‘personal’ style operations, target ‘community of interest’ or a ‘global
audience’.79 It can, therefore, be argued that this is one of the ways that government
have developed the use of cyber offensive operations.
It also appears that a further area in which states have engaged in propaganda
campaigns has been directed against computer games. It was noted in a document
created by a contractor working for the NSA, that they were ‘establishing an in-game
presence allows for virtual interfacing, information exchanges, and developing
DARPA, ‘Social Media in Strategic Communication (Smisc)’
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influential relationships with both adversaries and allies. In-game interaction also can
help shape real-life attitudes and perceptions’.
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This would then allow for

governments to use online games to spread propaganda about a terrorist organisation.
It has been argued that the use of such operations can change real world perceptions.81
GCHQ had developed a tool that would work inside computer games or online games.
They had developed a tool called GLITTERBALL, which, according to them, had a
use for ‘Online gaming capabilities for sensitive operations’, and that it was ‘currently
Second Life’.82 This means that it has been used in the online game Second Life.83
This then clearly shows that states have been looking at new ways in which they can
use cyber effects in a propaganda campaign against a terrorist organisation.
A further way that states may, in the future, be able to use cyber offensive
operations to spread propaganda against other states or organisations is through using
programs that are embedded into popular websites. On the 30 of March 2016,
Microsoft announced that it had developed a programme that could interact with
people on the service Skype. This is because the programme will be used to represent
businesses on Skype and sell products and services. Although the system is designed
to work for companies and to promote a business, it could be used to examine a
conversation between friends about, for example, a planned holiday and then the
programme would come in and promote a travel agency or a trip website it could be
used for state propaganda.84 This is because it would be able to identify particular
features of conversations and respond to them. Therefore, if a conversation took place
and a person began talking about going to Syria, the programme could respond by
sending out anti-terrorism propaganda. However, it must be noted that programs like
this have had a troubled past. This can be seen in the fact that Microsoft had to take
offline a system like this that worked on Twitter after it became too racist.85 However,
although the system at the time of writing this has not been perfected, it could, in the
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future, be a useful system for propaganda operations. In addition, Facebook have
announced that they will also be developing this technology. 86 Although these
systems are still untested and are not yet operational, and even though there is no
evidence that states have begun to look at using these systems, in this author’s opinion
it is likely that these systems, or systems that work on similar principles, could and
will be used by states to conduct propaganda cyber offensive operations.
In all of the ways that have been discussed above, it is clear that states have a
number of ways in which they can use cyber offensive operations to conduct
propaganda campaigns. These systems can be used against both state and non-state
actors.

Direct Counter Propaganda
Another area of cyber offensive operations is direct counter propaganda. Although all
propaganda can work as counter propaganda, in that a state will combat the messages
of another, direct counter propaganda operations are different. Direct counter
propaganda, as this author has chosen to define these activities, are campaigns in
which a state takes control of an adversary’s system of conducting propaganda and
then turns this against the adversary by changing the message. For example, a state
could take control of a website and replace or in some other way change the
information, or remove the information completely.
The reason for labelling these operations as direct counter propaganda and
considering them as separate operations from that of propaganda is that, unlike
propaganda, direct counter propaganda aims to take control of the target’s own
channels and use this to spread their own propaganda. This means that a state can
target those who are looking at the other group’s propaganda and change the message
or the tone of the other group’s messages.
An alleged example of this type of operation has been conducted against a
terrorist organisation. This type of operation can be seen to have been used, allegedly,
by the British Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) against Al Qaeda. 87 Known as
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Operation CUPCAKE, this operation came about when it was discovered that there
was an online English language Al Qaeda magazine that promoted the work of Al
Qaeda and also provided support to Al Qaeda through providing instructions in
constructing homemade bombs. In this operation, SIS replaced the link to how to
make a homemade bomb with a link to a cupcake recipe. They also removed content
that was created by Osama bin Laden, Ayman al-Zawahiri, and a piece about ‘What
to Expect in Jihad’.88 In this way, the idea was to remove propaganda. Although the
magazine was reissued without these changes later on and there have been further
magazine articles from this source, it does show a way in which a state can use a
cyber effects operation against terrorist organisations. This is because it can control
what information is online. However, it could be argued that this type of operation in
which a state apparently changes an online magazine would likely be limited. This is
because it would be very clear when this took place. Nevertheless, this does not
distract from the fact that this is a way in which states can look to conduct cyber
offensive operations against terrorist organisations.
A further example of way that this type of operation could be conducted is
through taking control of terrorist social media accounts. This can be seen in the fact
Canada proposed a law in which they could take control of a terrorist recruiter’s
social media accounts and use these to then spread counter propaganda.89 Although it
is not clear if they have enacted this, it does show one of the ways that states could
use cyber offensive operations against terrorist organisations for a direct counter
propaganda campaign. However, there could be issues in this campaign. This is
because if a state could gain control of a particular account, and then the messages
suddenly changed then it could become very clear that someone had affected the
system. This would mean that the organisation might stop using this system.
Nevertheless, if there was a backstory to the change, as in the person had been in a
particular country and involved in an operation and something forced them to change
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their views, then it could be an effective form of activity. This then shows ways in
which states can use cyber offensive operations against terrorist organisations.
It is not just terrorist organisations and the support websites that have been
targeted by direct counter propaganda operations; states have targeted websites of
news outlets that are spreading information which is propaganda and either spreading
other information or stopping the website completely. One example of this was when
the Syrian Electronic Army, which allegedly has links to the government of Syria,
targeted The Independent. In this attack, the Syrian Electronic Army hacked into the
website and posted a statement that read ‘You’ve been hacked by the Syrian
Electronic Army’. 90 In addition to The Independent, The Chicago Tribune, CNBC,
Forbes, and The Daily Telegraph were also targeted.91 This then shows that a state
could either on their own or through groups that have links to it, target websites that
they deem are spreading propaganda against them. This then shows that businesses
are also being targeted in cyber offensive operations to spread counter propaganda.
In these ways, it is clear that one of the ways that states could use cyber
offensive operations against both states and non-state actors is through direct counter
propaganda operations where the adversary’s own propaganda machinery is directed
against themselves.

Comparison
It can clearly be seen that there is a large amount of overlap between propaganda that
has been conducted in the past as covert action and cyber offensive operations. The
first way that it can be seen that there is a direct connection between covert action and
cyber offensive operations is that both have targeted states and non-state actors. This
demonstrates that overall there is no real difference between these types of activities
based on the groups that are targeted as part of the activities. Secondly, both types of
activities have used white, grey, and black propaganda as part of their campaigns to
target the adversary. States, whether using traditional covert action or cyber offensive
operations to conduct propaganda, will use which ever form of information that they
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deem will be most effective to spread their message. They both use the same base to
spread ideas in the hopes that they will force a change in their target so that a change
of policy can be made.
Further, the same issues of reliability were shown to exist in both types of
activity. This can be seen in the fact that the Official Committee of Communism
Overseas noted that for their proposed propaganda activity to be successful they
needed to find and establish a person who had credibility with the population. This
issue can be seen to have been apparent to the Center for Global Engagement who
changed their approach to the cyber offensive propaganda campaigns and focused on
highlighting and enhancing those who they deemed to have creditability within the
community that they were attempting to target.
Both types target the adversary in a number of different ways to be effective.
In terms of traditional covert action, it was demonstrated that states have targeted
particular reports to allow their message to be spread. Traditional covert action has, at
times, even purchased entire news outlets to allow for the propaganda to spread
effectively. Propaganda has used remote systems to allow for the propaganda to
spread effectively with the use of radio propaganda. In terms of cyber offensive
propaganda it is clear that states have attempted to use a multitude of platforms to
allow for their propaganda campaigns to be effective. States have used social media to
allow for propaganda to spread. They have targeted news outlets and other platforms.
This then shows that both types of activities have targeted a number of different
systems to allow for their operations to be effective. In this way it can be seen that the
fact that cyber offensive operations have targeted different systems to that of
propaganda as part of a covert action campaign does not make them new. It merely
means that states have attempted to adapt to the world and using other methods to
spread propaganda meaning the method is new rather than the activity itself.
A further comparison is that both types of activities have attempted to ensure
that there message is spread further than the initial place that was targeted to make
sure that the propaganda is effective. This was demonstrated with traditional
propaganda in the fact that the Official Committee of Communism Overseas had
hoped with the publishing of information on the Soviets use of forced labour would
be picked up by other news organisations and that this would then spread the message
even further. This hope can clearly still be present in the use of cyber offensive
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operations in the fact that GCHQ had created tools that would allow for the particular
message to appear to have been seen by more people. This, it could be argued, was in
an attempt to make it look more popular. This would mean that others would pick up
on that message and then it would be spread, as others believe that it is popular.
The only really ‘new’ type of activity that covert action that could be achieved
through cyber means that this research has been able to find is direct counter
propaganda. Although states have tried to disguise some of their propaganda efforts as
if they are coming from the enemy, for example, via radio propaganda, 92 direct
counter propaganda is different. Instead of conducting the propaganda campaign by
trying to ghost a system, a term for radio propaganda in which a state broadcasts close
to the same frequency of the target in the hope that people would accidently tune in,
in direct counter propaganda a state will look to take control of a target’s already
established propaganda website or messaging forums. The state would then look to
change the material, either subtly or obviously, the choice being based on what the
state was looking to achieve. From this, the target would see the changed message and
overall the propaganda could change their outlook, or it could be used to create some
other form of panic within the organisation or group that a state is targeting.
Overall therefore, it must be concluded that there is no real difference between
covert action and cyber offensive operations in terms of propaganda campaigns. The
only real difference is that cyber offensive operations can target a larger number of
people in a shorter amount of time. Both types of activities are conducted using a
variety of activities and they will use true and falsehoods depending on what it is that
they are trying to accomplish. This then shows that to a large extent there is nothing
‘new’ with cyber offensive operations and covert action in terms of the propaganda
activity.

Conclusion
This chapter had a number of aims. Firstly, it aimed to demonstrate how states have in
the past used propaganda as a form of activity as part of covert action to target other
states. It has clearly demonstrated that states have used covert action to conduct a
propaganda campaign in a number of ways. Firstly, they have attempted to recruit
reports or news organisations to allow for a particular message to be spread. They
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have used radio to remotely spread messages, and they have at times even bought
entire news organisations to allow for states to spread particular messages.
The second aim of this chapter was to highlight the ways that states have and
could in the future use cyber offensive operations to spread propaganda. It has clearly
demonstrated that states have attempted to use social media to spread propaganda.
They have established different systems for this whether they use humans to conduct
the operations or whether they are using technology to allow for a particular message
to be spread. States have also targeted news organisations and forums for the
campaigns to be successful.
This chapter did discover that a type of activity that has taken place as a form
of cyber offensive operations is what this author had termed direct counter
propaganda. This type of activity is where a state will take control of the system that
one organisation is using to spread propaganda. This state would then take control of
this system and use it against the group that created the system.
Most importantly, this chapter provided a comparison between traditional
propaganda and cyber offensive operations that is aimed at conducting propaganda
activities. It argued that, overall, it can be clearly argued that there is nothing
particularly new about the use of cyber offensive operations and covert action in
terms of the propaganda. Both types of activities have in the past targeted both state
and non-state actors. Therefore, in terms of choice of target, it clearly demonstrated
there was noting particularly new between the activities. Secondly, the information
that is spread in both types of activities could be real or false or somewhere in
between. This then shows that there is nothing particularly new between these types
of activities. Both types of activities have attempted to use a number of different ways
for the activities to be spread. This, therefore, should be seen merely as an evolution
of an activity rather than a new activity overall.
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CHAPTER THREE

Covert action and Cyber Offensive Operations: A
Comparison between Political Activities.
This chapter will compare the activities of traditional covert action that has been
deemed to be political to those of cyber offensive operations that can also be seen to
be political in nature. This chapter will develop the argument that overall it can be
seen that a direct comparison between covert action and cyber offensive operations
can be drawn. This chapter will argue that overall the use of cyber offensive
operations for political operations in nothing new and that they can be seen to be at
most an evolution of the activities that have already taken place in the past.
To demonstrate this argument this chapter will firstly highlight the ways that
covert action has in been used in the past to target other states and non-state actors.
This will show that there have been a number of different ways that states have used
covert action to conduct political activities. It will follow that argument of Kahn that
actions that states take can be seen to follow a hierarchy of aggressiveness in terms of
the operations.
This chapter will also demonstrate the ways that states have used cyber
offensive operations to conduct operations that can be seen to be political. It will
argue that there are six ways that states have in the past attempted to use cyber
offensive operations in the past to conduct political cyber offensive operations.
Firstly, defacement operations: states have defaced a government or political website.
Secondly, stopping government websites from working; this is where a state will
target the websites of other states to stop them from working. Another form of cyber
offensive operations that are political is a publication. This is where states have
published information that is damaging to another state. Fourthly, target and
relational; this is where a state will conduct an operation in such a way that people are
acutely aware who has conducted the operation but cannot prove it. This is to send a
clear political message. A fifth form of activity is a resentment campaign. This is
where a state will use cyber offensive operations to target a particular group or groups
within a state or non-state actor to create resentment within the target. Finally, voting
systems. This type of operation is where a state will attempt to affect the voting
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systems within a state. This final part of this subchapter will examine complete cyber
offensive operations that can be seen to have taken place. It will focus on the Russian
campaigns during the 2016 US presidential elections, although it will look at some
wider campaigns that can be seen to have taken place. The reason that this is so
important to do is that these complete operations clearly demonstrate the use of cyber
offensive operations for political purposes and in terms of the US elections have and
continue to have political ramifications.

Traditional Covert Action: Political Activities
Political as a form of covert action covers a very broad range of activities. The aim of
these activities is to affect the power and policies of another country. 1 Political
operations do not always need to try and defeat a hostile power either in an election or
by subverting a government and causing them to collapse. A political covert action
campaign can also be aimed to change a policy of a particular state or group. There
are many ways that political covert action can take place.
One way that political covert action can take place is by one state supporting a
political party that is opposed to the person or government that this state wants to
affect. An example of this type of operation was when the CIA, in 1964, provided
around 2.6 million dollars to help a Christian Democrat candidate to try and stop the
Marxist candidate from gaining power in Chile. 2 This activity should be seen as
political due to the fact that the money was used to gain a political objective rather
than an economic activity that will be discussed below. This was also supported by
providing funds to at least two other political groups in Chile in the 1964 election.
This was in the hopes that by helping to other political groups, it would cause the
domestic political votes in Chile to be divided so that Salvador Allende would not win
in the election.3 The aim of these operations is to allow for the organisations to which
the money is being supplied to make sure that they can still function.
This type of activity can be effective for one state to use against another state
when a particular group seems to be popular with the people of the target state. This is
because the state that is conducting the covert action is able to stop them from
Rositzke, The CIA’s Secret Operations, p. 185.
United States, Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to
Intelligence Activities, ‘Church Committee Covert Action in Chile 1963-1973 Staff report of the select
committee to study governmental operations with respect to intelligence activities’, p. 9
3
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functioning by making it difficult for them to win in an election. In addition, it can
also be of use when it appears that the group that is the target of the state that is
instigating the covert action is competing against a different group that is being
financially supported by another state.
This was clearly evident to be as an effective tool during late 1940s when both
America and Britain were fighting to keep many parts of Western Europe from
moving towards communism and the Soviet Union was aiming to try and turn parts of
Western Europe towards communism. One of the main examples of this type of
operation took place in Italy in 1948,where the US secretly gave funds to political
groups as well as their political leaders in the hopes that the money would help them
defeat the Communist Party in Italy.4 It has been argued that the supply of money to
these groups continued at least until 1968 and amounted to millions of dollars a year. 5
This type of activity was also used in Nicaragua. It was argued that the US should
provide financial aid to groups that opposed the Nicaraguan government because this
would allow them a position of strength in which they could deal with the
government. It was felt that providing money would allow them to do this.6
A further way that political activities can take place is through a personal
contact. This can be seen in the case of British involvement in the US during the
build-up and during the start of the Second World War. This organisation, because of
the relationship that was built up by Stevenson, was able to influence the way in
which the US government acted towards the Germans. For example, the BSC was
able to make connections to Robert Sherwood, that, it was argued, worked with
President Franklin Roosevelt in the creation of Foreign Policy speeches allowing the
British to ‘add its point of view’.7 It was argued that this was a political operation that
allowed Stevenson to both directly and indirectly affect US public opinion and
possibly even the President of the United States himself.8 It was argued that all of this
was used to move the US away from their policy of isolationism.9 The use of this type
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of operation is more than just secret diplomacy when it is conducted by nonambassadors and conducted by intelligence operatives. This is because of the fact that
the aims are often such that those in each government do not want the information to
be acknowledged. In addition, it moves beyond secret intelligence liaison because the
aim is to achieve a change of or keeping a political policy rather than simply to gather
intelligence.
A further way in which political covert action has taken place is through
agents of influence. An agent of influence is the use of a private individual who is not
an officer of an intelligence service but who works in a foreign country. They are
used by the government who is looking to conduct the covert action when needed, to
advance the aims of the covert action government in the foreign government. The idea
of an agent of influence is over time to get into a position of power within or with
contact with foreign government personnel to allow a government to advance its own
goals. This type of operation can and usually does take a long period of time to
achieve because they must wait for the agent to get into a position of power. In
addition, both the British and the US looked to use this as a way to get the Shah of
Iran in 1953 into a heightened position of power within his own country. The plan
was to use the Shah’s twin sister Princess Ashraf, who they referred to as ‘forceful
and scheming’ to help them to convince the Shah to follow the policy of removing
Mossadeq. It was not just the western powers that have used this form of covert
action. It was argued that the Soviet Union were able to use this type of operation in a
number of cases where, even if they would not build up an agent over time, they
would bribe someone to represent Soviet interests in foreign governments. It has been
alleged that the Soviet Union were able to get a leading member of Mussolini’s
cabinet to work for them in this way.10
It has been argued that the US government were very good at conducting these
types of operations in the late 1940s and 1950s. This is because, after the Second
World War, the US took an active involvement in the recruitment and advancement of
people inside Europe and helped them to develop the ideas of what they wanted to do
with their country. This type of operation is likely to take a long time to develop
because the agent is aimed at helping their agents to become effective.
Alexander Orlov, ‘The Theory And Practice Of Soviet Intelligence’, Studies in Intelligence, 7:2,
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A further type of political covert action can be conducted through providing
assistance in running campaigns, in addition to helping to provide funds. This was
particularly clear in the case of Chile in which a joint team of people from the State
Department, the White House, and the CIA were used to provide advice to the
Christian Democrat groups within Chile on how best to win elections. 11 This help
included advice on how to poll and how to increase the level of people to voting by
providing help with voter registration.12 These activities were clearly being used by
the US to allow them to influence the outcome of elections, thus being a political
covert action campaign.
The leaking of information is another way in which covert action can take
place. This can be done through intelligence agencies or it can even work through
diplomats who have contacts in a particular area in terms of work. As such it can
allow for one state to leak information that another state does not want their
population to know or a select group of their population to see, or even leaking
information about one state to the population of another state to create discontent
within this state. The leaking of information should be placed higher on the ladder
than propaganda. This is because the level of violence of getting information and
leaking is higher than that of simple propaganda. This is because these types of
operations will usually have documents to provide evidence of a particular point that a
state is looking to put forward. By providing evidence of an internal view of a
political candidate it could force that political candidate to change their policy due to
it being unfavourable or it could force this person to withdraw completely from an
election allowing the covert action instigators to have the candidate they want elected.
Although there are no clear examples of a covert action campaigns that have used this
method, it is not hard to imagine that it has formed at least part of a covert action
programmes that have been conducted in the past.
In addition to leaking information, states have also conducted campaigns in
which they spread false information by providing fake documents or evidence against
a particular state or group that they are looking create issues with. There are two ways
11
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in which this is different from a propaganda campaign. Firstly, it is usually supported
by supplying ‘evidence’ of a particular policy. For example, when the Soviet Union
had looked to try and get the Indian government to move away from the US and
become friendlier to the Soviet Union. They produced, in 1987, a forged document
that ‘showed’ that the CIA had been looking to overthrow the Prime Minister Rajiv
Gandhi. 13 This type of operation is different from propaganda. This is because the
state that is conducting the activity, is hoping that the false information is believed by
the people who are position of authority rather than the general population itself. By
getting the leaders, or at least those with sufficient power, to believe the information
would produce a favourable action to help the instigators of the covert action.
This form of operation can be seen to have taken place, when the British
attempted to get the Soviet Union to remove and destroy an organisation of their
government. The British attempted this under a codenamed Operations HOUSE
PARTY. This operation had a number of objectives. However, one plan was to target
the effectiveness of the Soviet Union’s internal security agency, the MVD and,
hopefully, make the Soviet leadership think the MVD was working against the Soviet
Union. It was argued that this organisation was chosen because this was how the
Soviets maintained a grip on the regime and the Soviet Union’s effectiveness rested
‘ultimately on the efficiency and reliability of the MVD, without which it could not
function’.14 This plan was to conduct framing operations by planting evidence that
indicated that members of the Soviet government or the MVD were working for the
British. The aim of the framing operation was that it would create a great deal of
uncertainty about the reliability of the government machinery and the MVD.15 The
British wanted to force ‘the Russians would react favourably if we could persuade
them that there was dissention within their ranks. This might be in the MVD or in a
strong underground anti-Kremlin resistance group’. 16 There were two plans that
evolved from this. One plan was directed against a member of the Russian
administration. By conducting such a program, the British would have affected the
relationship between the Intelligence service of the Soviet Union and their leadership.
Due to the fact that the Soviet Union was totalitarian, it was likely that these
13
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intelligence officers could have been killed because of this information. In addition,
these operations could have destabilised the Soviet Union.
The most extreme form of political covert action is a coup d’état. The use of a
coup d’état is that one state will force a change of government from another state.
One example of this operation was undertaken by a joint US British operation to
remove the Premier of Iran Mossadeq in 1953. It was felt that if the US and the UK
did not conduct an operation to remove Mossadeq, then Iran would economically
collapse, causing Iran to fall into the orbit of the Soviet Union. 17 They were
successful in causing the coup and getting the Shah of Iran to have complete control.
The coup used the same methods as those discussed above; it used propaganda to turn
the people of Iran against Mossadeq.18 It also used agents to cultivate the Shah of
Iran, and the British and the US used Princess of Iran Ashraf to work as an agent of
influence on the Shah.19 In these ways, the coup worked in overthrowing Mossadeq
and allowed Iran to come into the Western sphere of influence over twenty years.
There are, as was shown above, many different ways that states can conduct
political covert action. Political covert action, in whatever form it takes, aims to ‘try
to manipulate policies by influencing popular thinking about an issue or it can focus
on a single key official, or on a few key individuals’.20 The key point that joins these
actions together is that the actions are aimed, as Rositzke states, with attempts to
undermine the power and policies of a foreign power.21

Cyber Offensive Operations Political Operations
It can be seen that there is ability for cyber offensive operations to be used to conduct
a campaign that is political in nature. This type of activity can take place in a number
of ways. There are several different ways that states have used political operations to
target both state actors and non-state actors. These included: defacement; stopping
websites from working; attacking particular organisations to spread a message;
publication operations; resentment campaigns; and possibly, conducting a cyber
offensive operation to affect voting systems.
17
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There are operations that have, allegedly, taken place but it is not clear how
they were conducted. In a GCHQ document that was leaked by Snowden, it appears
that GCHQ have completed political cyber offensive operations against at least two
states. Firstly, it appears that a GCHQ operation was used to discredit the regime in
Zimbabwe. 22 This is clearly a use of offensive cyber capabilities for a political
purpose even if it is not clear how it was conducted. The document indicates that they
may have targeted the population of Iran as well. 23 Although there are no clear
indications on how these campaigns were conducted, there have been a number of
examples of political cyber offensive operations that allow this researcher to
understand the types of political cyber offensive operations.
Defacement
One way that cyber offensive operations have been used for a political operation is
through the defacement of political websites. The purpose of this type of operation is
to target a government system and change a picture or text on a website so it promotes
a particular message. This type of operation has been used in several cases. One
example of this type of operation was conducted by what appeared to be a group that
had links to the North Korean government. Several websites linked to the South
Korean government were targeted and banners were placed on the websites that read
‘Long live General Kim Jong-un, president of reunification!’ 24 A similar attack
happened in 2008 in the Republic of Georgia. In this case a picture of the President of
Georgia was changed to make him appear to be linked to Adolf Hitler. 25 The purpose
of these types of operations are heavily interlinked with that of propaganda and direct
counter propaganda campaigns. However, instead of simply spreading a message,
they look to change something in a very public way. By changing a picture on a
government website, the operation moves beyond a simple propaganda campaign as
the group or government is directly challenging the control of a state, even if it is only
through a website. Nevertheless, this type of operation is likely to have very little
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actual effect in terms of what people think. This is because it seems unlikely that
someone’s perception of a person or government will change dramatically, or even
slightly, by stating a message or changing a picture on a website.
However, although the spreading of the direct message is unlikely to achieve a
great deal in terms of changing a population’s already held views, there are other
reasons to conduct these operations. Firstly, this could force a government to shut
down access to a website as they try to take down the message and improve the
security of the website. Secondly, this type of operation creates publicity. This means
that if it is connected with a political issue, this type of operation could be seen as
something akin to warning shot or even work as a call to arms for protesters and force
a government to question whether their proposed cause of action is worthwhile.
Finally, it could also raise questions about security and how a government is
protecting its citizens. What is clear though, is that this type of operation has been
conducted and it is a way in which states are using their offensive cyber powers.
Stopping websites from working
A denial of service attack aims to stop government websites from working. These
types of operations have been conducted either through the use of a DoS attack or a
DDoS attack. The target website is flooded with so many requests to join that it
cannot cope and shuts down. There are several ways that techniques like this can be
used. But the purpose here is to discuss how tools like this can be used to achieve a
political purpose. What causes these types of operations to be political in nature is that
they target government websites and stop them from functioning so that a population
of a given country cannot access them.
There have been several cases where this type of operation has taken place.
For example, in 2007 a number of Estonian governmental websites were stopped from
working using this type of operation. This included the Foreign Ministry and other
government websites as well as the targeting of the political parties in Estonia. 26
Stopping access to government websites may cause people to question the
government. It also means that a state affects the ability of another state to function
because their systems which are connected to the website will be shut down. This
Ian Traynor, ‘Russia accused of unleashing cyberwar to disable Estonia’, The Guardian, first
published 17.05.2007, http://www.theguardian.com/world/2007/may/17/topstories3.russia, last
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means that, with this tool, sharing of information within government can be stopped
to achieve an objective. In these ways, it is clear that cyber offensive operations have
been used and can be used to stop a government from working.
It is clear that it is not just government websites that have been targeted to stop
them from working but non-state actors have also been targeted in very similar ways.
This may even in fact have a greater visual impact on a larger proportion of a
population as there are many sites that people visit on a day-to-day basis. This type of
attack can be seen to have taken place several times. One example was the attack by
the Syrian Electronic Army which has links to the Syrian government under President
Bashir al-Assad. They targeted eBay and PayPal and stopped some people being able
to access either service. In addition, the Syrian Electronic Army posted messages via
their Twitter feed that said, ‘for denying Syrian citizens the ability to purchase online
products, Paypal [sic] was hacked by SEA’ and ‘if your Paypal [sic] is down for a few
minutes, think about Syrians who were denied online payments for more than 3 [sic]
years’.27 This shows that non-state actors have also been targeted and are now targets
in political cyber offensive operations. By targeting non-state actors, states are hoping
to spread a very clear political message. However, in terms of the level of violence as
defined by Khan, this author would argue that targeting non-state actors’ website is
less violent than targeting state actors. This is because of the fact that targeting a
government website sends a stronger political message due to the fact that the website
belongs to the government.
There is further evidence to suggest that states have used offensive cyber
operations that have targeted how non-state actors’ work. It can be seen that GCHQ
has employed this technique against hacktivist groups. It appears that GCHQ targeted
Anonymous as part of a cyber offensive operation that formed part of another
operation termed Operation WEALTH which took place in the summer of 2011. It
appears that the aim was to support law enforcement which is intelligence gathering,
to disrupt Anonymous’ communication which was in a DDoS attack which they
termed operation ROLLING THUNDER, and it appears the operation was also aimed
at trying to stop people supporting Anonymous. 28 Although it provides very little
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information about the operation, it appears that ROLLING THUNDER was effective
as the document provides a print screen of Twitter comments towards Anonymous
that were hostile.29 The document further states that the particular channel that was
targeted by GCHQ had lost eighty per cent of its members by the end of the
operation.30 What this clearly shows is that GCHQ is targeting how non-state actors
operate and that this is a way in which cyber offensive operations are taking place.
Publication Operations
A further type of operation that has taken place that is political is termed publication
operations. This is again linked closely to a propaganda operation but falls into a
category that is higher, in terms of violence, than propaganda. This is because, in a
propaganda campaign, a state will simply spread messages, whereas, publication
operations will often be higher due to how it is conducted and will often be linked to
an ongoing situation.
An example of where this operation has been used against a state official will
be discussed below. The purpose of this type of operation is to use cyber offensive
operations to gather and then spread information that is highly damaging to a
government. The information is gathered through accessing a system. The main use of
this operation is that a government publishes information that is either damaging to a
particular government or a government spreads a threat online claiming that if a
particular action is not taken then the state will take action themselves. The purpose is
to create political embarrassment or to force a government to change a policy.
Although it includes the use of hacking, the purpose of the hacking is to gather
information to allow it to be published. It may be that the information that a
government releases is either out of date or is information that has very little
intelligence value. This type of operation is likely to be infrequent in nature. This is
because, once a government exposes the leaked information in the other country, the
target country will look into the system that was affected. However, this is clearly a
way in which states can use their cyber powers for an offensive operation.
It is not just states that have been targeted using publication operations as part
of a political cyber offensive operation, but non-state actors have also been targeted in
the same way. It is clear that there have been alleged cases of states placing
29
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information in the public domain that had an effect on a company. This can be seen in
the operation against Sony Pictures Entertainment in 2014-15. In this operation, it has
been argued, around a terabyte of data had been taken from Sony Pictures
Entertainment.31 It was alleged that Sony was targeted by North Korea because of a
film that they were making called ‘The Interview’ and in this film the main characters
attempt to assassinate the North Korean leader Kim Jong-un. The actual aim of this
attack will be covered later, but as a by-product of the operation, internal information
about Sony was leaked and some of this information was problematic and could have
affected relationships between film stars and business executives. For example, it was
reported that a film producer told the co-chairperson of Sony that the famous actor
Angela Jolie was ‘out of her mind’ because she had wanted to edit the script for the
film Cleopatra. 32 The executive also asked for someone to ‘Kill me please. [sic]
Immediately’ because Jolie wanted to change the director of ‘Cleopatra’. 33 In
addition, five films were also published online due to this operation.34
There are indications that this type of operation has also been contemplated
for use against terrorist groups. One of the documents that was leaked by Snowden
has argued that the NSA began to develop an operation that would target terrorist
organisations by spreading information that had been collected about terrorist
recruiters. This would lead people to question the terrorist recruiters’ authority. It was
argued that showing this information ‘would call into question a radicalizer’s
devotion to the jihadist cause, leading to the degradation or loss of authority’. 35 The
kind of information that they had completed publishing was the pornographic habits
of recruiters, how these recruiters were using donations to fund their own lifestyle
rather than the cause, the charges recruiters were demanding to speak at events, and
when their language on a particular jihadist issue was not in keeping with the jihadist
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cause. 36 The NSA identified six different recruiters to target in this publication
operation.37 It is unclear whether this operation was actually used, or, if it was, how
effective it has been. However, this document clearly shows that states can use this
system to target terrorist organisations as well.
Target and Retaliation
A further type of cyber offensive operation that has a political objective is target and
retaliation. This is because, in this type of operation, the main reason for conducting
the operation is that a state will deliberately target an organisation or company to
spread a political message, and that the operation is conducted in such a way that it is
clear, though not provable, who conducted it. In this way, what the operation does is
almost secondary to the fact that the operation is clearly visible. The aim is to conduct
an operation in such a way that the general public suspect strongly that a particular
state was involved in an attack but that they cannot prove it in concrete terms.
The operation targeting Sony is a prime example of this type of operation. In
addition to the leaking of information, Sony’s computer systems were targeted with a
tool that wiped their systems and rendered them inoperable for six weeks. 38 It is also
equally likely that this attack had another motivation. It could also be argued that in
this operation, because it came at a time in which there was heightened tension
between the US and North Korea, the aim was also to attack America but only in such
a way that it would be indirectly attacking America. This is where the target of the
operation would be important. Because the film industry, it could be argued, was and
is such an important aspect of America life, by targeting this industry North Korea
was able to affect the US state. This argument was supported by Admiral Rogers
(Director of the NSA and Commander of US Cyber Command). Rogers states that in
relation to the operation against Sony, it ‘represents an attack against the very values
of our nation, freedom of expression, you know, freedom of the media, freedom of the
press’.39 By targeting a non-state actor, there is a question about whether a state could,
36
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or should respond to this in the same manner as if a state was targeted directly. This is
because, as they were not targeting a business that was seen as vitally important to the
national security of the US, they would be less likely to respond militarily. In addition
to this, the target of Sony being so public, it could be argued that a further aim would
be that they could create a fear of a country by targeting something that is so public.
In this case, the aim would be to demonstrate what a state can destroy within an
organisation and that they can do even more damage. In this way, the aim is to
threaten a state but just do so indirectly.
Another example of this type of activity that have been linked to a state but
has targeted a non-state actor was the targeting of Las Vegas Sands Corp Casino in
America. This was conducted by the Iranians and it can be seen to have a political
message. It has been argued that the reason that this company was attacked was
because the Chairman of this company was Sheldon Adelson who was a supporter of
Israel and had spoken critically about Iran.40 This meant that the aim of the target was
not so much to cause a financial issue, although as will be covered in the next chapter,
it did, but the main aim appears to have been to target those who have spoken out
against Iran. In this way, it shows that states can and are targeting companies whose
leaders are against what they stand for. This means that the target of the attack is very
important. It is not the only time in which it has been argued that Iran has targeted
businesses to spread a political message.
In 2012, Iran launched a number of DDoS operations against American
banks.41 It has been argued that the reason for such operations was due to the fact that
the US had been involved in economic sanctions against Iran. 42 In this way, the
reason for targeting banks is clear. It sends a message that, if America affect the
Iranian economy Iran can affect Americas. Although the actual economic effect that
was caused in this case was minimal, if any at all, as will be discussed later, the idea
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of targeting the American banks could be argued was aimed at sending a clear
political message.
Furthermore, it has been argued that Iran has targeted oil companies in states
that have been supporting oil sanctions against Iran.43 This then shows that an attempt
was made to try and force a state to change its policy towards Iran by not targeting
another state directly but by targeting a business. In one such case, Iran was believed
to have attacked the oil industry by launching a virus that wiped the systems of an oil
company and caused the system to be offline for around two weeks. As this company
was part of a country that took part, along with other Middle Eastern countries, in the
sanctions against Iran.44 It could be argued that this clearly shows that the target of the
attacks was chosen to send a political message as part of the sanctions were to stop
the buying of Iranian oil. This means that the attack was a cyber offensive operation
that was designed to send a political message because of what they targeted, and it
was also retaliation. This shows how states were and can target businesses in a cyber
offensive operation.
Resentment Campaign and Misinformation Campaign
A further way in which political cyber offensive operations can be conducted is
through the spreading of resentment and misinformation. A resentment campaign
aims to cause a group inside a country to believe that a government is not working for
them, therefore causing this group to question that government. A resentment
campaign is not likely to be used to create resentment in the sense that an operation is
unlikely to be able to make people who absolutely support a government suddenly
change to hating a government. The purpose of a resentment campaign is to amplify
the feelings of those who are already disaffected with a government or are beginning
to question a government.
There are several ways that these types of operations can and have taken
place. There have also been cases where groups have allegedly looked to fake high
profile news stories that, it could be argued, could be used to try and destabilise
countries. It can be seen that this operation has taken place. This can be seen in the
fact that it was reported that a campaign was conducted by a group with links to the
Russian government. This group spread a story that a chemical plant had exploded
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and more importantly, that it aimed to persuade people which police officers in
Atlanta had killed an unarmed black woman. This appears to try and focus on and add
to the domestic issues that the US was facing at the time after the shooting of an
unarmed black teenager in Ferguson, Missouri in 2014.45 The same group were also
allegedly used to spread a story about a leak at a chemical plant and that Ebola was
spreading throughout the US.46 However, the chemical plant seems to have been an
operation that was easy to counter. The most damaging one of these stories appears to
be the story of the killing of the unarmed black woman. If this was conducted by
Russia, it could be argued that this could be a cyber offensive operation and that it is
political because it was aimed to spread resentment. Even if this was not, conducted
by Russia, it does show a way in which cyber offensive operations could be used to
try and destabilise a country, as an organisation is looking to create resentment and
discord within a population and it is possible that this could cause political instability
within a country.
Furthermore, it is clear that GCHQ has developed a number of tools that could
be used to help spread resentment. There have been several tools that were developed
by GCHQ called CLEANSWEEP. The purpose of this tool was to allow GCHQ to
change the outcome of online polls.47 Although this may seem like a tool that would
have very little actual benefit, if GCHQ could change the outcome of an opinion poll
that was used to conduct of survey of a policy that the British government disagreed
with they could then ‘show’ that a political party in a country went against the wishes
of the people that could be used to spread discontent within a population. Another tool
was called BADGER. This has the ability to send out mass messages using emails.48
It could be used for cyber intelligence purposes if it were infected with a virus that
contained malware designed to gather intelligence. But it also has the ability to be
used for a political campaign. This is because if the message was tailored in a certain
way it could create resentment towards a particular government or person. A
government could use it to send out hostile messages towards another state. There is
Adrian Chen, ‘The Agency From a nondescript office building in St. Petersburg, Russia, an army of
well-paid “trolls” has tried to wreak havoc all around the Internet — and in real-life American
communities.’ The New York Times Magazine, first published on 02.06.2015,
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also a tool termed CONCRETE DONKEY, which can ‘scatter an audio message to a
large number telephones or repeatedly bomb a target number with the same
message’.49 Although targeting a phone does not seem to be cyber activity, it must be
noted that because of the increase in smartphone usage it could be, if conducted in the
right way, a type of cyber offensive operation. This is, again, because it is a way to
spread resentment. PITBULL, although it was under development, had the ability to
send a tailored message to those who are using Instant Messaging Services. 50 This
means that if the operation was conducted in a way that it sent out a message about a
protest, or an activity of a state directed towards a particular group, it could then help
to further destabilise a government. What this clearly shows is that GCHQ have
developed tools that allows them to foster resentment.
A further political use of cyber offensive operations is through the spreading
of misinformation. This type of operation is different from the publication type of
operation because the objective here is to cause problems for someone who is linked
to the heads of state or has power but is not actually the head of state. The objective
here is to cause those who are in power to question the loyalty of a particular person.
This can have a number of objectives. It can cause there to be questions about a
particular organisation of state control like a ministry. It would do this by spreading
information that a person or people were disloyal to a government. If directed at an
authoritarian country, it could cause a person to be executed. It is clear that GCHQ
have developed the tools to conduct this type of operation. SCRAPHEAP
CHALLENGE has the ability, as GCHQ stated, to ‘perfect spoofing of email from
targets using a Blackberry’.51 If this were used in a certain way, GCHQ would have
the ability to make it appear that a person sent an email to someone. Along with this,
as was mentioned above, GCHQ had the tool termed CLEAN SWEEP, which had the
ability to post information on someone’s Facebook page.52 This type of tool would
allow an intelligence organisation to plant information that suggests that a person or a
group of people are disloyal to the controlling party by planting information which
shows they were doing things that were not in support of a party. A further tool that
GCHQ developed had the ability to encrypt files so people could not access them. If
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this was used in a campaign which looked to show someone might have been disloyal
it could provide ‘evidence’ that this person was looking to hide information. There
have been cases where it is clear that GCHQ appear to have actually conducted this
type of campaign. Much as was the case with the military deception, many different
forms of activities beyond cyber offensive operations could be used to spread the
evidence that someone is disloyal to make it more effective. It is not clear if any of
these operations have actually taken place, as the tools have been described as either
‘ready to fire’ or ‘near ready’.
There is no reason to believe that the forms of operation that were mentioned
above could not be used against terrorist organisations. They could be used to target
them by spreading resentment designed to convince the organisation that a person
working for them is about to defect, working for an enemy intelligence organisation,
or is working for a rival terrorist organisation. This is much the same operation as was
discussed about the spreading of actual information about terrorist recruiters, however
the aims here are to spread information that would be untrue. Although this author
cannot find any evidence that this type of operation has actually taken place, it is
clearly a way in which a state could look to conduct a cyber offensive operation
against terrorist organisations.
Voting Systems
The final form of political cyber offensive operation is achieved by targeting the
voting systems of a particular country. Although there has been no actual evidence of
this form of operation taking place in which votes were actually changed, there is a
chance that political cyber offensive operations could be used to change voter tallies
in an election.
There is evidence that the Russians conducted operations in which they
targeted voter information. It has been argued by Sam Liles (Acting Director from the
Office Of Intelligence and Analysis Cyber Division, Department Of Homeland
Security), that at no point were votes changed. 53 Although it has been argued that
influencing voters by conducting offensive operations would be very difficult, and in
some places impossible, there is still a risk that at some point in the future, a cyber
53
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offensive operation may be able to do this. This has been one of the reasons that some
countries have in recent elections removed online voting. It was argued that in a
situation where there is no paper voting system or the voting machines run outdated
software, it may be possible to change votes in an election.54
In addition, it was noted that changing votes would not be impossible, it is that
it would become visible.55 However, even if such operations were actually detected
there may be another reason to conduct such operations. For example, if a state aimed
at trying to convince others that a fraud was taking place in the election, or that a
system of government was not effective then changing votes with the understanding
that this will become known could have, it is possible, a highly damaging effect. In
this case the operation would not be aimed at winning the election, but aimed at
showing the election was a fraud. It was argued by Senator Rubio that these types of
operations would have damaging results. 56 From this it could be that by simply
affecting the systems, a political objective may be achieved. Further, by accessing
voter information, other forms of political operations can take place. It is possible that
voters could be denied the right to vote because they have been removed from the
electoral register or their address has been changed. This then could change the
outcome of an election. In this way, political cyber offensive operations could be
conducted in such a way that votes of an election were either changed or were
affected in some other way.
Complete Operations
There have been a number of political cyber offensive operations that have taken
place that can be seen to have used several of the techniques that have been looked at
in this chapter. This allows for an assessment to be made on the operations as a
whole. There was Russian interference in the US presidential elections in 2016 and
Russian interference in other European elections, most notably the French election in
2017. In terms of Russian interference in the US election, all the information is still
not known. At the time of writing this thesis, the Senate Select Committee of
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Intelligence investigation was still ongoing. Further, there have not been any
publications from the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence as their
work is also still ongoing. Finally, there was, and at the time of writing this, a still
ongoing investigation by the Special Prosecutor Robert Mueller (former director of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation) who is tasked with investigating whether there
were any connections between President Donald Trump’s campaign team during the
election and Russian interference. As these investigations do have the ability to see
and hear classified information, it is possible that new evidence will come to light
when these all produce their reports. However, from the various hearings of both
intelligence committees there is enough evidence to understand Russian interference
in the US elections. This is helped because the CIA, the FBI, and the NSA produced
an unclassified assessment of Russian involvement in the US elections. Although this
is a lot shorter than the classified version, there are still many details contained within
this document to provide the evidence that is needed to understand Russia’s use of
cyber offensive operations for a political campaign.
It appears that the cyber offensive operation formed part of a larger campaign
that also included non-cyber activities (this is covered in chapter five). However, the
cyber offensive operations have a number of different elements to them. It included
propaganda as part of the campaign. These propaganda campaigns featured, for
example, the allegation that Presidential nominee Clinton was unwell and would be
unfit to take office. Further, there is clear evidence that Russia used paid trolls to
spread propaganda about Clinton. The Russians have developed an organisation
called the Internet Research Agency that, it was argued, had ties to Russian
intelligence. This organisation housed paid professional trolls who would spread
stories. At the same time as degrading Hillary Clinton, it has been claimed that these
trolls also spread pro-Donald Trump messages. 57 In addition to paid human trolls,
they also used Twitter bots to further conduct their social media propaganda
campaign. 58 Finally, these paid trolls were also used in conjunction with other
propaganda efforts. They would be used to amplify and spread information and stories
that would fit in with degrading Clinton and supporting Trump.
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Another way in which this campaign was launched was through groups that
may or may not have been Russian intelligence to access the systems of the
Democratic National Convention (DNC) and the Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee. The Russian government gained access to the DNC from
around July 2015 but this access was only discovered in June 2016. Three US
intelligence agencies stated that one of the Russian organisations that was discovered
in the DNC network was the General Staff Main Intelligence Directorate (GRU) (the
intelligence community have not stated which other Russian organisation was inside
the DNC network at the same time as the GRU). When the Russians had gained
access to the system they began to extract a large amount of information including
private emails from Clinton and her campaign manager John Podesta. These were
given to various websites including Wikileaks and DCLeaks.com. DCLeaks.com is a
website that publishes leaked information about the US government. There is no
evidence that the Russians had tried to change any of the information that was
leaked.59 It appears that the Russians gave this information to the sites because they
had some level of standing and it would mean that Russia could maintain some level
of deniability about being involved in the operations. In these ways, it is clear that
part of the cyber offensive operation conducted by Russia included leaking of
damaging information.
The final way that it appears this operation was conducted, or at least one the
ways that the Russians had tried to conduct the operation, was through targeting state
and local election boards and voting systems.60 There is no evidence that any votes
were changed, which was one of the key features of both the House Permanent Select
Committee on Intelligence and the Senate Select Committee of Intelligence
investigations. This is partly because it has been stated that it would have become
clear that this had happened. It is not clear whether Russia had actually considered
changing votes but could not do so, or whether they had no intention of having this as
part of their broader campaign. However, at least nineteen states election boards were
targeted. It has been argued that there are many reasons why Russia may have
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targeted these systems other than to change votes. One of the reasons may have been
to help them to create a phishing scam where they would need other information, or
using the data to send out targeted messages as part of their operation to interfere in
the US election.61 From this, the campaign to discredit Hillary Clinton in the eyes of
the US electorate could have been more targeted and achieved better results.
It has been argued by the joint intelligence assessment that the Russian
political cyber offensive operation had three main goals. They wanted ‘to undermine
public faith in the US democratic process’, they wanted to ‘denigrate Secretary
Clinton, and harm her electability and potential presidency’ and they developed a
strong preference for Donald Trump, which would indicate that they wanted him to
win. 62 However, this author disagrees with some of the conclusions of the US
intelligence agencies about the aims of the Russian cyber offensive operation and the
fact that Russia had achieved these aims.
On the objective of undermining the democratic process this author agrees
with their assessment. It could be argued that Russia has been very successful in its
operation. This is due to the fact that these activities are still being investigated and
the political fallout is still being felt that this has helped to undermine the US
democratic process. In addition, there were a number of stories placed about the idea
that if President Donald Trump was not elected president it was caused by the fact
that the election was rigged. This is also supported by the fact that now it is possible
that whenever an election result does not turn out the way that it is hoped people now
have the ability to claim that the election was affected by an outside power.
Further, by the fact that in Europe a number of democratic elections have or
are taking place, if Russia was shown to have had some effect on these elections it
helps to undermine not only the US democratic process but also the democratic
processes throughout the West. Labour MP Ben Bradshaw (Exeter) stated that ‘We
have not even begun to wake up to Russia’s cyber-warfare. Its interference in the
American presidential elections is now proven. It probably interfered in our own
referendum’ although he argued that ‘we do not have the evidence for that yet, but it
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is highly probable’.63 Overall, then it is clear that Russia succeeded in undermining
democracy.
However, the conclusion that the Russian operation was designed to directly
get President Donald Trump elected is much harder to prove. The joint intelligence
assessment states that ‘Putin and the Russian Government aspired to help Presidentelect Trump’s election chances when possible by discrediting Secretary Clinton and
publicly contrasting her unfavourably to him’.64 Although this was the judgment of all
three agencies, and one they all agreed, the CIA and FBI have high confidence in this
judgment; NSA had moderate confidence. 65 It is clear that the Russians disliked
Hillary Clinton. It has been argued that this was caused when Russian President
Vladimir Putin publicly blamed Clinton ‘for inciting mass protests against his regime
in late 2011 and early 2012, and because he holds a grudge for comments he almost
certainly saw as disparaging him’.66 However, this is a little different from actually
wanting Donald Trump to win the election. It is this author’s opinion that overall,
based on the evidence that is available, Russia did not actually care if Donald Trump
won the election. Instead their main aim was to avoid Hillary Clinton being elected
and for her reputation to be damaged. The best way that a political operation could
target a candidate they did not like would be through providing the opposition some
help. Even if there were some level of coordination between Donald Trump’s
campaign and Russia, this does not prove that Russia wanted Trump to win the
election. At the point of writing the only member of Trump’s campaign team to be
shown to have had contact with Russia was Donald Trump Jr.67 This contact it has
been alleged was so that Russia could give information to Trump’s campaign that was
damaging to Hillary Clinton. Even this would show that Russia wanted to undermine
Hillary Clinton. It also shows that Donald Trump’s campaign was willing to accept
help.
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Even if Russia had wanted and actively approached the operation with the aim
of getting Donald Trump elected, it is still unclear whether they succeeded. It is
possible that other factors around the presidential race allowed Donald Trump to be
elected. Firstly, it is possible that due to the fact that both candidates were unpopular
people did not vote as usual. Secondly, the FBI reopened an investigation into Hillary
Clinton’s use of a private server for her government emails. The final factor that may
have affected the outcome of the results of the US election is the electoral process that
the US uses. This is because in the US, the presidential candidate must win in terms
of number of votes of the electors from the state rather than the number of people that
voted for them nationwide. The electors are governed by how many members each
state, including the District of Colombia has in Congress. This meant that although
Hillary Clinton had the most votes nationwide, she did not win due to the electoral
system in the US. All of these issues, it could be argued, had a much bigger impact on
the election than Russian involvement.
Further, Donald Trump was unpopular throughout the world. One of the
motivations for this operation was to undermine both western and American
democracy. From this, it could be argued, what better way to show the flaws of
democracy than showing the world candidate Donald Trump. This is supported by
one of the hearings into Russian interference. Senator Cotton asked the former
Director of National intelligence (James Clapper) ‘Did he [Putin] or the intelligence
services ever believe that Donald Trump was a likely winner?’68 Clapper responded
with ‘Initially, no. They thought he [President Trump] was a fringe candidate and
didn’t think that at all’.69 This would then mean that the Russians were much more
concerned with weakening democracy than actually helping Trump. In these ways,
the author would argue, that the motive was not to help candidate Donald Trump but
was merely to weaken Hillary Clinton.
Other Elections
In addition to Russian involvement in the US elections, it is clear that they have been
involved in other elections especially in Europe. Russia appears to have conducted
similar operations against other elections, including the French presidential election of
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2017. This includes the fact that they stole information about the then candidate
Emmanuel Macron and released it, much the same way as they did against Hillary
Clinton.70 They also spread fake news stories about Macron. Further, they supported
Macron’s opponent, Marie Le Pen, by providing support and financial assistance. It
has not just been the French elections where it has been alleged that Russia has
become involved. It was argued that Russia has tried to influence ‘the Montenegrin
[and] Dutch,’ elections. 71 Further, it is also possible that the Russians are planning to
become involved in the German elections of 2017, as it was noted that the German
parliament suffered a major cyber incident in which emails were stolen and it is
expected that around the time of the German election, these will be leaked by the
Russians. 72
Examining what could be argued to be a complete political cyber offensive
operation is important because it shows that these operations are not isolated and can
be conducted in many ways. In the example of the elections that were examined
above, Russia has used publication operations, disinformation and voter system
operations. In these ways, political cyber offensive operations are clearly taking place.

Comparison
It can clearly be seen that a direct connection exists between traditional covert action
and cyber offensive operations that are aimed at conducting political activities.
Firstly, both types of activities have in the past targeted both states and non-state
actors. In this way, the choice of target does not distinguish one type of activity from
the other.
A further comparison can be drawn in the fact that both covert action and
cyber offensive operations have used a multitude of different ways to target an
adversary. In traditional covert action, states have recruited agents of influence or
they have tried to affect the political outcomes of elections. It can be seen that some
of the cyber offensive operations that have taken place are the same as those that have
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taken place in the past. For example, publications operations were shown to have been
used before and the use of them as a tool for cyber offensive operations clearly
demonstrates the comparison between the two types of activities. The resentment
campaigns can be seen to have, at the very least, been envisaged to be used against
the Soviet Union. The use of political activities to affect elections can also be seen to
have taken place in the past. Even though there has at this point been no evidence of
voting systems being affected to change the outcome of an election, this does not
mean that it will not happen. In these ways, it is clear that cyber offensive operations
and covert action, in terms of some of the types of activities can be seen, to follow the
same pattern.
In cyber offensive operations they have attempted to use ‘new’ types of
activities to attempt to send political messages. However, overall, the difference the
‘new’ aspect of cyber offensive operations is how they target another state rather than
the activity being in any way new. This argument is also supported by the fact that
there are some types of political activities that if a state wished to conduct against an
adversary they would have to use traditional covert action such as an agent of
influence. This then adds additional evidence that the ‘new’ versions of cyber
offensive operations are only new in how they target another adversary rather than the
actions themselves being particularly new. All of these activities have been designed
to affect the power and policies of another country. 73 In these ways, a direct
connection between cyber offensive operations and covert action exists when the
actions are political.

Conclusion
This chapter has clearly demonstrated that there is a clear connection between covert
action and cyber offensive operations that are political in nature. This argument was
clearly demonstrated by the fact that firstly some cyber offensive operations that have
taken place that are political can be seen to have taken place in the past. This
argument was highlighted by examining past covert action campaigns that can be seen
and were aimed at affecting a state or non-state actor politically. Further, highlighting
the number of ways that states have used covert action in the past to target others
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politically shows that the actions are not new, it is just the method or the delivery
system for the operations that are new.
This chapter has argued that states have conducted political cyber offensive
operations that include defacement; where a state defaces a website, stopping
websites from working; states stop websites from functioning to create a political
message, retaliation operations; where a operation is conducted it such a way that it is
clear which state has do the operation to send a political message, a publication
operation; where a state will publish damaging political information, and finally,
resentment campaigns; where a state aims at creating or heightening tensions within a
chosen state or terrorist organisation. It has also argued that it is possible that political
cyber offensive operations could be conducted in such a way that they affect voting
systems. Finally, this chapter has looked at a complete political cyber offensive
operation that contained multiple political cyber offensive components. In these ways,
this chapter has demonstrated four of the six overarching ways that states can use
cyber offensive operations to target both state and non-state actors.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Covert Action and Cyber Offensive Operations: A
Comparison between Economic and Paramilitary
Operations
This chapter will address the two final forms of covert action and cyber offensive
operations that states can use against other states as well as non-state actors. The two
forms of operations that will be looked at are economic operations and paramilitary
operations. This chapter will argue that it can clearly be seen that there is a direct
connection between cyber offensive operation and covert action in terms of economic
operations and paramilitary operations.
Further, this chapter will clearly demonstrate that cyber offensive operations
can be used to conduct economic operations. It will argue that there are six
overarching ways in which economic cyber offensive operations can take place:
stopping banking websites, targeting personal accounts, targeting business accounts,
effects of cyber operations, cyber heist and, finally, spreading information. The final
area of cyber offensive powers that will be looked at is what could be termed highend operations. This is where cyber offensive operations are used for the most violent
form. The main way that these operations are conducted is focused on stopping
something from working. However, they could also be conducted in other ways. The
purpose in these forms of operations have a number of objectives which rangers from
individual operations, where you disturb a single person, stopping services from
working, the use of cyber offensive operations to conduct assassination and, finally,
targeting of critical national infrastructure. What links them together is that they are
the most violent forms of operations and where, it could be argued, that states come
closest to committing an act of war.
Within this area of operation, there has been a tendency to focus on worst-case
scenario ideas. This is because there is much speculation about this type of operation
and this can lead to misreporting of events. This is because it is under this heading
where the targeting of critical national infrastructure would take place. There have
been reports about cyber being used to cause a Cyber Armageddon and a Cyber Pearl
Harbor. The idea of Cyber Pearl Harbor is that a cyber offensive operation could be
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launched out of the blue that would have such destructive effects that it could disrupt
people’s way of life by destroying power stations or even kill them.1 Yet, although
these operations are those that have the ability to disrupt power stations, there are
other forms as well. In these ways, this chapter will demonstrate that economic and
high-end operations are two ways in which cyber offensive operations can be
conducted against other states as well as non-state actors.
The final part of this chapter will clearly show that when these economic
operations and the use of high-end operations are compared to economic operations
and paramilitary operations in the past, it clearly demonstrates the direct connection
between covert action and cyber offensive operations in these types of activities.

Traditional Covert Action: Economic Activities
Economic operations aim to undermine a country’s economic power. These actions
are very much interlinked with political covert action because by undermining a
state’s economic power, a state could cause the domestic population to question the
effectiveness of the power that is in control of their country. Although this author has
not come across any examples of economic activity being used against terrorist
organisations, there is no reason to believe that they cannot be used.
The use of economic operations can also take place by considering ways in
which they could undermine economic conditions in a target country. This was a
particularly important area of study that the British paid a lot of attention to during the
early part of the Cold War. In the meeting of the Committee of Communism
Overseas, there were various studies in which the British looked into how operations
could be conducted to affect the economies of various countries under the influence of
the Soviet Union, most notably the Czechoslovakian economy. They also looked at
what could be done in other parts of the Soviet bloc. The operations that were
discussed were to increase unrest in the labour force, either by increasing the tensions
that were felt towards communism, or even playing into national hostilities that
countries felt toward each other. This included adding to friction between Polish and
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Czech countries.2 They also looked at targeting the economies by denying equipment
that would, if it were provided, help the economies.3 However, there is no evidence
yet to indicate that the plans were ever actually carried out. These plans seem to have
been abandoned when it was noted that other parts of the Soviet Union could
probably deal with these issues and that, even if the items were not exported to the
west, they would be bought by other parts of the Soviet Union, thus not causing there
to be much in terms of economic effect. Nevertheless, although they did not take
place, it does clearly show ways in which economic operations could be conducted.
This is because the plans were such that they were designed to affect the economies of
this country and could have been used against other countries. This also shows
another way in which covert economic action can take place where, instead of one
country acting alone, they and persuade other countries to try and apply economic
pressure. This is different from overt economic pressure as the aim is to make it
appear that the other countries have conducted this on their own or even to make them
not admit that they have done so.
States have, at times, looked at ways in which they could apply covert economic
pressure to a country by using private companies. In a revised plan to target
Guatemala in 1953-1954, the CIA used private companies to achieve this aim of
undermining the economic stability of Guatemala. It was noted that they planned to
use an ‘already cleared group of top ranking American businessmen in New York
city’ to create shortages of imports and cut the level of exports that Guatemala were
able to conduct.4 This type of operation also seems to have been planned to take place
in Chile when the CIA used American businesses with interests in this to apply
economic pressure. It was noted that in the 1970s, US private investment amounted to
around 1.1 billion dollars and this was after Chile had tried to diversify their debt.5
What these operations do show is that states can use private companies to apply
economic pressure to another country. In these types of covert action, the aim is to
affect the economic conditions abroad in such a way that it is the domestic population
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of the country that is being targeted.6 In this way, it creates a great deal of unrest for
the population, which in turn could either cause a change of government or force the
target country to change a policy.
In these ways, states have used economic covert action operations to target
other states in a number of ways. This includes denying equipment that would, if it
were provided, help the economies of specific countries to grow. In addition, states
have used private companies to further apply economic pressure on states.

Cyber Offensive Operations: Economic operations
Cyber offensive operations have been used to conduct economic operations. There are
many ways in which they could be used in the future that can be seen to have a direct
economic effect. Most of the instances of the actual use of economic cyber offensive
operations that will be illustrated in this chapter have targeted non-state actors, though
these have not usually been conducted against terrorist organisations. This author
would argue that states will target non-state actors because it is possible that much
economic harm can be achieved against another state through targeting non-state
actors such as businesses. Further, by states using these operations to target
businesses, it shows they have the ability to produce economic harm to a state but
doing it in such a way that it is indirect. This presents a benefit to states in conducting
these types of operations. This is because it becomes difficult for states to claim that
they have been directly targeted by another state as they are not targeting state
controlled assets. Some of the ways in which a state can conduct economic cyber
offensive operations are very similar to that of criminal organisations. However, the
reason for conducting the operations is what is different here. The operations are not
conducted to produce individual profit and that is what makes it different from
criminal operations, even if they were conducted by states, as was the case with the
Ransomware virus WannaCry that has been linked to North Korea. 7
There are many reasons to conduct a cyber offensive operation that produces
economic harm. It has become increasingly clear that banks and other financial
institutions have been targeted. In the US, more than a hundred financial institutions
6
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based in Wall Street suffered some form of cyber related incident in 2015. 8 However,
although most of these incidents are likely to have either been from criminal
organisations, or if they were conducted by a state, would most likely have been
related to the gathering of intelligence, it is possible that a state could seek to conduct
an economic cyber offensive operation. Furthermore, there are many different ways in
which this type of operations could and, in some cases appear, to have been
conducted. Although, the operations that have been looked at have focused on how
states could conduct economic operations against states, but indirectly, there are,
however, some operations that if conducted by states could be used to target terrorist
organisations as well.
Denial of service
A denial of service attack is, in this author’s opinion, the lowest level of violence that
an economic operation can take. It can be achieved through the use DoS or a DDoS as
discussed in the previous chapter. Further, at this stage these types of operations have
only reached the level of annoyance rather than actually producing much, if any,
economic harm.
Yet, it has been suggested that these types of attack should actually be seen as
more damaging.9 These operations have the ability, in theory, to have some major
consequence. The reason that at this point they are the lowest level of violence in
terms of economic operations is because the examples of these types of operations
have occurred over a short time frame and have not been sustained for long periods of
time. This was noted by Rid, who examined one of the longest sustained DDoS
attacks against banking systems against the Estonia bank Hanspank lasted for around
ninety minutes one day and two hours the next day.10 There are further examples of
DDoS operations being used for economic operation. Between 2011 and 2013 a
number of denial of service attacks were launched against a number of banks and
financial institutions based in the US. The use of DDoS attacks that stopped the
websites of more than forty-six different organisations, most of these against US
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financial institutions.11 The group behind these activities, which the US termed ITSec
Team, was linked directly to the Iranian Republican Guard Corp. These attacks were
launched against, Bank of America, Capital One Bank, ING Bank NYSE, and others. It
was argued that these attacks were ‘designed to undermine the business of these
companies’. 12 These attacks meant that customers were unable to conduct online
transfers. However, it must be noted that at this point in time, this type of operation is
likely to have very little actual effects beyond being an annoyance. This is because a
state is stopping a bank from conducting online transfers or stopping people from
being able to access their online accounts. The only actual economic effects that this
type of operation could have would be that if banks had important transfers that were
needed then. This would mean that they could stop these from taking place. In
addition, by targeting the New York Stock Exchange, an operation may achieve some
economic harm by stopping investments from being made. However, these types of
operations are difficult to sustain over a long period of time. This is because, once a
bank knows that this type of operation is happening, they would then look to try and
counter-act this. Even in the case of the ITSec Team, it was not over years that these
operations were taking place but over a short time period. This would mean that the
actual economic effect was likely to be minimal. Nevertheless, these operations do
show ways in which states can target other states use economic cyber offensive
operations. It could be argued that these types of activities, could almost be seen as a
form of economic warning shot, in which they are designed to create an economic
annoyance rather than anything else.
Denial of service attacks could also be conducted against businesses that are
not banks or financial institutions. Again, the point would be to stop the business from
being able to conduct online transfers. An example of this type of attack occurred
when the Syrian Electronic Army launched a denial of service attack against eBay and
PayPal.13 The main reason for these attacks was discussed above, however, it is clear
that these types of operations could, by targeting businesses, affect their economic
stability if they are reliant on online transactions and it could, if conducted over a long
United States District Court Southern District of New York, ‘United States v. Ahmad Fathi, Hamid
Firoozi, Amin Shokohi, Sadech Ahmadzadegan a/k/a “Nitr0jen26, Omid Ghaffarinia a/k/a “PLuS, Sina
Kissar, and Nader Saedi a/k/a “Turk Server”’, Indictment, no date given, p. 5
12
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enough period of time, cause financial trouble for a business. However, these would
seem to be, at this point, a very low risk and it is much more likely that the operation
would have been designed to create publicity, as was mentioned in chapter three. Yet
again, this shows a way in which states can use cyber offensive operation for
economic purposes as they are being used to target payment services.
Targeting Individual or Group of Bank Accounts
States could attempt to use a cyber offensive operation to remove money from
individual bank accounts. In this type of operation, a state would target a particular
bank account or accounts and, either stop a person from being able to access funds, or
aim to remove the money completely. Legally, some states do have the power to
freeze accounts and they can do this overtly.14 However, the difference here is that
these operations are done covertly.
There have been a number of attacks that have been linked to states but that
have targeted non-state organisations, such as banks, to gather information about who
uses accounts in banks. The author has not, as of yet, found any attacks which have
actually looked to move beyond the targeting of banks to gather information about
accounts they hold but it is possible that, in the future, a state could look to use the
information they have gathered to produce a cyber effect which is looking to target
individual bank accounts. There were reports in 2014 that Russia had targeted the
bank JP Morgan and other financial institutions in thirty counties and had managed to
steal around one billon dollars worth of funds.15 It has been alleged that the activity
caused around eighty three million names, addresses and email address to be stolen by
what some have linked to the Russian government. 16 For example, The Guardian
reported that FBI sources had, at the time, linked it directly to the Russian
government. 17 However, this attack was later linked to two men Josh Aaron and
Anthony Murgio. Despite this, there are still accusations that because these men
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frequently went to Russia, they may still have worked for the Russian government. 18
In addition, there have been states that have alleged links to criminal groups as in the
case of Russia.19 This means that a state could ask a criminal organisation to remove
money from an account. However, it must be noted that most banks have a policy
that, in most cases, when a fraud is detected, banks will refund the money. This means
that there could be no real damage done to individuals in cases where money has been
stolen from their account. Nevertheless, if, as in the case of JP Morgan, all of those
whose personal information was taken were then used to conduct fraud, it would be
difficult for a bank to repay all of the funds.
Although, the author has not been able to find examples of states actually
conducting a cyber offensive operation in which money was removed from an
account, there have been discussions of conducting such operations. This can be seen
in the case of NATOs intervention in Kosovo in 1999. It was argued that one
operation that was discussed in the planning stage was the use of a cyber effect
operation in which the US would remove funds from the President of Serbia’s
personal accounts so that he would be persuaded to change his policy.20 However, this
idea was abandoned because the US was unsure whether the operation would be
legal.21 However, the fact that this was seen as an option means that it could be used
in the future.
Targeting of individual bank accounts could be a way that states could
conduct economic operations against terrorist organisations. This could be done in the
same way as above in the sense that a state could look to covertly remove money
away from an account that has links to a particular terrorist organisations. However,
the author has not found any examples of such operations. The main reason why
states may not look to conduct such operations is that, once an operation like this took
place, a terrorist would likely close the account or, at the very least, know that they
were believed to have terrorist connections. This means that the intelligence that a
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state was able to gain from an account could be lost. Furthermore, they may not need
to use a cyber offensive operation to conduct such an operation. This is because banks
can be forced, under existing laws, to stop a bank account from operating if there is a
terrorist connection. Nevertheless, it could be that states would look to conduct such
attacks if the countries in which the banks were operating were unlikely to support an
overt method of cutting off funds. In this way, a cyber offensive operation might take
place so that a bank account and the finances could be targeted to remove terrorist
funding. In addition, these types of operations are likely to take place only when it is
felt that all the intelligence has been established. Targeting terrorism is likely to be
time consuming, in the fact that it would require a lot of intelligence. This is because
states will have to identify the accounts that are being used by terrorist organisations.
However, an economic cyber offensive operation in which the targeting of terrorist
bank accounts, it could be argued, is possible.
Targeting Business Accounts
It is not just bank accounts that belong to an individual that appear to have or even
could be targeted in an economic cyber offensive operation. It also appears that
GCHQ had, at the very least, developed the notion of using economic cyber offensive
operations to target businesses. This can be seen in the fact that GCHQ argued that
one way in which they could target a business was through either stopping or
diverting the flow of funds between businesses or targeting economically one
particular business. GCHQ stated that the purpose could be either to stop deals or to
ruin business relationships.22 The effects of stopping a deal in this way, it could be
argued, are considerable. This could be either to the business or businesses that were
affected or even the state but indirectly. This is because a business could face a large
penalty from not paying the funds. In addition, the effect that it could have on a state,
indirectly, is that it could affect the supply chain through which a commodity or
product is created and delivered. This means that if there was a piece of equipment
that was important to a state by stopping one company from supplying to another
company further up the supply chain could mean that a state could have a product that
they needed held up or even stopped from reaching them. The effect that the stopping
of funds could have on business relationships would be much the same as above.
Edward Snowden Document, GCHQ, ‘SigDev Conference 2012 Cyber Integration: The Art of the
Possible’, with added notes by NBC News, ca. 2012, p. 9, Snowden Surveillance Archive..
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Overall, these effects could even force a company into bankruptcy due to the
economic pressure that was applied. In these ways, what this clearly shows is that
there are a number of ways in which a economic cyber offensive operation can be
conducted.
Stopping a business or banks from working
There have been a number of cases when cyber offensive operations have resulted in
a loss of data that has had a major effect. An example of such operations being
conducted is through the development of logic bombs. Logic bombers are a type of
code that becomes active and destroys data on a company system when a set of
circumstances, or commands are met. In 2002 a former employee Roger Duronio of
USB, a company involved in the global financial market via the stock market, used
such a logic bomb. Although this was not a state attack, this type of operation could
be used to target companies. Duronio created a programme that was uploaded via a
flash drive. This programme then deleted all of the files and it damaged around 1000
USB computers.23 The attack cost an estimated three million dollar’s worth of damage
to USB. This example shows that an attack which looks to destroy access to files can
have considerable financial damage to systems.
However, these types of attacks do not just have to target financial
organisations to cause economic damage. There have been similar attacks on
companies that do not belong to the financial services but targeting them could still
have an economic effect on a company. Timothy A. Lloyd in the 1990s developed a
logic bomb that targeted the systems of Omega Engineering Inc. In this attack, the
system that deleted software which was highly important to the company and cost the
company more than ten million dollars worth of loss, damaged sales and lost
contracts.24 States may look to use this type of attack against companies if they view
them as important to a target state in some way. The point would be to severely
damage a company so that they would have to stop operating for a little while.
Depending on how successful the operation, it is possible that it could bankrupt a
company.
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There have been examples in which states have used cyber offensive
operations that have produced an economic effect by targeting business. This can be
seen in the case of the operation directed against the Las Vegas Sands Corp Casino in
America. In this attack, the computers that were involved in the business network
were wiped, meaning that they could not function.25 The actual financial loss to the
company is not clear but some have estimated that 40 million dollars, if not more, was
needed to recover the data and build a new system. 26 The main reason for this
operation, as this author argued in the previous chapter, was to send a political
message. However, this clearly shows that wiping data on a computer system is a way
that a cyber offensive operation can be conducted to produce an economic affect.
It can be seen that GCHQ have also developed tools that could be used in such
a way that if they were introduced into a company, they could produce economic
harm. There are ways in which a company’s information can be erased. GCHQ have
developed tools for conducting such operations. Their SWAMP DONKEY tool could
be used ‘to find predetermined types of file [sic] and encrypt them on a target’s
machine’.27 This then could be used to target types of files on a company’s computer
system which were important for them to fund a business. In addition, they developed
a tool, SUNBLOCK, which has the ‘ability to deny functionality to send and receive
emails’.28 The targets that SUNBLOCK and SWAMP DONKEY could be used for
are not clear as the document states that both of these tools have target restrictions.
However, it is clear that tools like these could be used to conduct cyber offensive
operations that target businesses in the hopes of producing an economic effect by
stopping a business from working.
The Effects of Hacks
Another way in which a state could seek to conduct economic harm on a company is
simply by conducting an offensive operation and making sure it is discovered. This
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then could lead to the organisation which was attacked to suffer from a lack of
confidence and turn away clients. This can be seen in the fact that the attack on the
company TalkTalk has allegedly cost the company around sixty million pounds and
caused TalkTalk to lose around one hundred thousand customers. 29 Although this
example has not been linked to a state this is a way that economic harm can be
produced on a private business. This is because once a cyber offensive operation is
known then the company can lose money through a loss of customers and a loss of
reputation. Although this might not be the main aim of an operation, it does show a
cyber offensive operation could be conducted in which the aim is that the attack is
discovered rather than who conducted the attack and the aim would be to create a loss
of customers or a loss of reputation.
In addition, it has been argued that the operation directed against Sony
Pictures Entertainment is another clear example of the effects of having an operation
conducted. This can be seen by the fact that it was argued by Sharp that the internal
leadership of Sony were facing internal crisis and Sony lost one of their top
executives, Amy Pascal.30 Further, Sharp argued that Sony suffered at least 80 million
dollar’s worth of damage.31 This clearly demonstrates the fact that the effects of being
targeted in an operation can damage a company economically through its reputation.
Cyber Heist
A further way that states could use cyber offensive operations against financial
institutions is through the employment of what has been termed a cyber heist. A cyber
heist is conducted by targeting banks’ or financial institutions’ personal accounts
rather than the accounts that they run for their clients. This type of operation has so
far only been conducted by criminal organisations or by states for a financial gain.
However, this type of operation could be employed by states to conduct an economic
cyber offensive operation. This is because, in this type of operation, the state
penetrates the banks systems and then transfers money that belongs to the institutions
themselves. An example of this type of operation occurred when the Bangladesh Bank
system was compromised and their online credentials for conducting payment
Sean Farrel, ‘TalkTalk counts costs of cyber-attack’, The Guardian, first published on 02.12.2016,
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transfers were stolen. In this attack, 80 million dollars were stolen by the criminal
organisation that was later linked to North Korea. 32 It could be argued that the
purpose of this type of attack, if it was to be conducted by a state, would be to affect a
bank or financial institutions and, at the very end of it, would look to bankrupt the
organisation. This could have major consequences for a bank or institution, in that
they may be forced to cover the money that is taken; or a state could be forced to bail
out the bank for the loss that has been suffered. In this way, it can be seen that a cyber
heist is another way in which states can use economic cyber offensive operations.
Spreading of information
The spreading of information is a further way in which a cyber offensive operation
could be conducted to produce an economic affect on a company or even the value of
the Gross Domestic Product of another state. In this operation, a state places fake or
misleading information in the public domain which suggests that a company is failing,
or perhaps, doing better than they actually are. They will then wait for the value of the
stock to fall and possibly cause a company to go bankrupt. A state could also conduct
this operation directly against states. This would be conducted by spreading false
information about a particular commodity that a state is reliant on and then devaluing
or raising the price of this commodity.
To show this is not just a hypothetical, it can be seen that there have been
charges against a number of people who have been alleged to have committed these
types of operations. Gery Shalon, Joshua Samuel Aaron, and Ziv Orenstein were
charged in 2013 with conducting a ‘pump and dump’ operation in which they used
‘deceptive and misleading emails’ to inflate the value of certain stocks and increase
their value.33 Although there has been no evidence that there was any help from a
state organisation, or that this was conducted on behalf of a state, this clearly shows
that cyber offensive operations can create economic damage by spreading false
information.
Kaspersky Lab, ‘Chasing Lazarus: A Hunt for the Infamous Hackers to Prevent Large Bank
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In addition, GCHQ argued that one of the ways in which they would target a
business would be that they would leak confidential information via online blogs so
that the press, another government, or the general public would pick up on the
information. This they would support by posting negative information on appropriate
forums online so that people would not use the business.34 This would mean that, if
they stopped the flow of customers to a particular organisation, a loss of income for
the business.35 It would also cause a loss of reputation.36 Additionally, they could use
the same techniques that they created for political operations in which they create a
‘victim’ blog claiming that because of this company doing or not doing something,
there has been damage. It is also possible that they could target a particular forum
which has built up a reputation for being honest about the information it provides and
then use the blog to send misinformation. This is because GCHQ developed a tool
called CHINESE FIRECRACKER which was an ‘overt brute login attempts against
online forums’.37 If these tools were launched at the right forums, it may be possible
for GCHQ to plant misinformation in these forums that would then spread that the
idea that a business or a state’s commodity is suffering, causing the value of the
company to decrease. There is no evidence that GCHQ have actually conducted such
operations. However, by GCHQ developing these tools, it does show that, at the very
least, they have the possibility of conducting such operations.
All of the above suggests ways in which a state could conduct cyber offensive
operations that produce some level of economic effect. In all of these examples, it is
clear that states have a number of ways in which they can employ cyber offensive
operations to produce economic harm against both other states and non-state actions
like business and even terrorist organisations. Some of these operations can be seen to
have actually taken place, while others are ways in which states could use these
operations. In all of these ways, it is clear that economic cyber operations can be used
by states against other states and non-state actors.
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Traditional Covert Action: Paramilitary
The most violent form of covert action activity is paramilitary. There are many
different types of operations that form a part of paramilitary activity. Paramilitary
covert action includes the training and support to a resistance force, assassination,
and, at its highest levels, the operations that use guerrilla forces to try to remove a
ruling party by force, such as the Bay of Pigs in 1961 (see below).
Assassination has been defined as ‘the targeting of a named individual,
whether during peace or war, in order to remove a national security threat’. 38
Assassination as a tool in covert action is a very contentious term and its use has
recently caused there to be a lot of confusion between covert action and other
operations. This is because of the fact that the US has used drones that have been
armed with missiles that have looked to target terrorists to eliminate them. The issue
about whether this is covert action stems from the fact that in many instances, the US
has admitted that they are the ones who have conducted these operations. However,
Lowenthal argues that, strictly speaking, these are not a covert action because they are
a military operation and, at times, have been publicly confirmed. In addition, when
the British first used their own drone to conduct an assassination, the British classed
this as an act of war rather than covert action. This can be seen from the fact that
when the British used a UAV to kill Reyaad Khan, they sent a letter to the United
Nations Security Council stating this operation was launched under an article 51 of
the UN Charter.39 These operations have been referred to as targeted killing because
they have been used as an act of war rather than covert action.40
However, it could increasingly be that UAVs could, in the future, be
controlled by intelligence agencies to conduct assassinations. Even if the use of UAVs
to conduct assassinations as part of covert action is at this point unclear, this does not
mean that assassination has not been used as a tool of covert action. It was argued by
Richelson that the US had under the CIA around eight different plots to conduct
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assassination in 1960-1965 against the Cuban leader, Fidel Castro.41 There are many
ways that states have conducted assassination covert actions.
Sometimes it has been claimed that, rather than one state conducting
assassination, there have been attempts by states to get others to conduct the
assassinations on their behalf. This can be seen in the US involvement in the Congo.
Through the US’ involvement under the CIA in the Congo, it has been claimed that
the CIA had intended to assassinate the former Premier and opposition leader, Patrice
Lumumba. Some CIA officers were reported to have asked for the ‘permanent
removal of Lumumba’. The reason that the US felt the need to kill Lumumba was that
when he was involved in the independence of the Congo from Belgium, he had
become increasing involved with the Soviet Union. This meant, in the US’s eyes, that
he was a threat. This even extended to when he was removed from office and he still
had a lot of support. Although this operation appears to have been just encouragement
rather than supplying of materials that were used in the assassination, the US had
looked at ways in which they could supply the help needed for the assassination
attempts.42 In this way, although the CIA did not conduct the assassination, they could
be seen to be in some way actively involved in the operation. This has not been the
only time in which the US has tried to use other groups to conduct assassination
attempts. In Cuba, the US wanted to use the criminal underworld to help them
assassinate Fidel Castro.43 This was not the only attempt and plan that the US had to
try and kill Fidel Castro but it does show that states can look to use others to conduct
assassination for them. In these ways, a form of covert action is using other groups to
conduct assassinations on a state’s behalf.
A further way that states can conduct paramilitary covert action is through
directly helping terrorist or guerrilla organisations in the hopes that this would
destabilise the government of the target state. 44 There have been many ways and
reasons for conducting such operations. One of the reasons can be that there is a state
that another state is hoping to undermine. This type of operation can be extremely
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helpful, when it is known that the target of the operation, which is in most cases,
although not always, another state, then the state that is conducting the operation, can
help the terrorist or guerrilla organisation so that they could target the other state. At
times, all that is needed is a small token level of support that is designed to show that
a particular government supports you. This can be seen in the CIA activities in Chile
in 1970 in which they provided just three weapons to a group who were preparing to
partake in a military coup. In addition, the operations do not even need to be weapons.
Sometimes, as in the case of CIA’s involvement in Guatemala in 1952-1954 the
operations can be much bigger. The CIA aimed to give enemies of the communist
government in October 1952 around ‘250 rifles, 380 pistols, 64 machine guns and
4500 grenades’.45 The levels can increase and it is possible that states can look to get
weapons from one source so that they can be given to others. This can be seen in the
fact that the US looked to persuade Egypt and China to sell guns to the Mujahidin
fighting the Soviet Union in Afghanistan. 46 This was noted by Roy Godson who
argued the support that is given does not have to be military, but could instead of just
be giving military equipment. Groups can be given intelligence about the government
which they are trying to overthrow, or, if it is possible, they could receive intelligence
about various aspects of the population that would help the guerrilla forces to gather
support across the country.
In addition to helping a guerrilla force, states can also use their own powers to
help bring their ideas to the world’s attention and help demonise the government they
are fighting. This was particularly useful in Afghanistan where both the British and
the Americans were able to show enemy atrocities and then use this to gather more
help during the 1980s.47 Sometimes, the support that these organisations need is a safe
haven from where they can operate, train, and get support of the local population.
There are many examples of where this has been important. For example, with the
support of Honduras and Costa Rica, the Contras, who were supported by the US and
attempted to overthrow the government in Nicaragua, were able to increase their size
from ten to fifteen thousand. This shows the effectiveness of providing a safe haven
for groups to operate in, as it allows these groups to mass and over time gather
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support in a place where they are harder for government that is targeted to get to them
and thus stop the operation from happening.48
It can also be seen that the British even used such methods against non-state
actors as well. In the late 1980s, the Security Service conducted a campaign in which
they provided intelligence about the PIRA to the general public about the people who
the members of the PIRA. 49 However, it must be noted that this operation in a review
was seen as propaganda and does appear to have been designed to have been solely a
propaganda campaign.50 Nevertheless, although a review into this operation saw it as
propaganda, it also acknowledged that it does come close to something else. One of
the MI5 officers involved in this campaign stated that it was designed in such a way
that ‘“challenges republican assertions, which makes republican players feel that they,
too, are as exposed as the members of the security forces who live daily under threat
of the assassin’s bomb or bullet”’.51 This would then make it appear that it could be
something more than propaganda as it is more aggressive in its objective. Whether
this particular operation could be seen as something more than a propaganda
campaign is to some extent irrelevant. This is because what this case does show is a
way in which a government could conduct a covert action operation against a
particular terrorist or guerrilla movement. This is because a state would be providing
details about a particular terrorist organisation when it knows that there is a violent
rivalry in the country in the hopes that another organisation would target a particular
individual. This would then mean that a rival organisation could then target for attack,
kill or even target the family of those whose who were identified.
The most widely known example of paramilitary covert action was the Bay of
Pigs operation in 1961. The Bay of Pigs was an operation in which the CIA had
trained, supplied weapons to and helped land around 1,400 Cuban exiles. These
Cuban exiles, it was hoped, would create an insurgency that would overthrow the
Cuban government who were viewed as communist and remove the leader of Cuba,
Fidel Castro.52 It is at this point that the use of covert action comes closest to being an
48
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act of war. However, the difference is again, that covert action is chosen for this type
of operation as states are wishing to maintain the ability, however, flimsily, to argue
that they were not the ones to have conducted the operation. There are many different
types of operations that form parts of paramilitary operations. They cover training and
support to a resistance force, assassination, and support for guerrilla forces, to their
highest level where it tries to use force to remove someone power, such as the Bay of
Pigs.
In these ways, paramilitary operations are the most aggressive form of covert
action. They are also seen as type of activity that is most likely to allow for a state to
lose plausible deniably. The use of such activities is where covert action blurs the line
between actions taken in peace and an act of war. This is due to the violence. The Bay
of Pigs, and the actions in Nicaragua are very much akin to an act of war. This is
because a state has come close to reaching the level of threat necessary for a state to
have a claim of an act of war.

High-End Cyber Offensive Operations
High-end cyber offensive operations are used to produce the highest level of
aggression. They can be targeted against states, non-states actors such as businesses,
or they can be used against terrorist organisations. These operations cause the most
damage such as stopping a power station from work and even, it is possible, death if
the right form of activity takes place. These high-end operations are made up of four
forms of operations. There are individual operations, affecting government systems,
cyber assassination, and, finally, targeting critical national infrastructure.
Individual Operations
The first type of high-end cyber offensive operations are those that have the ability to
stop an individual from working. Although these operations could be used against
anyone, this author believes that these types of activities are high-end operations
because it is the author’s opinion that techniques such as these would be reserved for
those who are very important to a state or an organisation. This is because once
methods such as these are used against a person or people, other states and
organisations will look to access how the operation was conducted and then look for
ways to stop it from happening to themselves or others. This means that it will likely
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only be used against those who are important. In this way, these types of cyber
offensive operations should be seen a high-end operation.
Much as with other operations, there are a number of ways in which these
tools could be used. It is clear from Snowden’s files that GCHQ has this ability. One
of the most aggressive tools that was listed on JTRIG file was called ANGRY
PIRATE. ANGRY PIRATE has the listed ability of allowing it to stop someone from
having access to his or her computer.53 This tool, however, was restricted. This, it
could be argued, means that this tool was likely reserved for only use on high level
targets. This means that it would allow a country to complete shut off what this
person could do. 54 A further tool with a similar ability to ANGRY PIRATE was
AMBASSADOR’S RECEPTION. AMBASSADOR’S RECEPTION is a virus that
has the ability to ‘encrypt itself, delete all emails, encrypt all files, make the screen
shake and no more log on’.55 Further, GCHQ created a tool termed SILENT MOVIE.
SILENT MOVIE is a tool that was designed to produce a denial of service attack
against people who are using Secure Shell service (SSH).56 SSH is a way in which
people remotely login to networks over unsecured systems. This means that if a
person who works for a government requires remote access to allow them to work,
they will be stopped from working. What this means is that these tools have the
ability to stop someone from doing their job.
By using these tools against a select person, a state could produce damaging
effects against another state or a terrorist organisation. For example, if these systems
were used against the IT administrator for an organisation, then they could use this to
affect this administrator from being able to access a system. It could be used against a
state, by targeting someone with a significant role within a state in such a way that it
limits their ability to respond to a situation or problem. This could be used against
non-state actors like businesses and used in conjunction with other operations to limit
a person’s ability to stop the attack. Further, while terrorist organisations such as IS
have made use of the Internet to recruit and plan attacks, if a intelligence organisation
discovered the main person or people who were conducting these activities for IS,
53
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shutting down this person’s access could damage IS or other terrorist groups. In these
ways, it is clear that targeting an individual’s access to a system could have highly
damaging effects.
Stopping Government or Organisations Systems from Working
A further way in which high-end operations can be conducted is through operations
that are designed for stopping government or organisations from working. These
operations are similar to the operations that were discussed in the previous chapter
under political target for retaliation. However, the key difference is a state is directly
targeting systems that are connected to the government. As such, these activities are
of higher violence than targeting businesses. One way would be for states to get into
an organisation that works directly for a state and stop them from being able to
function. One example of such activity would be the ability of states to develop tools
that follow the pattern of Ransomware that encrypts systems that are linked to a state
such as the Ramsonware operation termed WannaCry. 57 Although in this case, it
appears that this was state sponsored and the fact that it actually targeted a British
government institution, the NHS, it has been noted that it does not appear that the
NHS was actually a direct target. 58 It appears that the targeting of the NHS and
encrypting the systems was an accident. However, it can be argued that if an
operation was conducted in which systems were encrypted that a government needs,
then a considerable amount of damage could be done directly against a state.
There is clear evidence that the use of cyber offensive operations that stop an
organisation from working has been used against non-state actors. This can be seen in
the fact that in April 2016, it was stated that US Cyber Command had begun to launch
cyber offensive operations against IS. It was stated that these operations were
designed to target the group’s command-control and communications. 59 It appears
that one of the aims of this operation was to stop terrorist organisations from being
able to communicate with their people via the Internet. 60 How, exactly, the US
conducted this operation remains unclear. It also appears that much of the operation
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seems to be directed towards intelligence gathering about IS but because of the fact
that US Cyber Command was aimed at stopping terrorist organisations from being
able to communicate that a cyber offensive operation was launched to affect IS. In
addition to US Cyber Command it can be seen that GCHQ have also developed tools
that could be used for similar operations to those conducted by US Cyber Command
against IS. This includes AMBASSADORS RECEPTION that was discussed above.61
In addition to AMBASSADORS RECEPTION, GCHQ developed two other tools.
One was termed ANGRY PIRATE, which permanently disables a target’s account on
their computer, and the second termed SUNBLOCK that stops the sending of emails
or material online. In addition, they have developed tools that target phones by
sending a number of phone calls to a number so that they cannot communicate via
this. In this way, states have the ability to stop terrorist organisations from
functioning. If these tools could be directed towards a terrorist organisation, they
could allow for the organisation to collapse.
Assassinations
The use of cyber offensive operations to conduct assassinations has not happened yet.
This means the threat is hypothetical. Nevertheless, there is a threat that a state may
use high-end cyber offensive operations to conduct an assassination. The Department
of Defense listed one of the threats that they face is that a group could gain access into
health systems and change medical history.62 Furthermore, there is a danger that as so
many systems are connected to the Internet in some way, systems for critical life
support devices could be altered. It was reported in 2013 that a hardcoded password
was programmed into a system that linked to a number of medical devices. These
included ‘surgical and anaesthesia devices, ventilators, drug infusion pumps, external
defibrillators, patient monitors, and laboratory and analysis equipment’. 63 Some of
these devices, using the hardcoded password, allowed for a person to change settings.
If this happened, it could cause a hospital patient to be killed. While this particular
case did not actually see anyone harmed by the use of a cyber offensive operation, it
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does show that cyber offensive operations could be used to conduct assassinations.
Furthermore, Barnaby Jack, a cyber security researcher was believed to have
developed, just before he died, a way in which a pacemaker could remotely effected,
causing it to kill the person who uses it.64 The danger that this presents towards a state
is that if a head of state was to need a medical device to keep them alive then it is
theoretically possible that a state could use this kill them.
Although it is theoretically possible that states could look to conduct a cyber
assassination in the ways mentioned above against terrorist organisations, it must be
noted that this is unlikely. This is because, at the moment, at least, they do not have
any need to conduct operations like this. As in the case of the targeting of IS and Al
Qaeda, states have the ability to conduct air bombing campaigns in various ways,
including drones. This means that they currently have no need to use cyber offensive
operations to conduct assassinations. It is likely that they would choose this method
over cyber operations as they are easier. Until this changes, there are unlikely to be
any attempts to use cyber offensive operations to conduct assassinations against
terrorist organisations.
Cyber assassination operations are likely to be very rare, in contrast to the
frequency with which they take place in films and television shows. There are simpler
ways for states to conduct assassinations than using these operations. It is likely that
this type of activity would only be directed against a highly important individual. This
means that the damage that is likely to come from these types of operations is likely
to be high. In addition, these types of operations will take a long time to plan. This
means that the ability to access a system that a person could use could be improved.
In these ways although it is theoretically possible to use a cyber offensive operation to
assassinate someone, there are problems in conducting these operations.
Targeting Critical National Infrastructure
The targeting of critical infrastructure is a problematic type of operation. This is
because the targeting of a power grid is likely to be of such a high level of threat, that,
as was referred to by Freedman, that an act war may be reached.65 However, it is clear
that there have been cases where governments have planned to conduct these types of
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operation. This is because the Snowden documents show a spectrum of effects that
have been considered (see figure three), with the highest being targeting national
infrastructure.
However, the targeting of critical national infrastructure can be seen to have
taken place. The UK defines critical national infrastructure as chemicals, civil nuclear
communications, defence, emergency services, energy, finance, food, government,
health, space, transport and water.66 In the US, it is counted as chemical, commercial,
communications, critical sector management, dams, defence, emergency services,
energy, financial, food and agriculture, government, health, Information technology,
nuclear, transportation, water and waste management.67 If cyber offensive operations
were used by a state to directly affect and disrupt these services, this would be the
highest level of operation. There have been a number of authors who have shown the
ways that these targets are possible. In addition, there have been several cases in
which private individuals, who have worked in these sectors for businesses, have
become disgruntled and launched an attack.68 However, until recently, there had not
been a confirmed attack in which a critical national infrastructure had actually been
directly targeted by a state against another state.
An alleged example of such an operation took place and appears to have been
conducted by the US was in December 2014 when the entire Internet access of North
Korea was taken down. In this attack, the Internet of North Korea was completely
shut off inside North Korea for around ten hours between 21 and 22 of December
2014. Although it is not clear who conducted this operation, it has been alleged that it
was US government. A Republican Congressman, Michael McCaul of Texas, stated
that it was an operation conducted by the US because of the activities of North Korea
against the film industry.69 However, there are conflicting accounts about whether the
US actually launched the operations. Fred Kaplan, has stated that the US government
were not involved in the attack which took away North Korean Internet access.70 It
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does seem that Congressman Michael McCaul was unlikely to know if it was the US
government that conducted the operation as he was not a member of the House
Permanent Select Committee of Intelligence although he was chairman of the House
Committee on Homeland Security at the time. However, what is clear is that North
Korea’s access to the Internet was taken completely offline.71 There are a number of
implications arising from this attack. In the attack, the number of Internet Protocols
(IP) addressed inside North Korea was 1024.72 This means that there was only a small
population of North Korea that was connected to the Internet. North Korea lost all
access to the Internet for ten hours. Even if this was not conducted by the US, or even
any state, the ability of a state to shut off the Internet could have damaging effects on
a state. It could affect the ability of states to communicate domestically or
internationally. However, it must be noted that it is difficult to conduct such
operations. In North Korea, with only a few systems connected to the Internet, it was
possible. For a country with more Internet connections, it would be harder to conduct
an operation to take down all Internet access. However, this type of operation is
possible and, in this way, the ability of a state to completely shut off the Internet of
another state must be seen as a form of cyber offensive operations.
One of, if not the best known, example of states using cyber offensive
operations to conduct a high-end operation was the Stuxnet operation against the
Iranian nuclear programme based in Natanz that was discovered in 2010. 73 The
Stuxnet programme gained access to the Iranian systems. Although the worm spread
through many different countries, it was noted by Symantec that the main
geographical place that the Stuxnet was uncovered was Iran, indicating that it was
targeting Iran.74 It was also noted that it was a complex system that contained four
zero day attacks and it faked two digital certificates which indicate a state or states’
involvement in the operation. 75 A zero day attack is a term for a previously unknown
issue within software. Stuxnet was also designed in such a way that it prerecorded
data about the system that it would later use.76 Stuxnet changed the Programmable
71
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Logic Controller. It was designed to affect the way that the nuclear centrifuges
worked. This was achieved by changing the speed of the spinning centrifuge causing
it to speed up and slow down. 77 This then would cause the centrifuges to break.
Stuxnet also made sure that, at the same time, it reported back to the system that
everything was operating normally.
However, judging the effectiveness of the Stuxnet operation can be difficult.
It was argued by Ivanka Barzashka that the real success of this operation was
minimal.78 This argument was further supported by Jon Lindsay, who has pointed out
that although Stuxnet caused damage to around 11.5 per cent of the centrifuges, the
normal breakage of these centrifuges was around 10 per cent anyway.79 Further, it
was felt by US officials that they only delayed the development of Iranian nuclear
weapons by around eighteen to twenty four mouths.80 However, this may have been
the actual intention because of the design of the operation. It could have been that an
operation using very similar techniques could have been designed that would have
meant that the affects were more damaging. This would, however have been more
obvious and people would have begun to investigate. It would make sense that if a
state was looking to try and affect another state’s ability to create a nuclear weapon,
that it would want to make sure that the operation could continue to function over a
longer period of time but be less obvious. Furthermore, by designing it to be less
obvious it may have also meant that the Iranians believed that the issue was caused by
other things rather than a state affecting their systems. Such a situation may have been
that by slowing down the Iranian nuclear scientists in creating the nuclear material,
even if it was only by a small amount, the scientists may have been fired from the
project. This would then further affect the Iranian nuclear program. This would mean
that a state would want to make sure it had some effect but not so much that the target
state look too hard at their system. The operation could have been operating a lot
longer due to the way that it was only to have a marginal effect rather than a more
noticeable effect had it not jumped outside of the Natanz network.81 It was noted that
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because of the sanctions against Iran and with Iran losing centrifuges due to normal
wear and tear, if Stuxnet had not been discovered, it could have had a bigger effect.
Finally, it was noted if there had been a massive sudden sabotage, this would
have increased the risk of retaliation.82 This means that if it became visible to others,
it would have been disclosed. This was noted in a file produced by GCHQ subtle
effects that could be used for long-term operations. 83 This is what Stuxnet appears to
have been designed for. An operation such as this would be likely to plan to damage
only a small part of the process. This could be done by changing the programme code
for a piece of equipment so that it changes what the equipment does which causes a
system to stop working. However, one way that cyber offensive powers could be used
is to change orders of equipment on outside sources. Although it is not clear if an
operation such as this has taken place, it would allow for a way to effect an operation
in a way that is not easy to track. In this way, it is clear that this type of operation
does have the ability to stop something from working and that if this was used to stop
a government from achieving an objective, then this would be a high-end use of cyber
offensive operations.
In 2015, it can be seen that a cyber offensive operation was conducted that
directly affected the functioning of a power plant. This was the BlackEnergy3 virus.
The original BlackEnergy virus appears to have been created as a simple DoS
system.84 On the 23 of December 2015, approximately 225,000 people in the Ukraine
were left without power as the virus targeted three of the power electrical
distributors.85 This appears to have been caused by the virus taking control of the
substation breakers and leaving them open.86 It has also been reported that part of the
virus contained a killdisk function that wiped the data. 87 This meant that it was harder
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for the system to become operational even once people realised that the operation was
taking place. Further, it has been alleged that virus was also coordinated with
operations against the telephone systems of the engineers of the power plant to create
an even longer delay in being able to report the problem or get engineers out. 88
It must be noted that there has not been, as of yet, any public announcement
identifying the perpetrators of the operation. McAfee has stated that, although it could
well be a state sponsored operation, they do not have the ability to state this at this
point. However, due to the ongoing issues in the Ukraine with Russia around the
Crimea, it would seem plausible that it could have been them. This is because it has
been noted that BlackEnergy3 needed a lot of reconnaissance for the operation to
succeed. In addition, with the virus appearing to be designed to increase the
difficulties of restoring power, this further adds to the speculation that it was part of a
Russia’s operations against the Ukraine. However, this is not conclusive. This event is
so significant because it could have been the first time that a cyber offensive
operation that was state sponsored had ever taken down a power plant. In addition, the
fact that the operation was conducted in the winter would further show its potential
effectiveness to damage and change the Ukrainian government’s policy towards
Russia and the Crimea.
Nevertheless, this is not the only way that another state could affect a state’s
ability to have power. Russia has a long history of using its gas and oil supplies to try
and force other states to change policy.89 The difference is that this would have been
done in such a way that it would have caused the Ukrainians to suspect but not know
completely if it was actually the Russians. Further, this operation is a perfect
statement of fact towards the US and its allies. The confrontation between the Ukraine
and Russia over control of the Crimea was still on going at this point, and there has
always been speculation that the US would send in more support to the Ukraine. By
conducting the operation, it could force the US and its allies to change their policy
towards the Ukraine for fearing a similar activity being conducted against them.
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In addition to the Black Energy Virus, there was another operation that
targeted Ukrainian power supplies in 2016. It was fully automated, whereas the
BlackEnergy3 malware needed someone to provide more information, CRASH
OVERRIDE or Industroyer, did not as it was able to do this via an automated process
and could even be timed to take effect later.90 The actual effect of the malware was
limited to parts of Kiev that were only without power for around an hour. It has been
alleged that this system could be used on many other networks. It was further argued
that this type of operation could have been used against other systems including
Europe, the Middle East, Asia, and with a little modification the US as well.
However, a point needs to be highlighted here. It is still a lot easier for states
to conduct other types of operations to affect the power supplies of another state than
it is to use cyber tools. It was noted that in the US by causing a large-scale power
outage, six people could destroy six substations using bombs or means other than
cyber. It is likely that this would, in reality, be more damaging. Further, animals affect
the systems far more commonly cause power outages. Yet, what the operation does
show is that states do have the ability to use cyber offensive operations that target
national infrastructure and cause problems. It is likely, as was stated above, that this
was as much about getting the Ukraine or their allies to change a behaviour but not in
such a way that it would become obvious.
It is also argued that damaging or affecting a system does not just have to
come from affecting a computer system the way Stuxnet did. States may have the
ability to affect a system by using deception. It was argued that such an operation
took place and that it was used to destroy an oil pipeline in Russia. This was argued in
the 1980s with America conducting such an operation. In the 1970s, the CIA gained
access to a double agent, Vladimir Vetrov, codenamed FAREWELL. They discovered
that the Soviet Union were looking at stealing some automated pumps and valves
control systems from Canada. When the CIA discovered this, then allegedly affected
the systems so that at first, they would work and later, they would destroy
themselves. 91 This caused the pipeline to explode. 92 However, there is very little
evidence to suggest that this operation actually took place. Two books authored by
Andy Greenberg, ‘‘Crash Override’: The Malware That Took Down A Power Grid’ Wired, first
published 12.06.2017, https://www.wired.com/story/crash-override-malware/, last accessed on
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Christopher Andrew and former KGB officers only seem to indicate that
FAREWELL was used for counter intelligence purposes.93 In addition, Douglas Porch
who conducted a study of the French intelligence services who FAREWELL
originally worked for as a double agent, found no evidence of such an operation.94
Finally, it was argued by Gordon Corera that after speaking with classified sources
who would have been in the know about such an operation, there was still no
evidence of such an operation taking place.95 Nevertheless, even if this operation did
not actually take place, it could be argued that an operation could be conducted which
is similar but it would be very difficult to achieve. In this way, although this operation
may not have happened, it is clear that such an operation could happen.
In terms of the high-end cyber offensive operations that have been looked at
such as individual disruption, assassination and targeting of critical national
infrastructure; are not unlikely to take place too often. This is because the threats that
these pose if they are discovered are huge. The threat can either be technical, in the
sense that once an operation like this is discovered, then states are going to begin to
look at how the operation was conducted and come up with ways to stop them from
happening in the future. A further reason that operations like this are likely to be
limited is that a state’s political reputation can be affected if they are discovered.
Finally, these types of operations, if a state conducted them, would be within the
realms of an act of war as was stated in the first chapter due to the level of threat of
the activity. Although this argument can relate to all forms of cyber offensive powers,
it must be noted that the higher the level of aggression, the more likely it is that the
need to track it back to another state will happen. This is because attributing which
group or state committed a cyber operation can be a long process. Because it can be a
long process, it means that it is likely that it will only really be done when the
operation is at the higher end. This means, as was stated before, states will be unlikely
to use high-end cyber unless it is absolutely necessary.
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Comparison
Having established how economic and paramilitary operations have been seen to be a
form of covert action in the past it is clear that there is a direct connection between
these two activities and cyber offensive operations.
Firstly, both traditional covert action and cyber offensive operations have been
targeted via economic operations and paramilitary operations against state actors and
non-state actors. From this, the fact that cyber offensive operations have been used to
target non-state actors does not mean that they cannot be seen to have a direct
connection with covert action in terms of who they have been used against.
Secondly, there is also evidence much the same as with propaganda and
political activities which had operations that can be seen to have taken place in both
accounts. This can be seen in economic operations in which states have used false
information to affect the economic outputs in traditional covert action. This was
demonstrated to have a use in cyber offensive operations as well. In terms of
paramilitary operations it can be seen that high-end cyber offensive operations offer
the ability, although at this point it is only theoretical for states to use these tools to
conduct assassinations.
In terms of economic operations, the fact that states have used a number of
new tools to target adversaries that have not been seen to have taken place with
traditional covert action does not mean that there is not a direct connection between
cyber offensive operations and covert action. This merely means that states have
adapted to the new ways to target adversaries to produce an economic effect. Overall
therefore, it must be seen that in terms of economic operations, a direct connection
between covert action and cyber offensive operations exists and that they are on
balance the same type of activity.
In terms of high-end cyber offensive operations and paramilitary operations
there is a connection. In 2017 Lowenthal argued, that cyber offensive operations
could achieve sabotage operations. 96 This is what this author has referred to as
targeting of critical national infrastructure. This author would argue that the inclusion
of sabotage is flawed. The reason that these operations are directly connected to
paramilitary operations is because if a state trained a guerrilla force to destroy another
96
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state’s power system, these would be termed a paramilitary operation. These
operations would also be termed a paramilitary operation if a state used their own
intelligence agency to conduct a similar operation. From this, high-end cyber
offensive operations should be seen as the cyber means equivalent of paramilitary
operations.
The fact that high-end operations offer different ways to conduct operations to
paramilitary activities does not mean that they are not directly connected. The fact is
that states will and have attempted to use new technology to attempt to affect other
states. This can most clearly be seen in assassinations. In terms of when the historical
research on the use of assassinations as being covert action was first thought of states
did not have access to drones. States using drones to conduct assassinations did not
change the fact that assassinations were not a form of covert action. It was just that
states were using a new technology to conduct a paramilitary operation. From this
therefore the argument must be simply because states are using a new form of
technology did not change the fact that this is a form of covert action.
In all of these ways it is clear that covert action and cyber offensive operations
have a direct connection between one and other in terms of economic and paramilitary
operations.

Conclusion
The first purpose of this chapter was to argue that it can be seen that there is a direct
connection between covert action and cyber offensive operations in terms of
economic and paramilitary operations. To do this, it first had to demonstrate the use
of these types of covert action and then establish if states have used these types of
activities as part of cyber offensive operations.
This chapter has argued that states could use their cyber offensive operations
to conduct economic operations to produce an economic effect on a business or a
state. These types of operations could include conducting a DDoS attack against a
bank. This would have the effect of stopping clients from accessing banking systems.
States could use cyber offensive operations to target personal or business accounts.
These could be used to freeze accounts or even remove money completely. They
could also release information that would affect the value of a particular commodity
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or even destroy the reputation of a business. States could also use the technique of
cyber heist where they take money directly from the bank’s network. States could also
use operations that directly target stock exchanges. However, this, the chapter has
argued, is unlikely because all states are likely to become affected by that.
This chapter has also argued the use of cyber offensive operations to conduct
high-end operations. These operations are designed to affect a system or stop it from
working. This includes stopping individuals from have access to systems. This
chapter has argued that this is a high-level operation, as it would most likely be
targeted at someone who is important to either a terrorist organisation or a
government. It has also argued that states have many ways in which they can use
operations that are designed to stop government systems and terrorist organisations
from being able to work. This includes encrypting data on a system’s computer. It has
also argued that, although cyber assassination has not happened yet, there is a chance
that, in the future, an operation could be conducted in which states use cyber
offensive operations to kill people. Finally, it has argued that the highest level of
operations which states can use against other states and non-state actors are operations
that effect the ability of critical national infrastructure from functioning. This includes
shutting off power to a state. In these ways, this chapter has demonstrated two of the
ways states can use cyber offensive operations.
Using the fact that it can be seen that states have used cyber offensive
operations for economic and high-end operations, the chapter then looked to conduct
a comparison between these activities and covert action. This chapter has argued that
cyber offensive operations and covert action can and should be compared in terms of
economic operations and paramilitary operations to those of economic and high-end
operations that can be seen to have taken place or could take place as part of a cyber
offensive operation campaign. From this, therefore, this chapter has clearly
established the direct connection between these two types of activities. Further, this
chapter has argued that although there are ‘new’ methods for these types of operations
to be used, due to the fact that cyber offensive operations are being used this does not
make the activities in fact ‘new’. This is because all of these activities can be
established to still be economic or paramilitary activity. In addition, as was
demonstrated with the part of the chapter that looked at traditional covert action, the
fact of the matter is that states have always come up with different types of activity to
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target both another state’s economy or to conduct a paramilitary operations. From this
therefore it is clear that what is being seen with cyber offensive operations is a
evolution of covert action rather than something new.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Covert Action, Cyber Offensive Operation, and
Organisation
This thesis has clearly demonstrated that cyber offensive operations are covert action.
Although cyber offensive operations are covert action, this chapter will, nevertheless,
argue that, instead of being a form of covert action, as some have argued, cyber
offensive operations should be treated as covert action in general rather than merely a
form. This is because cyber offensive operations can achieve all of the forms of covert
action including paramilitary activities, as it is theoretically possible for cyber
offensive operations to conduct assassinations. As such, this author believes that
cyber offensive operations should be termed as covert action using cyber means.
Further, this chapter will develop the existing theory of covert action. This will be
achieved in relation to the ladder of escalation of covert action that has been offered
by Johnson and Lowenthal because there is now a need to include covert action that is
achieved via cyber means.
Additionally, this chapter will demonstrate that because covert action has been
conducted using cyber means, covert action now faces a number of organisational
issues that need to be addressed. This argument will be illustrated by looking at the
issues that the UK and the US had in the development of the organisation of covert
action in the past. It will then demonstrate that states need to learn from past mistakes
in creating an effective organisational structure to conduct covert action via cyber
means.

Cyber Offensive Operations are not a form of Covert Action
Cyber offensive operations are covert action. Nevertheless, there is a need to
establish whether cyber offensive operations are a form of covert action. In 2007,
Daugherty stated that a form of covert action was what he termed ‘information
warfare’. He stated that information warfare ‘is a fairly new addition to the covert
action inventory’.1 Further, he states that information warfare is ‘either remotely or
on-site, a computer, or data banks with the intent of altering or destroying the
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hardware, software, or information in the computer is considered to be covert action’.2
Finally, Daugherty states that ‘what was twenty years ago was a fledging off-shoot of
the intelligence collection is now realizing its enormous potential as a component of
covert action’. 3 The reason that the thesis has chosen to build on this was that,
although Daugherty has stated that this type of operation has enormous potential,
Daugherty only provides fourteen lines on this subject. This thesis thus far has shown
that Daugherty was almost correct. Information warfare, or more correctly, cyber
offensive operations are happening and they have a direct relationship to covert
action.
Yet there are some issues with Daugherty’s argument. The research has shown
that although cyber offensive operations are covert action, this study would argue that
they are not a form of covert action as Daugherty argued. This is because cyber
offensive operations are being used for the same types of operations as traditional
covert action. If cyber offensive operations were to be considered a form of covert
action they would have to be aimed at only achieving one type of activity.
Despite the wide variety of types of cyber offensive operations identified in
chapters three and four, they all belong to the types of covert action identified by the
covert action theorists, as discussed in chapter two. This is because, as was shown in
chapters three and four, the types of operations that cyber offensive operations are
used for to conduct propaganda campaigns. Cyber offensive operations were being
used for political campaigns. The clearest example of these types of activity have
been through the cyber gathering of documents by the Russian state in 2016 and 2017
and targeting the US presidential elections and the French presidential elections. 4
Cyber offensive operations are being used for economic operations; for example,
although the main point of the operation does not seem to be directed at achieving this
end, the Iranian attack on the Sands casino. The Iranians conducting this campaign
caused the company to lose 40 million dollars. 5 Cyber offensive operations are
directly connected to paramilitary operations due to the fact that they could be used to
conduct assassinations.
2
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This then leads to the point that instead of seeing cyber offensive operations as
a new type of covert action, they are in fact a new method of conducting covert
action, rather than a form in the same way that propaganda, political, economic, and
paramilitary are each separate forms of covert action. By cyber offensive operations
being used for all of these types of operations and being used to achieve the results
that were outlined in much greater detail in chapters two, three, and four, it is clear
that, cyber offensive operations should instead be described as covert action. They are
covert action achieved through cyber means.
Some authors do treat cyber offensive operations as being covert action rather
than a form. This, in this author’s opinion is the correct argument to take. In 2017
Lowenthal argued, that cyber offensive operations could achieve propaganda,
economic, and sabotage operations. 6 This author has argued that the inclusion of
sabotage is flawed. This was demonstrated because the author felt that if a state
trained a guerrilla force to destroy another state’s power system, these would be
termed a paramilitary operation. These operations would also be termed a
paramilitary operation if a state used their own intelligence agency to conduct a
similar operation. From this, high-end cyber offensive operations should be seen as
the cyber means equivalent of paramilitary operations. Further, this thesis has
demonstrated in chapters three and four that covert action achieved via cyber means
has the potential to achieve more operations than this. From this there is a need to
include the new types of covert action. It agrees with the fact that there should be
propaganda, political, economic, and paramilitary as the main forms of covert action.
Yet, the thesis argued in chapter two that states can and have conduced a type of
activity termed direct counter propaganda. In these ways, there is need to reassess the
existing understanding of covert action to include this ‘new’ activity.
This author also takes issue with how Lowenthal assesses the violence with
each type of activity. The ladder of escalation that Lowenthal created makes the
argument that a sabotage operation would be less violent in terms of action than a
paramilitary operation. Yet, as was shown with the Russian covert action initiative
against the Ukrainian power plants in 2015-2016, covert action using cyber means can
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be used to affect a huge number of people. In addition, as was the case in the 2016
presidential elections, covert action via cyber means can be used to now conduct
political operations that go beyond what could reasonably be achieved with traditional
methods. Finally, as will be demonstrated below covert action and covert action using
cyber means will from time to time need to work in unison to achieve particular
operations. In this way, this author believes that although Lowenthal is correct in his
argument of not treating cyber as another form of covert action there is still more that
needs to be done to clearly demonstrate the types of covert action.

Figure 4: Mark Lowenthal’s Covert Action Ladder.7

7
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Figure 5: New Covert Action Ladder.
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In this author’s opinion, this is how the covert action ladder should now look.
Firstly, this model includes a much more detailed understanding of the different forms
of covert action. The violence has been divided up to follow that the least violence is
connected to propaganda. However, this is broken down further because social media
propaganda has ability to target more people than traditional propaganda and thus
should be seen as more violent. The political form of covert action has been split to
allow for the level of violence to be seen. The Defacement operations are clearly very
low in terms of the violence whereas coups are the highest form of covert action.
Economic follows the same pattern as political. Finally, paramilitary has been
divided, merging in the high level operations discussed in chapter four, with the
traditional paramilitary operations. In this way, both forms of assassination are seen to
be the same level of violence. Targeting infrastructure is a higher level of violence
than this. In this model, the author argues that affecting critical national infrastructure
and the supply and training paramilitary forces are both jointly the most violent form
of action. This is because, this author believes that in terms of its level of violence
both forms of operations are equal rather than one form being more violent than the
other.
Another difference between this ladder and the version of the ladder that was
offered by Lowenthal is that, this author’s ladder has removed the notion of plausible
deniability. There are a number of reasons for this. Firstly, because the original
versions of the ladder of escalation, both in terms of the first theory and how it was
later adapted to covert action, did not see this as being part of the ladder of
escalation.8 The idea of the plausible deniability as going down in relation to the level
of violence, it could be argued is problematic. This is because propaganda is the
lowest level of violence, yet the fact that a state cannot be seen to be conducting the
operation does not necessarily follow. For example, Radio Free Europe and Radio
Liberty were clearly conducting propaganda activities on behalf of the US, so
deniability was not achieved. This is equally still clear in the use of other forms of
covert action. In paramilitary operations the level of secrecy will depend on what the
operation is hoping to achieve. The US in their support of the Mugihadeen against the
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Soviet Union maintained different levels of secrecy throughout the operation. At first
they appeared to want to maintain a higher level of secrecy, but once the US started to
provide stinger missiles their only real aim in terms of secrecy was to maintain a level
of plausible deniability. However, it must be noted that this author is not the first to
acknowledge that the nature of secrecy around the use of covert action is fluid. States
need at times only to maintain enough secrecy to allow for them to maintain a level of
plausible deniability about the operation. This notion is particularly relevant in the use
of covert action via cyber means. This can be seen in the fact that the use of political
activities in which it can be seen that the level of secrecy changes depending on the
activity that is being contemplated. For example, with target and relational activities,
the aim of a state in relation to secrecy is merely to maintain a level of secrecy that is
enough for plausible deniability. Whereas with the use of resentment activities, it is
much more important for a state to maintain a higher level of secrecy. The level of
secrecy will also change depending on the activity. For example, when spreading
damaging economic information, it is must more important for a state to maintain a
higher level of secrecy than it is for a defacement activity. In all of these ways, it is
clear that the level of secrecy in both traditional and covert action via cyber means is
a fluid concept.

Organisation
The fact that cyber offensive operations are covert action just covert action via cyber
means, presents an interesting dilemma for states when using covert action. The
biggest dilemma facing states is how to have an effective system to allow for covert
action both in its traditional means and cyber means. To understand why this is a
problem, it is worth looking at historical examples of where traditional covert action
has been placed to see if there are any examples of how this will affect the cyber
means of covert action. The second dilemma is the ethics of using cyber means to
conduct parts of covert action. This will, however be dealt with in the final chapter of
the thesis.
Deciding whether covert action organisations should be placed within either
intelligence gathering organisations or the military has a long history. It was argued
by Daugherty in 1948 when the CIA was created it was given the role of conducting
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covert action over the military because the military wanted no part of it.9 The British
engaged in similar debates. However, this was settled in 1947, by the Minister of
Defence who argued that intelligence and covert action should stay within the Foreign
Office.10 In the US, by contrast, the military had on occasion sought to run covert
action operations. It is not of course the first time that there have been debates about
where covert action should be placed. Traditionally, it was argued by William
Daugherty that covert action should not be included within the military and should in
fact be in control of intelligence agencies. Abram Shulsky and Gary Schmitt have
argued that, according to the US government what is or is not covert action depends
on legal definitions. 11 They make reference to the fact that the military could be
deployed or develop very similar techniques and operations for the military as are
used for covert action. There is clear evidence to support their argument. Take, for
example, US operations in Laos and compare them to US operations in Vietnam over
the same period. In Laos, the operations were controlled by the CIA and, in Vietnam,
they were controlled by the military. Both organisations conducted very similar
operations in the sense that both tried to recruit local forces to conduct the fighting.12
Yet, there was a difference: in Vietnam, the US had publicly declared that they were
involved. Whereas in Laos, the US had not publicly declared their involvement.
However, the issue of military involvement with covert action did not end
there in the US. In 1995, the Director of Central Intelligence attempted to allow for
more covert action organisations within the military.13 Further, after the attacks of 11
September 2001, then Secretary of Defence, Donald Rumsfeld gave, what to all
intents and purposes were covert action operations to the military. For example, in
2004 Special Operations Command were given the powers to ‘recruit foreign
paramilitary fighters, and purchase equipment or other items from foreigners’. 14 This
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it was pointed out was, historically, the purview of the CIA.15 Although, under the
1991 Intelligence Authorization Act, covert actions could be conducted by ‘any
department, agency, or entity of the United States Government’ which would include
the military, there has, and still is, an on-going legal debate about what this means in
relation to the fact that covert action excludes operations that are traditionally military
but it is not clear what a traditional military operation actually is. 16 This, then clearly
shows that there is a long history in the US of battles over what is covert action and
whether the military can conduct these operations.
There are merits to Daugherty’s argument about the need to split the two.
Firstly, the military works directly for the government.17 If a soldier or a group of
soldiers were used to conduct an operation under international law, these soldiers
would have to wear their uniforms to be offered protection under the Geneva
Convention. If these soldiers were found to be conducting an activity in another state
to say blow up a bridge, this would be an act of war.18 This would mean that there
would be no plausible deniability. The soldiers in their uniforms would clearly be
seen to be acting on behalf of the US government.19 From this, Daughtery’s argument
about the fact that intelligence agencies should have control of covert action is clearly
supported, because of the fact that they will be able to maintain deniability.
For covert action to be successful, as Johnson notes, the covert action people
need to understand the intelligence about the country.20 In this case, it would seem
that the most logical place for covert action would then be with the organisation that
has this intelligence. Much of intelligence and covert action operations use the same
people and technical support. This can be seen in the case of the joint AmericanBritish operation to overthrow the Prime Minister of Iran in 1953 in which the main
Iranian based agents that conducted the operation were also the same agents that
provided the intelligence about Iran. 21 This means that dividing covert action
organisations away from intelligence could have meant that an agent would be
recruited to work for the same government but for different projects. This would
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increase the danger to the person who is recruited and the recruiters. Further, covert
action presents a clear danger to the function of intelligence, in which, if an operation
was conducted it could ‘blow’ the channels that intelligence organisations have.
Finally, intelligence agencies maintain the infrastructure needed for covert action. It
was noted by Daugherty, that the CIA maintains the civilian aircraft; they maintain
the systems for creating cover stories which are needed not only for intelligence
gathering operations, but would also be needed for covert action. 22 From this it has
meant that the CIA as a covert action organisation had created the systems that it
needed to conduct the both intelligence and covert action. In these ways, it is clear
that there is a good reason to see that covert operations should be within an
intelligence gathering organisation.
When the US government began to experiment with the organisational
structure for the use of cyber offensive operations they faced similar issues of not
knowing where the organisation should be placed as they had with covert action.
However, deciding what organisation should maintain cyber means of
conducting covert action has become, arguably, even more complicated than
traditional covert action. It must be noted that the issue of which organisation should
control cyber activities also has a long history. This is because with the addition of the
cyber element there are now many organisations that are depended on to allow them
to function.
In the US a situation exists in that a military organisation also perform covert
action via cyber means.23 It could be argued that if both of these countries could break
down the system and start again, they would and it would probably not be like this.
With the recent discussions in the US about the future of US Cyber Command and its
relationship to the NSA, it is important to look into the organisational system. By
using past experience, it is possible to show that splitting US Cyber Command from
the dual hatted nature of the head of the NSA and the head of US Cyber Command
presents a number of issues that need to be addressed. By dividing US Cyber
Command from the NSA, it appears that they are splitting the parts of the covert
action side from intelligence. The reason for this may be that military operations will
22
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use the same techniques as in covert action, Yet, having multiple agencies working on
the same system but for different reasons will inevitably, and already has, cause
problems. This argument can be seen in the fact that the Russian attack on the DNC
became known because two Russian agencies were trying to penetrate the same
system. Russian foreign intelligence had been in the DNC for what appeared to be at
least a year, yet, it was not until Russian military intelligence also tried to penetrate
the system later, that it became known that someone was in the system who should
not have been there.24 From this, by having two organisations one military and the
other one not identified, it caused the operation to be blown.
There are, however, some very good reasons that US Cyber Command should
be split from the NSA by the removal of the dual hatted control that the director has
over US Cyber Command. Firstly, it was recommended in 2014 by The NSA Report:
Liberty and Security in a Changing World, that US Cyber Command should be
controlled by someone other than the director of the NSA. It was stated that military
and intelligence operations are complementary but distinct and should be treated as
such. 25 In addition, it was felt that by US Cyber Command and the NSA being
controlled by the same person it meant that one person had too much power under
their control. Further, having a dedicated Cyber Command would mean that
operations would be coordinated more effectively with other US military operations.
This would mean that commanders on the ground would have an easier time
coordinating cyber operations with their traditional military forces. Another reason
that Cyber Command has allegedly been looked into splitting from the NSA is that
the NSA is a clandestine organisation. There have been some claims that, because of
this, the NSA has stopped US Cyber Command from conducting operations because it
wanted to maintain intelligence collection.26 This has been claimed against operations
that Cyber Command have been conducting against IS.27 Although there have been no
confirmed documents that have been publicly presented to support this, it does seem
24
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plausible. Finally, the military and intelligence organisations work under different
legal authorities. Intelligence operations are controlled by a Title 50 authorisation
whereas the military are controlled by Title 10. 28 This would mean that both
organisations were clearly shown to be operating under the other control. There seems
to be general agreement that overall cyber command and the NSA should be split. 29 It
would then seem that it is a question of if, not when, the split will happen. Yet, this
means that there needs to be some very robust systems in place to make sure there is
still effective coordination and control between the two.
The original policy of US Cyber Command was more in line with the
defensive than offensive operations.30 Yet they have taken a much more active role,
and they are now conducting offensive operations. This can be seen in the fact that in
2015 one of its strategic goals was to ‘build and maintain viable cyber options and
plan to use those options to control conflict escalation and to shape the conflict
environment at all stages’.31 It has become increasingly clear that this also includes
conducting covert action using cyber means against foreign adversaries, especially
against the Islamic State, as was demonstrated in chapters three and four.32 From this,
by splitting the two organisations it could allow for one to focus more on its original
goal.
It is not just the military organisations that have a stake in cyber means of
covert action that have caused problems, but there is now a situation where a large
number of different intelligence agencies could lay a claim to being the organisation
that should run covert action, even the cyber means. In the case of the US, it is four
different organisations – the NSA, US Cyber Command, Global Engagement Center,
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and the CIA – that all have an active role in cyber offensive operations or covert
action. In the UK, it would appear to be at least two different organisations: GCHQ
and SIS; not to mention the overall planning committees and various other bodies in
both countries and those other intelligence agencies that have some stake in cyber.
The notion of the CIA and SIS being able to lay some claim to covert action via cyber
means is because the CIA and SIS are traditionally the organisations that conduct
covert action for the US and the UK. Further, both these organisations, have at least in
some level an involvement in cyber operations. The CIA have, clearly, from the
evidence that was leaked by Wikileaks, looked into developing cyber tools. 33
Although the alleged power of these tools were overblown when they were first
reported, the fact that traditional covert action agencies have looked into the cyber
tools as a means that they could lay a claim to being the organisation that should run
covert action.
SIS state that ‘working as part of a cross government effort, SIS provides
secret intelligence to help protect the UK from current and future cyber threats from a
range of cyber actors whether from hostile states, terrorists and/or criminals’.34 It was
argued by Davies, that due to the fact that the British intelligence system of
organisation was based on each organisation being in control of a single source
allowed for there to be less friction between the services. That is SIS would collect
HUMINT whereas GCHQ would focus on SIGINT and TECHINT.35 This division of
intelligence was created around the nature of the intelligence that was being gathered.
It can also be argued that states such as the US and the UK may find it
difficult in attempting to break up covert action into traditional and covert action
achieved through cyber means without creating difficulties for both activities. There
have been a number of times that states such as the US and the UK have attempted to
divide covert action by the methods of conducting it. In the US, in 1948 up until 1952,
the Office of Policy Coordination (OPC) functioned as the base for US covert action
and was separate from the intelligence collection. OPC was joined with the CIA in
1952 because there was too much competition between the two, which caused
problems and was deemed unworkable. It was argued by Rostizke that due to the
33
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official split in the covert action and intelligence in the US from 1948-1952 there was
duplication and confusion.36 Both of these organisations had different liaisons with
their customers, both had different procedures for the foreign liaison and both often
made contact with the same groups and individuals. When OPC were given control of
all forms of covert action each internal group began to see one another as competitors.
It was noted by Davies that the political warfare, propaganda warfare, economic
warfare, and paramilitary operations saw each other as the competition rather than
working together.37
It was noted that ‘The failure of SO1 (political operations) and SO2
(sabotage) to cooperate in 1940-1, and the experience of PWE itself, has shown that
political warfare and subversion should be organised regionally and not
functionally’.38 There are plenty of examples of when organisations have begun with
one clear function in which it was found that they were actually are needed to fulfil
another function which overlaps. For example, although SOE were only meant to
conduct sabotage operations they did engage in political operations. Further, it was
argued by SOE’s internal historian that
The main weakness here [in the Balkans] was the lack of any effective
coordination between the Balkans countries, between D Section, and other
agencies working there, and between the preparations for subversion and
those for the conduct of large scale military operations in the area.39
This then clearly shows the dangers of splitting covert action by function and having
multiple agencies.
Further, covert action and covert action achieved through cyber means can be
used in conjunction with each other. This has happened before and it is likely that it
will need to happen in the future. To begin with, in the Russian campaign using cyber
means during the 2016 US presidential elections there have been some suggestions
that Russians may have used agents of influence as part of their campaign against
America. It has been alleged that members of President Donald Trump’s election
team have had contacts with the Russian government in the lead up to the covert
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action campaign. This connection was first seen through the evidence presented in a
document created by Christopher Steele who was a former member of SIS. In this
document, he alleges that Paul Manafort, Carter Page, Michael Flynn, Michael Cohen
all had contact with Russian government officials. 40 In addition to the Christopher
Steel document, the fact of some collusion between Trump’s team and the Russian
government has been a central feature in the hearing of both the House Permanent
Select Committee on Intelligence and the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence
into Russian involvement in the elections. It has been alleged that both Donald
Trump’s former National Security Advisor, Michael Flynn, and his Attorney General,
Jeff Sessions, had links to the Russian government. Flynn has resigned because of
these allegations. However, it must be noted that so far there has been nothing from
these committees’ hearings which has been publicly confirmed that any of Donald
Trump’s team were agents for the Russians.
Nevertheless, even this case, there was no collusion or agents of influence, the
allegations do demonstrate a way in which states could and, most likely, will bring
together traditional covert action and cyber means of covert action. A state will use
both to advance their aims, whether it be through using covert action via cyber means
to get a person into place and then using this person to influence policy or whether
both are used to influence policy. What this shows is that tradition covert action and
covert action by cyber means will be used together.
A further way in which covert action via cyber means could be used in
connection with traditional covert action is through Online HUMINT Operations
(GCHQ term). It was clear from the Snowden leaked documents that, at the very least,
GCHQ have looked into the use of Online HUMINT. It is also clear that US cyber
Command have also looked into this approach as well. 41 It appears that Online
HUMINT operations are operations in which members of an intelligence service
make contact with a person and build up a relationship with a person much in the
same way as intelligence agents do in traditional HUMINT operations, but they do
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this via cyber means. This could be through forums, through social media, or in some
other way via the Internet. The aim appears to be to use these agents for intelligence
gathering. Nevertheless, these agents could be used for covert action as well. This
could be through using the intelligence agencies to make contacts with nongovernmental hacking organisations such as Anonymous or other groups. 42 The
intelligence organisations could then use these groups to target particular groups or
governments. Although it is merely speculation that this could happen, there is some
evidence to show that it is plausible. A document leaked by Edward Snowden, has
shown that government intelligence has used what appears to be online HUMINT
operations against non-governmental organisations. This was seen in GCHQ targeting
Anonymous and the Lizard Squad a private hacking group. Although this operation
appears to have been motivated for a criminal investigation, it is not to difficult to
imagine that these type of operations could be used to convince these organisations to
target groups on intelligence agencies’ behalf but without these groups knowing that
they are working for a state’s intelligence organisation.
Online HUMINT may be used to begin a traditional covert action operation.
This is because after a particular intelligence agency has made contact with a
particular person or group and cultivated a relationship, the person or group could
then be used to conduct traditional covert action. This could be through using the
person to spread news stories; it could be through using this person or group to begin
political operations; or it could be through using this person or group to begin
paramilitary operations. Although there has been no evidence that any of these types
of operations have taken place it is not a big leap to think that Online HUMINT
operations could be used in this way. This shows that traditional covert action and the
cyber means could at times work together in a campaign.
There are, however, two operations that clearly show traditional covert action
and covert action via cyber means being used together. The first of these operations
took place in 2007 and saw Israel launch a cyber operation against Syria under the
codename Operation Orchard. In this operation, Israel used their cyber unit 8200 to
target the Syrian air defence network. 43 In this operation, Israel, rather than taking
down the Syrian air defence network, changed the system so that the display that
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would have shown to the Syrian forces manning the system that planes were
approaching instead displayed nothing. This was done through a computer
programme called SUTER that disrupts data links between the radar and the computer
screen so it would remain blank.44 The system was not taken off line because, as was
noted by Rid, this would have been clear to the Iranians that an operation was taking
place.45 Making the screens of the Syrian air defence network appear as if nothing
was there allowed for Israeli warplanes to destroy a nuclear reactor in Syrian. There is
some debate about whether this should be seen a military operation where cyber was
used as an enabler or whether this should be seen as covert action. 46 However,
because this was an unacknowledged use of force, this author believes that this was a
covert action operation in which cyber was used in such a way to allow an air strike.
This was a little different from how Russia used their cyber forces as an enabler for
operations in Georgia in 2008. This is because Russia had not been trying to obscure
the fact that their military force was being used in Georgia, whereas the Israelis
appear to have tried to achieve the aim of keeping the use of force unacknowledged.
This, then, clearly shows that cyber and paramilitary covert action, in the case of
Israel, was being used together to conduct operations.
The final event that demonstrates clearly that the cyber means of covert action
has been used in conjunction with traditional covert action is Russia’s involvement in
the Ukraine with operations in the Crimea and Ukraine. It has been argued that the
Russians have developed operations in which they will use their power in such a way
that it supports proxies and gives itself plausible deniability in its operations. 47 In this,
Russia has used, as was shown in chapters three and four, covert action by cyber
means through the use of social media, disinformation, political operations, and have
even taken down a power station in the Ukraine and the Balkans. The Russians have
used cyber means to build up support for their operations. This has included the use of
twitter trolls to spread messages, the use of online pro-Russian news organisations.
These have all been used to help Russian proxies in the Crimea and it appears to try
and spread the actions in the Crimea to surrounding Balkan countries. The Russians
have also used paramilitary operations in which proxies who have been supported by
44
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the Russians have been targeting particular areas. The Russians have supplied arms
and training to these forces. This has been an important action of the Russians in the
Crimea. There has been some theoretical debate about what these types of operations
should be termed.
Some see these operations as a form of hybrid warfare or asymmetric warfare
in which all powers of a nation are being used to achieve a military objective.
However, the Russians have been keen to maintain plausible deniability in these
operations. Even when forces have been caught, as has a Russian paratrooper, the
Russian government have tried to maintain deniability for these operations. The
paratrooper who was caught in the Ukraine was stated to have been there by
accident, 48 which would suggest a covert action operation. However, this was
changed when Vladimir Putin stated that Russian forces are active in the Ukraine. 49
In this type of operation, it has been shown by the Russians, that it is hard if not
impossible to maintain plausible deniability for the operation for a long period of
time. This is because the Russian government has used a large military force and their
soldiers have maintained poor security. For example, soldiers had uploaded images of
themselves in the Ukraine with messages.50 However, it is likely that other states will
use very similar techniques in the future but on a smaller scale. They will use
traditional covert action to create, and maintain a paramilitary force and they will use
cyber means for conducting covert action to spread a political message and in the case
of the power station, to threaten other states. In these ways, covert action will be used
together.
From this it is clear that there is now a situation where there is are dangers of
different groups all conducting the same operations but working for different ends.
This is true of the military’s involvement with covert action, dividing the primary
intelligence collection agency away from covert action and the fact that different
methods of conducting covert action traditional and cyber means. It would then be
hoped that in terms of covert action via cyber means states would now be keenly
aware that having multiple agencies on closely related tasks is a danger and that they
have found a way around this. This is not the first time in which two different
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intelligence organisations have relied on the same methods. During the Second World
War, MI5 and SIS worked together to coordinate the work of controlling and
maintaining the agents that the Germans thought were working for them but were in
fact working for the British. To achieve this, the Twenty Committee was created.51
This committee coordinated the work of the double agents and the information that
was given back to the Germans. Davies has demonstrated other times in which
different intelligence organisations have worked together.52 It is hoped that a similar
situation could be created to allow for the effective coordination of these operations.
There is the appearance of some levels of higher control of operations, in
which different agencies and outside personnel can discuss the use of covert action
and authorise plans for their involvement. In the US, you have the National Security
Council and the UK, also, as of 2010, the National Security Council. This seems to
allow for different organisations to bring forward plans for covert action. In this way,
it means that covert action can be coordinated at a higher level.53 This can, if it is
based on some other previous organisations who have had a similar role, for example,
the Official Committee of Communism Overseas, have the ability to look into longterm operations and bring together various organisations.54 Nevertheless, it seems to
be difficult for this to be of great effect on day-to-day issues. It would be of much
more use for agencies to have a lower level committee, which, instead of having
senior members discussing the use of operations, you bring together people from the
organisations at the mid level who work on the operations together. It may be difficult
for such a system to work. It would also create a separate operation together in which
agencies would have to bring together plans. However, it would be the mid-level
people who would have the clear understanding of what they will be doing in terms of
the operations; it will also allow for people to compare the operations that each
organisation is conducting and deal with issues in the internal planning stage. This
notion is not without historical precedent and it can lead to effective collaboration
between parts of different organisations, even if the organisations themselves may, in
fact, be in conflict. Although it is well documented that SOE had a troubled
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relationship with SIS,55 parts of these two organisations were able to work effectively
together at different times. There are many examples when the mid-level of these
organisations had managed to work together effectively. In France and Belgium both
organisations, due to the fact that they were divided into a country system, were able
to maintained liaison with each other.56
The use of this mid-level connection is also supported by Johnson. Johnson
argued that covert action operations should include people from outside the covert
action side and those who have expertise on the country or organisation that is being
attacked.57 There should be an extended and not only covert action specialist, whether
they are on traditional or cyber side, but also those with the outside knowledge to
discuss the plans. This may increase the likelihood of the success of the operation.
Further, this system would allow for both covert action organisations to coordinate the
plans at an early stage.
It is not just internal structures that need to be addressed in relation to covert
action achieved through cyber means, but also international systems as well. States
have, and likely will, continue to have increased coordination internationally between
themselves in relation to covert action. The coordination between states in covert
action is nothing new. The US and the British have worked together on joint
operations from the Second World War, during the Cold War, and clearly, they have
at the very least coordinated cyber tools and techniques that both sides have created to
help each other. Nevertheless, it is clear that issues have arisen in the relationships
when both states and organisations have different priorities when it comes to covert
action. Take for example British attempts to remove the Iranian Prime Minister. This
had begun a lot longer than those of the US. Also, even when both organisations were
working together in the operation there were still, at times, problems in the
relationship. It was noted that although for the most part both organisations worked
together well, with SIS officers, apparently aiming to make every effort to get along
with the CIA, it was noted that there were tensions in the SIS-CIA relationship in the
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Nicosia station (a station is the main operating place within a country). 58 It is
interesting to note that in the lessons learned section of the internal history it was
made clear that ‘the lesson here is clear. As in the larger world picture, US-UK
interests and activities must be coordinated. A great deal is to be gained by direct
coordination in special fields of activity once both parties have recognized that their
aims are really identical’.59 From this, it is clear that states have been able to work
together in relation to traditional covert action activities.
It could be argued that international coordination faces an even greater need to
be coordinated between states than traditional covert action. This is because; the
internet by its very nature is multinational. If different states have different priorities,
it can mean that confusion could be created through the use of these activities. If
different states are looking to conduct a political campaign against a particular state, it
could mean that if they do not coordinate and both operations become ineffective.
Covert action via cyber means tools that target variability have direct dangers for
many different countries.60 This is not that the weapons themselves could target them,
but, because once vulnerability has been targeted, states and private organisations will
look to patch these vulnerabilities. This will mean that there will need to be
coordination between the states’ organisations that use these types of operations who
could likely have an issue whereby one state targets a vulnerability then other states
that have developed these tools to target these vulnerabilities will become obsolete.
Although, this will only apply to some of the covert action by cyber means, it is still
an important area in which states should look to cooperate or at least make sure that
they only target vulnerabilities that would have been of more effective use against a
more important adversary.
It is likely that the coordination will include not only the US and the UK but
also the other ‘Five Eyes’ partners (see Introduction). However, this presents further
issues in the need for coordination. In addition, as was noted, there is clear historical
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evidence that this has already happened. For the most part, it seems that states have
been able to coordinate covert action, and there does not seem to be any real evidence
that indicates that this would not be as effective in terms of covert action by cyber
means. Moreover, in the case of the ‘Five Eyes’ and covert action by cyber means, it
may be that they will actually be more successful in terms of international
coordination than they have before. This is because the groups that are taking the lead
have had agreements to coordinate intelligence from the Second World War onwards.
However, what is missing is what internal discussions organisations have about the
coordination. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that in the case of the Five Eyes international
coordination will cause a great deal of issues. In this way, with the use of covert
action but through the use of cyber means, it is clear that states like the Five Eyes will
work together to coordinate their operations.
However, it must be noted that there is some evidence to suggest that it has
been possible to run successful operations with multiple agencies working together
and even working with other intelligence agencies outside of the country of origin.
Although there is still very little information about how this worked, it is hoped that
there were some lessons to learn from these operations that have been taken forward
and even improved. It has been argued that the operation that is commonly referred
to, as Stuxnet was an operation that combined the NSA, the CIA and the Israeli
SIGINT and Cyber operations group called Unit 8200. In this operation, the NSA
found out that the system that was needed to be targeted and the code that was needed
along with the Unit 8200 and the CIA could be used to plant the virus because the
system was air capped and so had no internet connection.61 What this does show is
that it is possible that multiple agencies can work together in terms of covert action
conducted using cyber means. However, it is still possible that a much more effective
system could be found that would possibly help to stop the issue of having multiple
different countries agencies working together on one operation. This would help stop
any repetition of some of the issues of control of traditional covert action that have
happened in the past.
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Conclusion
It is clear that cyber offensive operations are covert action – just covert action
achieved through cyber means. The fact that these activities are aimed at changing
behaviour, are an unacknowledged use of force, and that they fall below the threshold
of war, means they are covert action. However, these activities are not merely another
form of covert action. They achieve all types of covert action that was identified in
chapter two. This means that the traditional ideas of covert action had to be
challenged and adapted. In these ways, this author created a new covert action ladder
that allowed for a more detailed understanding of covert action and covert action
achieved through cyber means.
Nevertheless, it is equally clear that the nature of traditional covert action and
covert action achieved through cyber means creates a situation in which there is a
need to create effective organisational systems to deal with these mounting issues and
is something that needs to be thought through by Governments. Using historical
examples, it is clear that there are a number of potential issues that might come about
from the use of covert action by cyber means where there is a need for coordination. It
is clear that having many different organisations, some conducting intelligence, some
conducting military operations, some conducting some types of operations, means
that there is a real danger of having too many different groups who will fail to work
together. There are plenty of examples where the CIA did not get on with its covert
action half when it was created in 1948 up until 1952. Overall, it would be hoped that
a system might be in place in both Britain and America that has already been worked
out but which is secret and has not been made public. If not that, the people working
inside the various agencies have, themselves, to come up with various systems so that
the lessons of historical examples are not lost. However, this chapter highlighted
some of these issues so that others could be made aware of them in the hopes that
history will not repeat itself.
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CHAPTER SIX

Ethics and Covert Action
Having established in the previous chapter that cyber offensive operations should be
seen as covert actions – but covert action achieved through cyber means – it is
important to understand whether states could attempt to use these types of activities
ethically. In 2017, Lowenthal addressed, both in terms of traditional covert action and
covert action using cyber means, the ethics of these types of activities.1 However,
Lowenthal’s work did not include any clear answers as to whether or not ethics could
be applied, beyond the fact that ‘for most citizens, the trade-off between ethics and
increased security is accepted, provided that the intelligence community operates with
rules, oversight, and accountability’.2 This, in this author’s opinion, does not establish
the ethics of covert action or covert action achieved through cyber means sufficiently.
This chapter will establish the ethics of covert action and covert action using cyber
means.
The reason that the ethics of covert action can be addressed is that, as Toni
Erskine argued, the organisations and the agents that work within these organisations
can be seen to be ‘moral agents’. 3 This is because they can be deemed to make
decisions and that, as such, they can also be deemed to have assessed the actions and
the consequences of those actions.4
There are sources that have addressed the ethics of cyber offensive operations.
However, these are in relation to cyber offensive operations and war. For example, in
2017 George Lucas published Ethics and Cyber Warfare.5 Even though this author
and Lucas are addressing most of the same actions, Lucas’ argument focuses on war
and warfare. Yet, as was argued in chapter five, the ways that these activities are
being used are covert action, just covert action using cyber means. This, then, requires
the author to understand whether the ethical implications of these operations need to
be readdressed.
1
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In this way, this chapter will address the ethics of covert action and then
demonstrate that there are minor differences between the ethics of covert action and
covert action achieved through cyber mean in terms of the risks of covert action
achieved through cyber means facing additional complications due to their use, most
notably that they have unintended consequences.
The ethical framework that will be used in this chapter is that offered by Just
War Theory (JWT), in which there are six jus ad bellum principles that affect the
understanding how far an action is ethical. These are: just cause, just intentions,
reasonable chance of success, proper authority, last resort, and proportionality. It will
also address the issue of civilian immunity that can be seen to be the corner stone of
jus in bello. Finally, this chapter will assess the use of the ladder of escalation and its
relationship to war, covert action, and offensive cyber effects operations and how it
affects the understanding of ethics.
The author has chosen to use JWT to assess the ethical issues of covert action,
as this has been the dominant means through which the ethics of intelligence and
covert action is addressed. 6 One of the first scholars to address this subject was
Michael Quinlan.7 In addition, there have been a number of authors who have looked
into what ethical considerations affect covert action. This includes with the work of
Loch Johnson and the collection of essays in Jan Goldman’s series Ethics of Spying:
A Reader for the Intelligence professional.8
Some take issue with the use of JWT in relationship to intelligence because,
with war there is an expectation of a limited use, whereas intelligence can be, and
should be conducted almost constantly. Intelligence is conducted constantly because
Angela Gendron, ‘Just War, Just Intelligence: An Ethical Framework for Foreign Espionage’,
International Journal of Intelligence and CounterIntelligence, 18:3, (2005), 398-434; Michael Quinlan,
‘Just intelligence: Prolegomena to an Ethical Theory’, Intelligence and National Security, 22:1, (2007),
1-13; David Omand, Securing the State, (New York: Columbia University Press, 2010), pp. 261-287;
David Omand further highlights JWT in relation to intelligence in Sir David Omand and Mark
Phythian, ‘Ethics and Intelligence: A Debate’, International Journal of Intelligence and
CounterIntelligence, 26:1, (2013), 38-63, Omand references, 46-55, 58-61; Ross W. Bellaby, Ethics of
Intelligence: A New Framework, (London: Routledge, 2014), pp. 25-38; Ross W. Bellaby, ‘Justifying
Cyber-intelligence?’, Journal of Military Ethics, 15:4, (2016), 299-319. Others included partial
reference to JWT in relation to intelligence Michael Herman, ‘Modern Intelligence Services: Have
They a Place in Ethical Foreign Policy’, in Harold Shukman (ed) Agents for Change: Intelligence
Services in the 21st Century, (London: St Ermin’s Press, 2000), p. 307f.
7
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this is how intelligence functions.9 In addition to this, others, such as Lowenthal, who,
although he made references to those who used JWT, stated that in relation to the Just
War criteria, ‘in the abstract this is a compelling list … But policy makers do not act
in the abstract’. 10 This implies that for Lowenthal, JWT does not work as ethical
criteria in relation to the covert action.
Lowenthal is not alone in his criticism of the use of JWT. It has been argued
by Dipert, that JWT cannot be used in relation to cyber tools because they are so
different from traditional warfare. Dipert demonstrated this because cyber tools can
be used for many different operations. He points out that cyber tools can be used for
intelligence gathering, actual damage, and, then, as assessment of the damage.11 This
thesis has shown this to be, at best, a problematic argument and, at worst, incorrect.
Dipert’s argument misses the point that the same methods can have different uses. A
human agent can gather intelligence, conduct a sabotage operation, and assess what
damage their operation actually caused. From this, each action should be treated
differently. However, even those that are critical of JWT, such as Mark Phythian
stated that ‘the work done in this area has represented one of the most thoughtful
dimensions of Intelligence Studies in recent years’.12
There have been those who have looked into the applicability of JWT to cyber
operations but the focus has usually focused on the cyber war or cyber warfare,13 for
example, James Cook. Although, this author feels that Cook has mischaracterised the
use of cyber offensive operations, he does, however, argue that ‘JWT concerns itself
primarily with effects rather than means or media’.14 Effects can be judged by what
the activities are being used for. It is clear, therefore that there is a need to assess the
effect of JWT on covert action using cyber means.
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The importance, of JWT is that, although it is a cultural construct, the fact is
that many of the legal norms of international law are based on JWT; it is a logical
ethical framework to use.15 Further, it has been argued that JWT ‘so assigns (moral)
meaning to war, and establishes our relation to it’. 16 It was also argued that JWT
allows a researcher to deal with issues that would normally be seen as wrong but in
certain circumstances, should be allowed. 17 JWT creates the basis for an ethical
theory of war that guides the person to understand how a war can be ethically
launched and how it can be ethically prosecuted. This allows for a new discipline that
considered the application of JWT in relation to intelligence. In these ways, it is clear
that, although there are issues with JWT as an ethical framework, it offers the best
framework to use.

The Importance of Ethics
It was argued that ethics and morality have a different status to law. They have
influence and authority even if governments have not ratified them.18 It was argued
that the reason that is it so important to understand the ethics of these types of
activities, it is argued, is that intelligence organisations are not constrained by the
same types of legal rules. 19 This is supported by Gendron who argued that,
‘ultimately, informal influences and mechanisms must be relied upon to counter any
tendency by intelligence agencies to circumvent formal controls and abuse their
power’.20 Andregg argued that even though, at times, states may ignore ethics in the
same way they may ignore laws, humans are better for having them in place.21 From
this, it is clear that even if a government chooses not to believe in ethics, they are still
applied to their actions.
Understanding the ethics of these operations is also important because it has
been argued that it helps those who authorise an operation to understand if the actions
15
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should be undertaken. Johnson argued that ethics allows policymakers to judge what
should be allowed and under what circumstances.22 William Colby (former director of
the Central Intelligence Agency) argued that ethical and moral considerations help to
understand which actions should be allowed.23 Further, Johnson argued that ‘those in
the intelligence business (intelligence officers), as well as those responsible for
guiding them (policy officials in the executive branch and lawmakers on Capitol Hill),
may ignore ethics – but only at great peril to the nation’s reputation, not to mention
their own’.24 The argument is that, if a state acts unethically in their activities, it can
have domestic political effects as well as international effects. Further, simply arguing
that a country acted legally is not enough to establish that a country has acted
ethically.
A further reason that ethics in intelligence is important is that it has been
shown that the use of immoral actions via a state, in both general foreign policy and
intelligence gathering, can cause an intelligence agency difficulties in being able to
recruit agents. Taylor and Snow illustrated that the Soviet Union was less capable of
being able to recruit agents. This was because the Soviet Union found it difficult to
recruit agents using ideology as a recruitment tool after the horrors of Stalinism and
the repression in Hungary became known.25 Although this was not presented as an
argument for ethics, it does show that being seen to be, in some way, ‘good’ could
benefit states in the recruitment of agents and being ‘bad’ may deter those who might
have worked for that state if it had a better reputation for being moral.
In addition, there have been a number of studies which have argued that, by
the US and their allies being presumed to have conducted or to have been in any way
involved in torture, their ability to gather intelligence was affected. It was noted by
the Senate investigation into enhanced interrogation (which many in the media and
non-governmental organisations such as Amnesty International describe as torture)
that the US damaged intelligence sharing relationships. 26 This then shows that by
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being seen to be unethical affected the ability of the US to gather intelligence by
limiting intelligence relationships.
The practice of gathering intelligence either through HUMINT or through
methods such as torture are not the only practices that raise moral questions, all
intelligence operations face the same issues. Mass surveillance, for example, which, it
should be pointed out is not a new area of intelligence professionals’ work. During the
Church Committee’s investigations into the actions of intelligence organisations, they
found that the US were conducting mass surveillance of their own populations.27 This
led to questions on the ethics of such operations. The questioning of these practices
has become a further issue recently with the Edward Snowden files that caused
questions about whether what they were doing was justified. 28 This led to many
groups questioning what the ‘Five Eyes’ intelligence community were actually doing
and what spy agencies should do.
The final reason that it is important that intelligence agencies act ethically is
that, as Omand argued, ‘the golden rule of intelligence is whatever is claimed by one
side in the way of intelligence methods should be expected of the others to also
claim’.29 From this, it can be supposed that if states such as US or Britain conducted a
covert action activity unethically, it is more likely that another state would conduct
activities in the same manner to benefit from the argument ‘well you did it too’. In
these ways, it is clear that the ethics of covert action is an important area that needs to
be addressed.

Just War Theory and Covert Action
The first ethical principle related to JWT is just cause. Just cause in war, it has been
argued, is usually related to self-defence or the defence of others. Within the United
Nations Charter, Chapter VII it was argued that a just cause would be created out of
the actions of others in that, if a state invaded or used an armed attack against another
27
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state, the state that was attacked, or a number of states, can respond to this using the
justification of self-defence.30 From this, the just cause is created out of the right to
self-defence. It has also been argued that the defence of others using the self-defence
of the UN Charter is a feature of just cause.31
The other just cause that is related to self-defence principle has been termed
the culpability of the victim.32 In the case of a country being invaded, the argument
would be that the person who has invaded removed their immunity to not be attacked.
Finally, the culpability of the victim has been likened to the just cause for war in
humanitarian interventions. Tesón argued that, by denying human rights, a
government would lose their right not to be invaded for the purpose of humanitarian
intervention.33 With this then, if the political system that is in place inside a county is
denying the rights of its people a just cause can be created.34
The just cause principle in relation self-defence clearly presents a difficult
situation in how it is applied to covert action. This is because the state that conducted
the activity may appear to the aggressor rather than an agent within the just cause of
self-defence. This can be explained by using an example from chapter two, Operation
HOUSEPARTY. In Operation HOUSEPARTY, the plan was to create a fear inside
the Soviet Union of their intelligence services by planting information that ‘showed’
their own agents were working for the British. This would not follow the idea of a
clear principle of self-defence in that the British could be argued to have been the
ones to have been the instigators of the aggression as they were planting the fake
information about the Soviet Officials.
Nevertheless, within just intelligence, it is generally accepted that just cause
for gathering intelligence is created out of the fact that a nation has a right to selfdefence from threats to national security. 35 Yet, even here, there is a difficulty in
understanding what actions are classed as self-defence or national security. During the
30
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Cold War, economic interests were not usually counted as national security threats;
however the economy has begun to be linked with national security, in which case
economic interest could be allowed for a self-defence argument to be used. 36
Although there have been debates about which dangers a state faces are reasonable for
them to make a claim of self-defence, it has been argued that a just cause related to
self-defence can only exist if the threat that a state is facing is high enough to justify
the actions. This argument of national security being a just cause in relation to just
intelligence is supported by Gendron who argued that just cause is created out of the
need for self-defence, but states that the claim self-defence ‘must be real and not
spurious’.37 From this, as long as the dangers are real, even if there were economic
dangers, then a state would be able to claim that they were in fact acting in selfdefence.
The just cause for covert action should usually be based on the idea that
actions are dealing with a national security threat or helping the citizens of the state
who are conducting the operation.38 This has been referred to as self-defence.39 From
this, the argument would be that Operation HOUSEPARTY was linked to the right to
the defence of national security; then the covert action activity would be justified. The
self-defence must be based on the idea that the threat is real and is not spurious. With
this it can be seen that the just cause has also been linked with the whether the action
is based on significant need.40 But as with the case of just intelligence, it must be a
real threat to national security.
The self-defence just cause principle in relation to covert action has, in the
same way as war, been linked to the defence of others. Take for example, the
operations to help democratic parties in Europe in the late 1940s, early 1950s, these
operations were used to help those parties resist the actions of what was viewed as
non-democratic parties. It was argued that there was evidence, although it was not
made public, that the Russians were providing funds to the leader of the Italian
Communists.41 It was argued by William Colby, the former director of the CIA, that
36
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the campaign in Italy allowed democratic forces to obtain their own goals.42 It was
argued that without the support of the covert action campaign, the communists would
have won the election.43 From this, it can be seen that the just cause was created out
of the fact that the covert action was in response to the action of others, thus a defence
of others is a clear ethical principle for covert action.
The second principle of JWT is the question of whether the actions that a state
wishes to take have just or right intentions. Darrell Cole states that intention is based
on what the war aims to achieve. 44 A just cause of the war could be to defeat
aggression. Whereas, just intention is what you plan to do in the war. From this, Cole
argued that the intentions principle is not only based on what a state plans to do in an
operation but it is also based on whether or not the acts were consistent with the stated
intentions.45 In this sense, it means that a state could not argue that a war has a just
cause if their intentions in the war change and show that their cause was not what was
publicly stated. Take for example a humanitarian intervention; if a state declared that
that they were going to intervene because a leader of another state was killing his own
people but the actions of the state that went to war based on the killing then took
economic advantages of this country, this would show the actions to be unethical.
This then clearly demonstrates the difference between cause and intentions. Iain
Atack argued, that this demonstrates the importance of the just intention criteria. This
is because it allows for an assessment of the just cause to test that it is not just being
used as a way to justify actions.46 In this way, the actions that a state wishes to take
must be related to the just cause of the activity to be deemed ethical.
In relation to covert action, it has been argued that deciding what creates the
just intentions is centred on the notion of a number of tests: the objective of the
country that conducted the activity, whether the covert action that targeted a foreign
power works, what the results will be to the country, and whether the covert action
benefits the international community.47 It has also been argued that the just intentions
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in covert action are to repel or to help address a wrong depending on what changes a
state wishes to be done.48 However, there have been a number of operations that have,
at least partially been linked to economic reasons. In the case of Guatemala, one of
the reasons that the US had been looking to targeting them for a covert action
campaign was because American companies could have lost out to a land reform
deal.49 With the fact that economic security has now been linked to national security,
an economic argument for a covert action could be seen as a grey area. However,
using the same argument as just cause the intention should be real and not spurious.50
From this, it can be seen that the just intentions is a key principle is assessing the
ethics for covert action programs.
A further principle of JWT is whether or not the actions that are being taken
have a reasonable chance of success. The principle states that war should not be
undertaken if there is little to no chance that a level of success that is measurable will
be met.51 It has been argued that the criteria for this principle is that the chance of
being successful is reasonable, not certain, but better than a hope of success. 52 In
addition, it has been argued that the reasonable chance of success can be seen as not
just a military victory but also a political victory.53 This was supported by Fotion who
argued that stopping the enemy from having a complete victory may meet the
definition of success.54 Overall, then, it can be seen that in relation to traditional JWT,
the principle must be that there is a higher than likely chance of success but what is
meant by success will depend on the activity.
In terms of intelligence, it has been argued that the principle of reasonable
chance of success still applies.55 Omand also argued that the reasonable chance of
success criteria should include an assessment of the unintended consequences of the
use of these operations, such as political fallout from the operation.56 This seems to be
48
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the same type of questions that covert action programs should answer to decide if the
operations should be conducted. There should be a clear understanding of what
success in a programme would look like. In addition, success should be seen as not
just a hope of success, but a reasonable chance that this would be achieved.
James Barry argued that, in relation to covert action, the test of whether this
principle is achieved should be that if there are any dissenting opinions on the
likelihood of success, these should be looked at carefully. 57 In addition Stempel
argued the likelihood of success should also be assessed in relation whether or not an
activity becomes known. This is because if an activity becomes known, whether a
success or not, it can affect the reputation or cause blowback which affects further
foreign policy objectives. 58 An example of this in the Iran contra affair in which,
when the US were supplying arms to Iran, it caused large political issues with a longterm ally of the US – Jordan. This is because it was noted that Jordan were refused
weapons systems that the US were supplying to Iran even though the US had
campaigned for a complete arms embargo of Iran. 59 The Iran-Contra affair was where
members of the US government would sell arms to Iran and then use the money that
they made to secretly supply the Contra who were opposed to the government of
Nicaragua. 60 This means that even if a covert action is successful there can be
consequences. Using these questions as a starting point, a state must make sure that
they address the likelihood of the success of a covert action activity based on the
dangers of this activity becoming public.
Another test of the reasonable chance of success are the unintended
consequences of the operation. 61 This could be that covert action could work in the
short term but that, in the long term, states could face problems.62 This can be seen in
Anglo-US coup against Iran in 1953. After, the US and the UK conducted the
successful covert action campaign to remove Mohammad Mosaddegh in 1953, they
replaced him with the Shah of Iran who repressed his own people and was clearly
seen as an American puppet. Because of the actions of the Shah, it has been argued
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that this created much resentment towards the US and the West and more generally.63
From this, the short-term successes of the covert action could be argued to be
outweighed by the long-term failure of resentment towards the West. In this way,
states should understand the reasonable chance of success criteria and the implications
of what success actually means.
The next principle of JWT, is that the person who decides to conduct the war
must have proper authority to do that. Traditionally, the proper authority has been
held by the leader of a country or the parliament of a country. 64 This had been seen as
an important criteria because it stops warlords or private citizens from bringing a
country into a war rather than the commander of the state. Walzer argued that proper
authority rests on the notion that the authority has the consent of the nation. 65
Although to some extent the proper authority could now be argued for a war would
not an individual state but it would rather be that of an international organisation like
the United Nations. This is because, the states that are signatories to the UN charter
have agreed that the Security Council is the right level to determine when a war is in
effect and the actions that can be used.66 However, there are debates as to what extent
proper authority for war should rest with international organisations. For example,
Fotion notes that international organisations now compete with states on the authority
for war but does not make clear if one has a stronger claim than the other.67 Brown
argued that although multinational organisations do have some claim to the proper
authority criteria, overall proper authority should still rest with states themselves,
rather than international organisations.68 In this way, it can be seen that there has been
some debate as to who has the proper authority to agree to a war, a state’s leader or
the multinational organisation the UN.
The proper authority principle is very important area in how ethics of covert
action are assessed. The idea is that covert action programs should only be launched if
the person who has proper authority to make this decision on behalf of the state agrees
to it. This is so the agents of the organisations that conduct covert action themselves
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do not launch the activities on their own operations. This has, traditionally, been one
of the claims levelled against the CIA.69 In the case of the US, this would be the
president; in the UK ,this would be the prime minister or a minister of state. However,
in the US, the proper authority has, to some extent, been extended to include other
bodies as well as the president. 70 Although, oversight is not usually included as a
basis for proving proper authority has been achieved, it was argued by Omand that
proper authority is helped and strengthened by having oversight. 71 He stated that
‘external oversight can then provide added reassurance or corrective pressure if
problems emerge’. 72
In the US, the oversight role has been achieved through the creation of two
committees that provide oversight of intelligence agencies and for covert action the
President must inform the circle of eight leaders of the House Permanent Select
Committee on Intelligence and the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence of the
operation, either straight away, or in extraordinary circumstances, within a timely
fashion. 73 This has been interpreted as 48 hours. 74 In this way, the House and the
Senate would be able to say whether the operation should be allowed to continue. In
terms of covert action, it has been argued that it, in fact, faces greater oversight than
any other activity that the CIA actually conduct.75
In addition to these organisations being able to be seen by oversight
committees, the US Senate Armed Service Committee and the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence can cut off funds for operations. Further, the House
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence has control in different ways for aspects
of the US intelligence community budget.76 It was argued by Ott that the power to cut
off funds for US covert action programs has been used in the past, although he does
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not provide details as to which programme this was used for. 77 From this it was
argued that, it gave Congress, in their oversight role, an almost veto over covert action
programs. 78 In this way, in the case of the US, the proper authority principle for
covert action has been extended to the oversight committees.
In the case of the UK, the oversight of intelligence agencies, is performed by
the Intelligence and Security Committee (ISC). It was argued by Phythian that this
committee has had, at best, only achieved a mixed success rate in providing
oversight.79 Peter Gill argued that although there have been some cases where the ISC
exceeded expectations, it focuses too much on the management of intelligence
agencies rather than providing oversight.80 Part of the problem was originally caused
by the mandate of the ISC. The mandate was designed to examine expenditure,
administration and policy of MI5, SIS, and GCHQ.81 The mandate of this committee
was extended with the passing of the Justice and Security Act 2013 which allowed it,
at times, to consider operational matters around the intelligence agencies. 82 However,
there are still flaws in the ISC oversight role. For example, in 2016 when the ISC
conducted an inquiry into the use of a drone to kill Reyaad Khan (see chapter 2), the
Prime Minister was able to refuse to hand over information to the committee.83 From
this, it shows that, although the British have attempted to establish an oversight
system, they have not been as successful as the US. Nevertheless, overall, the fact that
there is an oversight system in the UK does in some ways mean that proper authority
has been strengthened by the ISC.
The principle of proper authority in the case of covert action does, however,
have issues. It has been argued that using the military to conduct covert action, allows
for much looser oversight than intelligence agencies traditionally face when they were
conducting covert action programs.84 In the case of the US, the use of the military for
such operations has meant that, although the covert action can include any branch of
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the US government, traditional military operations have been exempt. What this has
meant in practice has been that in some cases, most notably the use of drones for
assassinations, they fall outside of traditional oversight areas of both the House and
Senate intelligence committees.85 It has been pointed out that even if there is a joint
operation in which intelligence agencies and military personnel are working together
on the same operation, they could operate under different authorities. This, then,
presents issues to the level of oversight that the people face. For example, the military
does not have to submit to Congress in times of war information about an on-going
operation. This has been compounded by the fact that the military does not have to
tell Congress about anticipated hostilities where US forces are involved.
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Nevertheless, operations will still be reviewed at different times and this shows that
proper authority can still be achieved even if it is less in the case of the military than it
is for intelligence agencies.
In relation to cyber warfare, Lucas stated there was no real difference in the
just cause, just intention, or proper authority principles. 87 However, not everyone
agrees with this interpretation. In terms of research into the ethics of cyber offensive
operations, the argument is that cyber offensive operations face the same just cause
criteria as just war, even if there may be problems in understanding how a state may
be able to ‘prove’ that another state has conducted the operation. The argument is that
just cause is created out of the self-defence requirement and an act of war.88 Yet, the
issue with this is that these authors still follow the notion that cyber offensive
operations are cyber war, rather than looking at the operations as covert action
achieved using cyber means.
The author believes that in terms of just cause, just intention, and proper
authority there are only two slight differences between covert action and covert action
achieved through cyber means. Firstly, states may view cyber as offering less chance
of getting caught than with traditional covert action and may try to use these activities
for causes which fall below the level of just cause. John Arquilla also argued that,
with what he referred to as cyber war states ‘may feed temptation to skirt classical
guidelines about going to war justly, I think it is quite possible that cyber-strategy and
85
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tactics may make waging war justly a bit easier’. 89 This is because if states feel that
the actions will not become known they may think that they would not need to explain
or justify their actions to the same level affecting the just cause and just intention
principles. Secondly, in terms of proper authority, the actions should still be sought in
relation to activities, as they would with traditional covert action. It has been argued
that states could hide the use of these tools and remain invisible from proper
authority.90 Yet covert action has a clear basis for the activities. The fact is that cyber
means of covert action would, in the case within inclusion of oversight actually have
higher proper authority than even that of war. The issue still is that these operations
do have, in the case of the US, as was highlighted in chapter five, a question of
whether these activities fall under intelligence agencies or the military. This is
compounded by the fact, as was shown in chapter five, that both organisations are
controlled by the same person under the dual hatted nature of their role. Although this
has been argued to change at some point, so far, this has not happened. This, then, has
meant that the issue of proper authority has been difficulty to achieve to the same
extend as with covert action.
In terms of the principle of reasonable chance of success, there are two issues
with the use of cyber means for conducting covert action that states should be aware
of. Firstly, it could be argued that with covert action achieved through cyber means,
there is an issue of something akin to a Pandora’s box effect.91 This is related to what
Omand referred to as unintended consequences. 92 This issue can be seen in the
Stuxnet operation. Singer argued that due to the fact that the Stuxnet operation had the
unintended consequence of other states conducting similar operations. This was
because if one state has already conducted the operations, others may conduct similar
operations.93 From this it is clear that, as Omand argued, ‘whatever is claimed by one
side in the way of intelligence methods should be expected of the others to also
claim’.94 If states do believe that others have used a covert action using cyber means
unethically then it may cause the affect that other states will use this as justification of
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their own operations. Therefore this, indicates that states should assess the unintended
consequences of the activities in relation to the Pandora’s box effect.
However, there is an argument that some of these activities are not particularly
new and thus all covert action even with the inclusion of covert action achieved
through cyber means, it could be argued, face this issue. Nevertheless, with some of
the highest levels and the ability to actually kill someone using cyber, this will
become a real issue. The dangers of it must not be overblown but must be kept in
mind. This is clearly an ethical question that GCHQ took on board. It was argued in a
document that was leaked by Edward Snowden about the guidelines for submission of
information to the Secretary of State, that officers should try to understand if this
operation or the tools they were using was novel.95 This suggested that, at least in the
British experience with the ethics of covert action via cyber means, states have looked
into the unintended consequences of the Pandora’s box effect. Finally, this author
believes the issue of the Pandora’s Box will diminish over time as more states use
these types of activities. From this, the fact of a ‘new’ type of operation will diminish.
One final issue with the principle of reasonable chance of success is that even
if a state is successful in conducting an operation there is a chance that there will be
the unintended consequence. It can be argued that with the use of cyber means of
conducting covert action there is a danger that the tool that was used may spread
beyond the original country that was targeted. In case of Stuxnet, the malware appears
to have spread well beyond its intended target in Iran as it infected many other
countries as well.96 In this case, it is possible that the malware could have affected
systems the tool was not supported to affect (although it appears to have been
programmed not to do so). From this, it can be argued that states need to understand
the issues of reasonable chance of success and the unintended consequences of the
tool spreading. In these ways, states that use covert action via cyber means should
address, or at least consider the same questions of reasonable chance of success as
with covert action, but make sure they understand that cyber means do face further
questions in relation to unintended consequences.
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The next principle of JWT is that the actions need to be of last resort. It is
argued that war should only be conducted as a final option.97 However, the last resort
principle is not simply based on the notion that diplomacy has failed and, therefore
war is ethical. This is because diplomatic discussions can continue for a long time and
there is always a claim that diplomacy could still have worked.98 Bellamy argued that
‘last resort demands that actors carefully evaluate all different strategies that might
bring about the desired ends, and selecting force if it appears to be the only feasible
strategy for securing those ends’.99 The criteria of last resort is related not to trying
less violent options first, but that a state has consciously considered these options first
and can show why these would not work. Further, it can be argued that last resort can
be deemed to exist when a state is in imminent danger. This argued was demonstrated
in Walzer who examined the Caroline case of 1842. It was argued that the British had
been justified in their actions of attacking those citizens who had were planning to
attack their ship the Caroline in 1842 because there were no other option than to
attack.100 This has however, always presented issues in understanding what the last
resort should be. States can look on other states with suspicions, and as Walzer points
out, these can, after the fact, be shown to be incorrect.101 This means that a state and
ethicist are forced to assess at what level something should be seen as having reached
the level of last resort. However, overall it could be argued that each case must be
judged on its own as there can never be any set standard in which a theory could
cover all the issues of whether the principle of last resort has been reached. On the
issue of certainty, it has been argued that the level of certainty for the last resort
would have to be around 90 per cent sure that the target nation would attack.102 This
shows that, although the actions should be linked, firstly, to trying to achieve a
diplomatic situation, it is not always necessary to have tried diplomacy first for an
action to be counted in a last resort ethical dimension.
In terms of intelligence, it has been argued that last resort as a principle does
not work due to the fact that espionage rather than other means of gathering
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intelligence is usually the only way.103 However, as was argued above, a state does
not need to try the less violent means first. They need a reasonable belief that the less
violent option would not work. This argument is supported by Bellaby and Omand
who both argued they do not need necessarily to have to try other means, they just
have to have a strong belief that the other means would not work. 104 Further,
Gendron’s ‘“last resort” must be interpreted not as a process which first exhausts the
contributions of open and less intrusive sources, but as one which matches the
objective, the time frame, and the permeability of the target to the means used’.105 In
this way, the principle of the last resort is that states have to have a reasonable belief
that their actions are the only actions that would work.
This, then, should be the joint criteria for a last resort principle for covert
action, diplomacy should be tried if possible but if it would not work the covert action
agency must demonstrate a reasonable belief as to why it would not work. This is
similar to Barry who argued that they should have tried or at least be able to show
why other less violent means would not work before covert action is used. 106 In
addition, it has been argued by Patterson and Casale, using a similar framework of
last resort, that targeted killing could be deemed ethical if there was no other way.107
However, the principle of last resort does have issues in relation to covert
action. In terms of intelligence gathering, it is argued that the last resort is achieved
through the fact that if the intelligence could be gathered by open source means then
these should be used rather than the covert intelligence gathering.108 Yet, with covert
action the level of last resort is based in part on what a country ‘might’ do rather than
what a country ‘will’ do. From this, the last resort principle faces an issue. The fact
that a country might do something leads to the question about whether this is enough
to argue that last resort has been met. This is that the actions can be based on the idea
that something could happen but it has to be something reasonable that a person could
base that assessment on. It could be argued that the last resort principle should be
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linked with the notion of real and not spurious concerns, as was the case of just cause,
and using the notion of around 90 per cent certain will help to achieve this. From this
it would set a fair ethical notion of last resort.
The last resort principle faces no more greater difficulty in its applicability
towards covert action achieved through cyber means than it does in relation to
tradition covert action. However, not every one agrees with this statement. It was
argued by John Arquilla that ‘last resort also comes under pressure when the virtual
domain is added into the conflict mix. Cyberwar is a means that can be used early,
easily, and highly effectively’.109 However, this author would argue that this is not the
case. The problem with Arguilla’s argument is that it was still based on the notion of
cyber war, rather than covert action. The principle of last resort should be followed.
The state that is conducting the operations should clearly be able to demonstrate that
they have either tried to use other means such as diplomacy first, or that it would not
work. It could be argued that the main danger is that states will become too keen on
using covert action via cyber means because of the feeling that they will not become
known and not establish the last resort principle. Further, as Barry argued, states
should have to justify, even within the use of last resort, why they would use a more
aggressive option than other forms of the same activity.
Another principle of JWT is that the actions that are used must be proportional
to the threat that is faced. It has also been pointed out that the proportionality must be
linked to everything that is bad and only some things that are good. Bellaby has
argued that good can only be calculated to the just aims of the war and incidental
benefits do not count towards the good. However, all the ‘bads’ are counted against
the goods.110 This requirement, it has been argued, could mean that the actions that
are taken, for example killing, are overridden by the good that is being achieved.111
This clearly fits into the argument about the issues of covert action in the sense that
the reasons for the actions to be taken must be better than the damage caused.
However, in the same way Bellaby argues that actions should not just be related to
actual physical harm but all harm that may be caused.
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In terms of covert action, it can be argued that the same criteria must met for
the action to be deemed to be proportional. This is that states should only choose the
option that meets the threat that is posed. In addition, states should consider all the
ways that covert action can produce harm and not just focus on physical harm. This is
similar to Beitz’ who argued that states should have to face additional questions if the
use of manipulation is to be justified. 112 From this, the argument is that although
paramilitary operations, may be the only form of traditional covert action that
produces physical harm, states should address the fact that propaganda can
manipulate others, and, therefore, this too produces harm. This argument about the
targeting of civilians via covert action also increases with the level of violence of the
campaign. The use of economic operations which, even though they are aimed at the
state, have the ability to harm the civilian population as you are affecting the stability
of another country’s economy causing a loss in borrowing power of that state so that
civilian services may be affected. An economic operation may also stop the sale of
domestic machinery and goods. This will cause a direct loss to the civilian population.
In these ways, all forms of covert action produce harm and should be assessed in
relation to the threat they are trying to meet.
There are no particular ‘new’ issues raised by the use of covert action
achieved through cyber means as compared to covert action. For example, using
cyber propaganda still targets civilians in same way as covert action. However, it has
been argued by GCHQ that in terms of propaganda, cyber operations have greater
appeal and are more effective than the traditional propaganda. 113 This would mean
that using them, intelligence agencies should, in terms of JWT, face a higher
proportionality threshold due to the fact these are more ‘violent’. Even with higher
operations, there is no real difference in the proportionality to that of covert action. In
addition, as was noted above, there is a danger that the level of threat in which they
are being used may be lower than their traditional counterpart as states may believe
that they will not be discovered. However, to some extent, this has already been
shown to be a false premise as there are a number of cases that have become public
knowledge.
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A further principle of JWT, but one focused on jus in bello, is that in a war,
civilians have immunity from being targeted. This has also been termed distinction.114
This principle has been related to proportionality.115 However, in war, it is generally
accepted that civilians should be off limits from the fighting. Every soldier
understands that they should not target civilians, even if they do not always follow it,
and that, when they do, there is a good reason for this. However, even in war, the civil
immunity is a contentious issue. The issues around this principle have been
demonstrated by several authors. For example, it has been argued by Walzer that in an
extreme emergency, civilians lose their immunity due to the proportional nature of the
threat.116 Further, Deakin demonstrated the issue of Special Forces being discovered
by a shepherd and whether the Special Forces soldiers should be allowed to kill the
shepherd if they believe that the shepherd may give away the position of the
soldiers.117 From this, it is clear therefore, that, even in war, there is an argument that
the principle of civilian immunity is not absolute.
This presents a number of problems when looking at covert action. In covert
action, depending on what the operation is looking to achieve, they may directly
target civilians. Propaganda, for example, is clearly directed towards civilians.
Propaganda and the targeting of civilians with propaganda does not produce the same
amount of harm, clearly, as aiming a gun at a person’s head. From this, the argument
is directly related to the issue of ‘harm’.118 To assess the issue of ‘harm’ it was argued
that states should consider using the legal premise of proximate cause in which you
follow a test of a reasonable perception of likely injury. 119 This then would allow
states to assess the likely injury from the actions. There is, however, a danger of
unintended consequences of the activity. If it is successful in changing a group of
behaviour then a state may target those who are dissenting with repressive actions.
This is equally applicable to targeting those who are near to terrorist organisations. If
an organisation feels threatened, it can look to aggressively suppress those who they
may feel are working against them and then supress them in aggressive manners. This
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has increasingly been the case with IS who, it has been reported, conducted
aggressive repression of people under their territorial control. This can be linked to
the threat that the IS felt other propaganda holds towards the population. Using the
lowest level of ‘violent’, it clearly indicates that, for actions to be seen as ethical,
states must assess the level of harm in all their uses of covert action achieved through
cyber means. Further, it needs to consider that harm is achieved in a number of
different ways. All of this shows that the use of propaganda does have implications in
who it targets even though we may see it as something close to benign.
In these ways, it is clear that the six principles of JWT can be applied to covert
action. States, before they use covert action, should critically assess the use of covert
action to these six principles and clearly understand what implications of the
operations. In relation to cyber means of conducting covert action, it is clear that there
are some issues with how these are applied. Most notably, the issue of unintended
consequences in the fact that there may be, with some of the activities, an issue of a
Pandora’s Box effect, and the fact that some operation, as was the case of Stuxnet,
may spread beyond the country that was the intended target.

Ladder of Escalation
With JWT, although there are six individual principles, each of these principles
relates to the one another. The only real principle that is apart from the others is the
issue of proper authority. Just cause affects the issue of last resort; proportionality to
the threat is related to the issue of just cause. Just intentions has a bearing on how the
just cause is accessed. To help understand how these issues are interrelated it has been
argued that there is a need to use the ladder of escalation. Herman Kahn developed
the ladder of escalation in relation to escalation in international crises. This relates to
how a state should respond to a crisis and the threshold for that response.120 Although
Kahn did not explicitly relate the ladder ethics in general or to JWT, it has been
argued that a ladder of escalation allows the researcher to understand both the level of
harm, proportionality, and the just cause.121 In addition, Johnson used the ladder of
escalation when he assessed the ethics of both intelligence and covert action. Using
the ladder that this author created (see chapter five) allows the ethics of covert action
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and covert action achieved through cyber means to be assessed using the JWT
principles. It was argued by Bellaby that, by using the ladder, it becomes clear that the
more violent or aggressive a type of operation is, the higher the level of justification
using the JWT principles would need to be.122 Using this as the basis, it is clear that
different types of covert action would need higher levels of justification depending on
the level of violence of the operation. From this, a covert action campaign that is
using the type of activity called ‘traditional propaganda’ would need the lowest level
of justification. In relation to covert action, it can be seen that, although Colby did not
term it as the ladder of escalation, he argued that it is less intrusive to use covert
action than it is to launch a military invasion.123 Therefore, it can be seen that where
less violent means are being used earlier, there is a lower just cause. From this, the
argument is that it is more ethical to target a country earlier via the use of less violent
actions rather than wait and use more violence later on. From this, not only is the
ladder of escalation an important tool to understand the issues surrounding the level of
violence of an activity, it also allows for both intelligence professionals, government
officials, academics, and the general public to understand and conceptualise the
principles of JWT in relation to types of covert action.
The ladder of escalation that the author created in the fifth chapter is perfectly
suited to discussions on the use of covert action and covert action achieved through
cyber means. Because of the fact that types of activities follow the level of violence, it
means that states and ethicists can use this to address the ethics of each activity. In
these ways, using the ladder of escalation makes it possible to assess the ethics of
covert action in both its traditional methods and cyber means.

Other Ethical Issues
Beyond the explicit JWT principles, others have come up with other ethical issues
that states should address in relation to covert action and intelligence. The most
notable of these is Johnson in Secret Agencies who came up with eleven ethical
guidelines. 124 Many of these have already been addressed within this chapter. The
idea of diplomacy first (last resort), being in line with public policy (just cause and
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just intentions); understanding outside issues and not focusing on only using covert
action operatives when deciding if an operation should go ahead (proper authority and
reasonable chance of success); never violate US laws; avoid targeting democracies as
these have more legitimacy unless they have done something which violates their
legitimacy; use the idea of less aggressive options first (last resort, proportionality,
and the ladder of escalation); making sure the foreign agents know that they will be
terminated as an asset if they violate laws which are seen as highly important, like not
conducting terrorism and human rights abuses; considering the international
reputation of the state that is conducting the operation.125
However, there are two further ethical guidelines that need to be looked at.
First is whether the actions can be justified to the general public if they became
known; this would help to argue that the actions are ethical. However, there are issues
with this as a guideline because it would allow states to conduct operations that would
otherwise be seen as unethical. Take, for example, torture. In 2014, a poll was
conducted in the US in which 59 per cent of respondents stated that torture should be
allowed. 126 Even in a more recent poll, conducted after the release of the Senate
Select Committee on Intelligence into the use of extreme interrogation (what some
have termed torture), 46 per cent agreed, 30 per cent opposed, 24 undecided. Using
the guidelines that Johnson offered, this would mean that the action of torture would
be allowed. This then would be why, it could be argued, allowing something to be
deemed to be ethical because it can be explained to the general public should not be
included as an ethical argument. In addition, it was argued by David Perry that what is
ethical is not about what people find to be ethical. 127 From this, the author would
argue that just because an action can be explained to the general public and they agree
with it, this should not be enough to claim that something is, in fact, ethical.
The final guideline that Johnson offered is the idea that ‘in almost all cases,
policymakers, should reject secret wars, coups d’état, and other extreme measures, for
if American interests are so jeopardized, as to require major intervention, then
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properly authorized overt warfare – ideally multinational … is more appropriate and
honourable’.128 However, this author believes that this is flawed. Take for example,
the covert action to supply military equipment to the mujahedeen in the 1970s and
80s. If the US had sent in US military personnel to Afghanistan, there could have
been a risk of an open war between the two powers. From this, this author would
argue that it would seem flawed to suggest that it would have been more ethical to
invade Afghanistan in the 1970s and 80s rather than supply arms. This argument can
also be seen to apply to a cyber equivalent: the Stuxnet operation. At the time, there
were discussions about what would happen if Iran had acquired a nuclear weapon. It
is possible that this may have included a military operation. From this, it would seem
unclear as to why it would be more ethical for forces to invade Iran and possibly risk
another situation like the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan than using these covert action
methods. Finally, political operations can have the same effects as those of secret
wars; propaganda can lead to the same deaths if they are conducted well. Although, in
general, the author agrees with most of Johnson’s guidelines, the two that are of
question are the justification to the public, although overall this is a good option but
has issues. Whereas, the notion of removing the most aggressive forms of covert
actions would simply mean that states would have to use more violence means simply
because they are overt.

Conclusion
By understanding that cyber offensive operations are covert action just achieved
through cyber means, this chapter addressed the ethical implications of these
activities. It found that the use of covert action using cyber means does not face any
different ethical considerations than covert action. Using a JWT approach, it is clear
that, although there are ethical issues to covert action using cyber means, these relate
to, for the most part, covert action in general rather than covert action achieved
through cyber means in particular. This chapter has demonstrated that there are six
ethical principles of JWT related to covert action: just cause, just intention, proper
authority, last resort, reasonable chance of success, discrimination, and,
proportionality. It has also illustrated the ways that these should be applied to covert
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action achieved through cyber means. In addition, this chapter has also argued that a
state should also use the ladder of escalation to further help them to understand the
ethics of covert action and covert action achieved via cyber means. To do this, the
author argued that using the ladder that was created in chapter five of this study
allows for ethics of covert action and covert action achieved by cyber means to be
effectively assessed.
Further, this chapter has argued it is clear that there is a strong basis for states
to use these types of activities ethically. This is because, being seen to be ethical can
allow states to recruit and maintain agents. In addition, although this chapter argued
that there were some new ethical dimensions to the use of covert action by cyber
means, these will likely diminish over time as more states use these forms of
operations in the future. The other areas of ethical questions that have been identified
by others around the use of cyber offensive operations can clearly be explained by
looking at JWT or how JWT is applied to Intelligence.
This then shows that it is clearly important that academics and governments
begin to see cyber offensive operations as covert action being achieved through cyber
means. This is because so much of what states do is based on having clear definitions
of the actual events and what they are being used for.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this thesis was to understand if a relationship exists between covert
action and cyber offensive operations. There was a need to undertake this research
because although in 2007 Daugherty argued that a relationship existed between these
two activities, there was not much information on this point.1 At the time of writing
this thesis, there was beginning to be an acceptance that covert action and cyber
offensive operations are interrelated. In 2014 Brantly expanded upon the relationship,
although he only focused on two examples of cyber offensive operation and how they
are related to covert action.2 In 2017, Lowenthal developed the argument about the
relationship between the activities further.3 Nevertheless, Lowenthal’s work still only
contained a limited amount of research on the relationship between cyber offensive
operations and covert action. 4 This thesis has illustrated the connections between
covert action and cyber offensive operations more clearly.
This study has uncovered and demonstrated that, although there is a clear
relationship between cyber offensive operations and covert action, it is an imperfect
relationship within the existing scholarly work on covert action. Covert action was
defined as ‘an activity or activities … to influence political economic or military
conditions abroad where it is intended that the role of the … Government will not be
apparent or acknowledged publicly’.5
The definition of cyber offensive operations that was used in this thesis was
that offered by US government, and states that these operations are designed to
produce an effect in the real world.6 This then separates cyber offensive operations
from cyber intelligence. Cyber offensive operations are, according to the US
government, conducted by ‘the manipulation, disruption, denial, degradation, or
destruction of computers, information or communication systems, networks, physical
or virtual infrastructure controlled by computers or information systems, or
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information resident thereon’. 7 These, the US argued, could be used to ‘enable
kinetic, information, or other types of operations’. 8 This is similar to the definition
that GCHQ offered, but they define them simply as cyber effects operations.9 These
operations were conducted through the use of ‘Destroy, Deny, Degrade, Disrupt,
Deceive, Protect’.10
Using the understanding of what covert action is and what cyber offensive
operations are, the thesis found that cyber offensive operations are covert action based
on the fact that both types of activities are aimed at changing the behaviour of an
adversary. Both types of activities will maintain a level of plausible deniability, and
they are not war. From this, it can be concluded that overall a clear relationship
between the activities exists based on what they are used for.
Using the definition of cyber offensive operations, the author then identified
examples of cyber offensive operations. This was to allow for the author to analysis
and to understand what types of activities these operations were being used for. When
analysing these operations the author followed the argument of Kahn that actions
between states can be seen to follow a hierarchy of violence.11 Using this approach
the author argued that there were six overarching ways that cyber offensive operations
have been conducted.
The first type of cyber offensive operation that this thesis identified was
propaganda. Willcox defined propaganda as ‘the conscious or unconscious attempt by
the propagandist to advance their cause through the manipulation of opinion,
perception and behaviour of a target group’.12 This thesis has found that states have
used cyber offensive operations to conduct propaganda activities against both state
and non-state actors. It argues that propaganda in cyber offensive operations can be
seen to have taken place using human led operations. Human led operations are
propaganda operations in which a human is used to control multiple online personas
and is used to spread propaganda material. Further, this thesis has argued that states
have conducted propaganda campaigns that are technology led. These operations are
7
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conducted by states in such a way that a there is only minimal action needed from
humans beyond programming. Finally, it has argued that it is not just through the use
of social media that states have conducted cyber offensive propaganda operations, but
states have also targeted online gaming systems to conduct propaganda campaigns.
From this, it was clear that states have used cyber offensive operations to conduct
propaganda operations.
This thesis also argued that states have the capacity to use cyber offensive
operations to conduct direct counter propaganda operations. It argued that these
operations should be seen as different to propaganda operations as direct propaganda
operations are aimed at taking control of a target’s own propaganda network and
using it against the target. This type of activity was demonstrated to have taken place
when the British conducted such an operation against Al Qaeda in Operation
CUPCAKE. In this operation, the British took control of the of an online Al Qaeda
magazine and changed the propaganda that was contained within this magazine. In
addition, this thesis also demonstrated that groups that have been linked to the Syrian
government have targeted a number of news agencies in similar fashion.13 In this way,
this thesis argued that direct counter propaganda is a form of cyber offensive
operations.
This thesis found that cyber offensive operations have also been used to
conduct political cyber offensive operations. It argued that political cyber offensive
operations have been used to conduct defacement operations, where a state will
deface the website of an organisation belonging to another state, or they could deface
a non-state actor’s website. This was illustrated through the example of a number of
South Korean websites being defaced with pro-Kim Jong-un statements. Further, it
illustrated that states have the ability to stop government websites from working. An
example for this type of activity can be seen to have taken place in 2007 when a
number of Estonian websites were stopped from working. It argued that states have
the ability to conduct operations in which they leak information about either a person
directly connect to a state, a state organisation, or even, a non-state actor such as a
terrorist organisation. In these operations, a state will look to publish information that
Andrew Griffin, ‘Syrian Electronic Army hacks global websites including The Independent’, The
Independent, first published on 27.11.2014, http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-andtech/news/syrian-electronic-army-hacks-global-websites-including-the-independent-9887176.html, last
accessed on 18.03.2015.
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is damaging so as to cause a target’s own domestic population to question a state, a
person, a private business or a terrorist organisation. It demonstrated that states have
the ability to conduct political cyber offensive operations, in such a way, that a state
aims for a population to know that they conducted the operation, but that it cannot
prove that it was conducted by them. The example of this type of activity was the
targeting of Sony Pictures Entertainment by North Korea in 2014. In this operation a
state would target a particular non-state actor so that it has the maximum political
impact. This thesis also argued that states have used cyber offensive operations to
conduct resentment campaigns. In these operations, a state placing information or
fake documents that are meant to target a particular section of the targets state
population or even a department of government, with the hope of creating a situation
where a marginalised group will rise up and either create greater problems for a state
or even overthrow a state. This can be seen to have taken place where the Russians
spread information about an unarmed black person being killed by police in, what it
could be argued, was aimed at creating large demonstrations or even riots. 14 It
illustrated that it may be possible in the future for states to conduct operations in
which they try to change the outcome of an election or cause people to question an
election result. This type of operation would likely only work in a number of places
that have online voting. Finally, the thesis examined the Russian involvement in the
US presidential election. It illustrated how the operations took place and the alleged
goals of the operations. In these ways, it argued that there were six ways that political
cyber offensive operations can take place.
This thesis discovered that states could conduct cyber offensive operations for
an economic purpose. It found that these types of operations are more likely to be
directed against non-state actors such as private businesses and terrorist organisations.
By targeting private businesses a state could affect another state’s economic powers
but do so in an indirect manner. It argued that there were seven ways that economic
operations can be seen to take place. The first is denial of service operation. This is
where a state targets online banking systems and shuts off access to these services for
clients. It also argued that states could use cyber offensive operations where they
Adrian Chen, ‘The Agency From a nondescript office building in St. Petersburg, Russia, an army of
well-paid “trolls” has tried to wreak havoc all around the Internet — and in real-life American
communities.’ The New York Times Magazine, first published on 02.06.2015,
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/07/magazine/the-agency.html?smid=nytcore-ipadshare&smprod=nytcore-ipad&_r=0, last accessed on 03.06.2015.
14
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remove money from a particular individual or group account. This could be of use to
target a state’s leadership, or terrorist organisations. It also argued that states could
use cyber offensive operations to target business accounts. It argued that this was seen
to have been an option by GCHQ and it could be used to affect other businesses
beyond the account that was being targeted. This thesis also found that states could
use cyber offensive operations to stop a business from working, creating an economic
effect. It also argued that if a state conducted a cyber offensive operation in a
particular way, it would be possible that the operation itself could have an economic
effect. This would be where because of leaking of information, people begin to
question a company and switch to a different company. It argued that economic cyber
offensive operations could be used in such a way that they could remove money from
a banks own accounts or even target states reserve accounts. This was termed a cyber
heist. Finally, this thesis argued that economic cyber offensive operations could be
used in such a way that they spread damaging information about an organisation so as
to cause an economic effect. In this way, this thesis has argued that there are seven
forms of economic cyber offensive operations.
The final forms of cyber offensive operations that this thesis identified were
high-end operations. This author chose not to term these as sabotage, as some authors
chose to. This is because using cyber offensive operation to sabotage systems is used
in a number of operations such as economic operations.
It argued that cyber offensive operations could be used to target individuals. It
has argued that due to the fact that these tools were stated by GCHQ to have been
withheld unless specifically authorised in the case of the British, targeting individuals
should be seen as a high-end operation.15 This author also argued that a state would
target a particular individual only when this person was seen as highly important. This
shows that it is a high level operation. The next form was stopping government
services from working. This thesis argued that, due to the level of violence of this
operation, it must be seen as a high-end operation as it could, theoretically, end up
causing a government to collapse. This thesis illustrated that, in the future, cyber
offensive operations might be used to assassinate a person. Although this author
argued that it could be used, at present, it is unlikely due to the difficulties in
Edward Snowden Document, GCHQ, ‘JTRIG Tools and Techniques’, Snowden Surveillance
Archive.
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conducting such an operation, it is possible in the future to be a form of operation that
states can use. Finally, this thesis argued that states could use cyber offensive
operations to target critical national infrastructure such as power stations as was the
case in the Ukraine. It also demonstrated this by looking at the cyber offensive
operation launched against the Iranian nuclear program. In these ways, this author has
argued that there are five high-end cyber offensive operations.
The thesis also addressed the nature and the types of covert action. Johnson
and Lowenthal argued that covert action follows a hierarchy of violence. 16 This
violence was originally from the work of Kahn who argued that actions between
states follow a level of violence. This author firstly addressed what covert action is. It
found that there was general agreement within the academic literature about what
covert action is used for and how it is defined. Covert action was defined as ‘an
activity or activities … to influence political economic or military conditions abroad
where it is intended that the role of the … Government will not be apparent or
acknowledged publicly.’17 The author uncovered that the forms of covert action are
debated. Some argue that there are three ways of conducting covert action:
propaganda, political, paramilitary. 18 Others argued that there are five ways that
covert action can be conducted: propaganda, political, economic, coup d’état, and
paramilitary.19
This author illustrated five types of covert action: propaganda, military
deception, political, economic, and paramilitary. The author broke down the forms for
covert action in this way for a number of reasons. Political activities defined as a
broad term of operations where the aim is to affect the power and policies of another
country.20 From this, the author felt that a coup was just a highly successful form of
political activity. Secondly, this author wanted to highlight the differences between
political and economic operations. Although these two operations are closely
connected, they should be treated as different.
The study then looked to demonstrate the typology of covert action by
providing examples of it use. This was to clarify how covert action has been used and
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the forms of activities that make up covert action. It has demonstrated the use of
propaganda. This included the use of radio propaganda campaigns, with Radio Free
Europe and Radio Liberty. It was argued by Roy Godson, that one of the most
successful propaganda campaigns was the US support of the Solidarity movement in
Poland during the 1980s.21 In addition, it argued that propaganda campaigns have not
only been directed against state actors but also have been used against non-state
actors. For example, the British government used their propaganda machinery to
‘overtly and covertly, to blacken the IRA’.22 These operations were conducted in such
a way that it was hoped that it could not be proved to have been the British. From this
they were argued to be covert action.
It demonstrated the use of political covert action through the used of including
the use of agents of influence such as Stevenson who worked for the British to try and
persuade the US to get involved in the Second World War.23 This type of activity also
includes helping to win a number elections in Chile where the US helped to advise on
winning a campaign. 24 It also argued that political covert action has been used in such
a way that information would be leaked which would affect a particular person.
Finally, it demonstrated the highest level of political covert action being aimed at
overthrowing a particular government. This has been used in the case of the joint USUK action against the Premier of Iran Mossadeq.25
This study also looked at the economic covert action. The British developed a
plan in which an economic covert action would be used to target the Soviet bloc. The
operations that were discussed were to increase unrest in the labour force either by
increasing the tensions that were felt towards communism or even play into national
hostilities that countries felt towards each other including friction between Polish and
Czech. 26 They also looked at targeting the economies by denying equipment that
would, if it were provided, help the economies.27 In also used the case of the CIA’s
21
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involvement in Guatemala in 1953-1954 in which private companies played a
supporting role to the US’ covert action campaign. It was noted that they planned to
use an ‘already cleared group of top ranking American businessmen in New York
City’ to create shortages of imports and cut the level of exports that Guatemala were
able to conduct. 28 These operations had been used to affect the economies of the
target countries.
Finally, the study addressed paramilitary of covert action. Under this form of
covert action, there are assassinations. Further, it found that states have used covert
action to supply arms and support to guerrilla groups such as the CIA’s involvement
Guatemala in 1952-1954 the operations can be much bigger. The CIA aimed to give
enemies of the communist government in October 1952 around ‘250 rifles, 380 pistol,
64 machine guns and 4500 grenades’.29 This form of covert action can be very large
for example in 1961 the US had been involved in the Bay of Pigs operation. The Bay
of Pigs operation involved the training of around 600-700 Cuban exiles to landings in
Cuba in the hopes that this force could take control of Cuba.
Using the comparative methodology, this thesis was able to demonstrate in
chapters two, three, and four that the types of cyber offensive operations and the
forms of covert action all belong to the activities of covert action identified by covert
action scholars. For example, the use the propaganda campaigns during the Cold War
are directly comparable to those social media campaigns that states have conducted
using cyber offensive operation. The political campaigns have a cyber equivalent.
Economic cyber covert actions are comparable to the activities that were seen in
chapter two. Finally, it argued that the use of high-end cyber offensive operations, are
comparable to those of paramilitary activities. This is because if a foreign power
trained a force to target a power station, this would be a paramilitary operation. It is
possible, although this study argued that for the time being it is unlikely, that cyber
offensive operations could be used to assassinate a person. In these ways, the author
has argued cyber offensive operations are covert action.
The author argued that cyber offensive operations should be termed covert
action achieved through cyber means. This was because, the actions meet the criteria
of being an unacknowledged use of force. Even though states have, as Rid and
28
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Buchanan argued, ways to attribute cyber offensive operations.30 However, the ability
to argue that it is highly likely that a state conducted an operation, is not the same as
proof – as such, cyber offensive operation achieved the notion of an unacknowledged
use of force. Further, it is clear that the use of cyber offensive operations is aimed at
changing the behaviour of a foreign power. This was clearly demonstrated in the case
of the Stuxnet operation against Iran. Finally, the actions fall outside of the actions of
being war. In all of these ways, they are covert action.
Although, some covert action literature sees cyber offensive operations merely
as another form of covert action,31 this study argued against this idea. This is because
of the fact that cyber means of achieving covert action can be used to conduct all the
forms of covert action and not just one type. Further, this author has argued that cyber
means should be treated a different to traditional covert action because they can be
used together. For example, Operation Orchard where Israel launched a campaign to
take down a Syrian air defence network so that Israel could destroy a nuclear facility,
demonstrates the use of traditional and cyber means of covert action together. 32 In
addition, online HUMINT may be used to begin a traditional covert action campaign.
This is because after a particular intelligence agency has made contact with a
particular person or group and cultivated a relationship this person or group could
then be used to conduct traditional covert action. This could be through using the
person to spread news stories; it could be through political activities; or it could be
through paramilitary operations.
However, although these activities clearly are covert action, the author argued
that the existing literature on covert action fails to address this properly. For example
Daugherty and Brantly only see covert action achieved through cyber means as being
used for one type of operation.33 Yet, this is clearly not the case. Further, Lowenthal,
only see three ways that covert action via cyber means could be used: propaganda,
political, and economic.34 This was not the case. It can achieve all forms of covert
action.
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Further, this author has argued that Lowenthal in his attempts to allow for
covert action achieved through cyber means to be included in the traditional study of
covert action has created a flawed ladder of escalation.35 The ladder of escalation was
created to allow researchers to understand in, Lowenthal’s words, the violence of the
types of covert action activities. Lowenthal’s model makes the argument that a
sabotage operation would be less violent in terms of action than a paramilitary
operation. However, as was shown with the Russian covert action using cyber means
against the Ukrainian power plants in 2015-2016, it can be used to affect a huge
number of people. From this, there was a need to readdress the covert action theory of
the ladder of escalation. The author’s ladder also went further than Lowenthal’s in
that in broke down the types of activities into smaller parts. This allows for others to
understand that even within a type of activity there are different levels of violence to
the actions. The author’s ladder also coded the actions to demonstrate the ways that
traditional covert action and covert action achieved via cyber means could be used
together for the same type of activity. In these ways, the author has clearly questioned
and adapted the traditional theory of covert action to allow for the effective inclusion
of covert action achieved through cyber means.
Using the fact that cyber offensive operations are covert action but those that
are achieved through cyber means, the author investigated the issues that this creates
for states when organising a covert action. Using historical examples there is clear
evidence of some of these issues. This argument was demonstrated by addressing the
fact that when states have had more than one organisation conducting covert action
they inevitable run into each other. From the British experience, SOE and PWE did
not function effectively as they could because of the fact that the operations were
interlinked but that they were two separate organisations. From this, there is clearly a
danger of an uneasy relationship between covert action and covert action by cyber
means, due to the fact that there are at least, in both the UK and the US, two different
organisations that can argue for control of the operations.
In addition, this thesis attempted to demonstrate the dangers of splitting the
cyber means of conducting covert action from intelligence as appears to be the aim in
the US by removing US Cyber Command from the dual hatted control of the Director
of the NSA. It was argued by Rostizke that due to the official split in the covert action
35
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and intelligence in the US from 1948-1952, there was featured duplication and
confusion.36 It was argued that when the British did the same by splitting SOE from
SIS, there were issues. From this, it is clear that there is a real danger that by dividing
cyber means of conducting covert action away from cyber intelligence the two parts
will not work well together based on the historical examples.
Finally, this study dealt with the ethics of the use of covert action both in the
traditional sense and covert action achieved through cyber means. The ethics of these
activities were assessed against the six jus ad bello principles of JWT: Just cause, just
intentions, proper authority, reasonable chance of success, last resort, proportionality
as well as the jus in bellum principle of civilian immunity. The author found that the
ethics of these operations must be theorised in relation to what these operations
actually are. It found that part of the problem of discussing the ethics of covert action
using cyber means is that the focus has been on the use of cyber offensive operation
as being cyber war.37
Taking the approach of covert action, the author found that covert action
achieved through cyber means does face minor new ethical issues. The most notable
of these was the fact that in terms of assessing the criteria of reasonable chance of
success, there is a danger that the use of covert action achieved through cyber means
may create, as Singer argued, a Pandora’s box effect. 38 The argument is if a state
conducts a novel activity then others will attempt to do the same. However, this thesis
has argued that although it is an issue that clearly states should be aware of, it is likely
that this will diminish overtime. Overall, although there were further minor ethical
issues that states should address in relation to covert action achieved through cyber
means. Some of these are related to the organisational structure of covert action. What
should be remembered is that it is important for states such as the US and the UK to
use covert action via cyber means ethically. This is because, as Omand argued, that
what one state claims in relation to intelligence others can claim as well.39 From this,
there is a clear basis to argue that states should use covert action achieved through
cyber means ethically.
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In all of these ways, the study has revisited the traditional ideas of covert
action to understand and establish its relationship to cyber offensive operations. The
two types of activities are directly related and cyber offensive operations should be
seen as being covert action achieved through cyber means.

Further Research
It is likely that, as more evidence becomes available, there will be need to review and
revise some of the conclusions and evidence in this thesis. Firstly, it is highly likely
that there will be more examples of the use of covert action achieved through cyber
means. It could be that the types of operations that were argued to be theoretical in
this thesis may, in fact, take place, if they have not already done so. This author
believes this would most likely occur in relation to political activities in that a covert
action using cyber means may target the voting system to actually change tallies.
Whether this operation is conducted to change the election so no one notices or if it is
done in such a way that the aim is to cause a crisis in democracy it does not matter. It
will mean that there will be other examples of covert action achieved through cyber
means that will allow for a clearer understanding.
A further area of work may be that Edward Snowden and others may leak
more documents that will provide more information on the relationship between cyber
offensive operations and covert action. It was estimated that Edward Snowden stole
around 1.5 million documents. This means that there has only been a small number
that have actually been leaked into the public domain. If this is the case then it will
allow for further research into the types of activities that states have conducted.
In addition, as of yet, the organisational system for covert action in relation to
cyber means is not yet clear. For example, in the case of the US Cyber Command it
was, at the time of writing this, still commanded by the director of the National
Security Agency. Although, this thesis has argued that splitting covert action away
from intelligence, based on historical examples, is not an easy task and that it may not
even be wise, it has been argued that it is a question of when not if for the split. This
means that in a few years, researchers will be able to assess the effectiveness of this
system.
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Further, researchers will be able to have access to more documents about
cyber intelligence and covert action achieved through cyber means. In the case of US,
their system of FOI seems to have allowed for some documents to have already
reached the public domain. In the case of the UK, it is likely that from around 2030
based on the Twenty Year rule for historical documents, Cabinet Office, Foreign
Office, and other UK papers about covert action by cyber means should start to enter
the public domain. Researchers, should see the benefit of using FOIA requests as was
argued by Murphy and Lomas.40 Using FOIA and the documents that are released by
the British government, future researchers into covert action achieved through cyber
means with have more official documents to use in their studies to them to test the
finding of this thesis.
It is also hoped that, at some point in the future, a complete comparison
between the information that has been leaked by Edward Snowden and others with
official government documents. This would allow for a greater understanding of the
information that is contained within the leaks. It would also mean that researchers in
the future would be able to use leaks to fill in the blanks of official documents after
they have been redacted. Future researchers will be able to test the notion of cyber
war not being a real event against future operations. It is hoped that this research will
allow for, as Rid argued, the move away from the cyber war terminology towards an
understanding of cyber activities in the wider context of covert action.
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